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SUMMARY AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS
IntI'oduction
In ~ecent years there has been a growth in programmes of physical exercise
in coron~y rehabilitation and. to some extent, an increase in interHst among
doctors in educating patients about the implications of co~onary heart disease
for thek daily lives. At the same time. increasing attention has be"n paid to
the ~sonal and social aspects of ~ecove~y after myocardial infarction, especi-
ally to the sufferers' psychologic'~l state and their work experience. But there
is little evidence to show whethar or not different methods of rehabilitation
are effective in :imp~oving these broad personal and social aspects of ~ecovery.
Aims and l".ethods of the Studl
The present study WilS established to examine patients' v'oeds fo~ and use
of rehabilitation and afte~c~ se~ices after myocardial infarction. We have
data about a consecutive series of 52 infarct patients, aged 59 or less, treated
at the Kent and Canterbury Hospital.. The main source of data was a series of
five interviews held with each ~espondent at sp<~cifi"d times during the ye.'lI'
afte~ the infarct. Exarnilliltion of various medical and social characteristics
suggested that the respondents were likely to be similar to other sedes ~)f
British hospital-treated infarct patients of the sa~e age.
Findings
Th'" main findings of the study we~e as follows.
(i) Work and incO!1l<). One fifth of the seriEls e:q;>ed,enced unemployment
associated with their illness. on avs1"age the present series of patients
returned to work late~ than is conside~ed desirable, although en acceptable
p~oportion eventually returned. 1Wo-thirds of the series ~dpo~ted they
experienced problems with their work; they were concerned especially about
their physical capacity to d~ their jobs. Half the series repo~ted problems
because of the effect of their illness on their incvllle, at some 'time during the
year after their infarct. This is a set of pI~blems that is more varied and
more frequent than is sometimes thought to occur after mT'Jcardial infarcticn.
(ii) Life at home. Nearly all the respondents reported restI'ictions in
their domestic activities and recreation in the months after the acute infarct.
Some restriction continued for much of the subsequent year. These difficulties
have not previously been studied closely among infarct patients.
(iii) The level and nature of incapacity. The respondents were moderately
incapacitated during the first weeks after their infarct. Most respondents




infa~ct. the illness has more varied and longer-lasting ~ffects than h~s
sometimes been thought. The present stu~y is the £i~st to have made systematic
comparisons of the effect of myocardial infarction on differ'lnt aspects of the
sufferers' daily lives. Work was tl".e aspect most fuequently and most signifi-
cantly affected by the illness. Recreation, sexual activity and sleep were
othe%' aspects of the respond,mts' daily lives f%'equently end significantly
affected by the illness. and many peopl" alse) said that the illness cauBed
them worry and physical discomfort.
(iv) Use of and needs for services. The main services received were
routine medical care from hospital and general practitioners. Few respondents
received much rehabilitation. A quarter of the respondents said they needed
extra help in returning t:;) work, but few said they needed any help fuom other
rehabilitation services.
(v) Advice and information. Hearly all the respon:',enta said they
%'eceiv"d advice from medical sources about exercise. rest, sex end. what'e
appropriate, smoking; most said it was useful advice. No studies have
previously examined infarct patients' needs for information and ar}vics.
Nearly all tha respondents said th"y wanted mol'" information or !'l,!vice; about
exercise. rest. sex. the nature of their illness. their treatment or recovery.
or the effects of thair illness on their \'!ork o%' life at home.
Conclusions and ReconmKmdations
(i) The research conclusions. The personal and S'-lcial after--effects of
myocm'dial infarction ar", more widespread and pi:lrsistent than has frequently
been thought. This implies that coronary rehabilitation services should have
the objectives of restoring patients to as full a state of he'llth and well-being
as possible. and returning them to as full a range of daily activities as
possible. Physical rehabilitation is unlikely to achieve these objectives by
itself. and should be part of a comprehensive progt'amme of rehabilit<.tion.
Within the progt'ammEl of comprehensive rehabilitation. more emphasis should be
placed on the patients' own experience and knowledge of their illness. and on
their performance of daily activities at work and at home.
(ii) Recommendations fo%' the development of rehabilitation and aftercare
services.
(a) Specific problellls.
Work. There were a ntll'flber of work-related problems - unemployment,
delayed return. difficulties at ~,ork. - that could be solved more effectively.




more fit, or by routina vocational resettlement to halp adjust patients' jobs or
find them nilW ones.
Activities at home. Rehabilitation staff should pay more attention to
patients' activities at home after discharga from hospital, in order to raise
the lovel and i.mpl:'ove the tilning of recovery.
Information and advice. Health service staff should provide patients with
more information and advice about the illness and its effects. both because
patients desire this and because it might help improve other aspects of recovery.
Emotional distress. In order to relieve the high levels of emotional
distress experienced by coronary patients, it may be most appropriate for
health service staff to help the patients understand their illness better and
orientate them more towards recovery and the resumption of daily activities.
(b) General implications for coronary rehabilitation.
Objectives. The objectives of coronary rehabilitation are often seen in;
terms of the restoration of physical fitness or functional capacity. Doctors
and other rehabilitation staff should see the overall rehabilitation objectives
in terms of patients' daily lives and circumstances.
Individualised services. The variety of problems and needs experienced
by coronary patients lOOans that rehabilitation and after-care should not simply
be a standard programme of treatmant in hospital or immediately afterwards.
Instead rehabilitation should be based on assessments of the p..1l'tioular needs
of individual patients, wherever they arise.
The doctor's role. r~rdiologists and other physicians should be mora
deeply inVolved in the personal and social aspeots of coronary rehabilitation.
They could help patients ~~derstand their illness and its effects better,
attempt to overcome more of the distress felt by patients. identify and take
early action on possible amployment problems. and encourage patients to under-
take more activity at home during their recovery. This weuld mean that the
specialist would be taking a broader view of recovery and rehabilitation than
previously. It would involve him in new relationships with staff and
agencies both inside and outside hospital. particularly general pr'actitioners,
social worker'S and employment staff.
(Hi) Further research. Rc;saarch is needed in four main areas: the
nature and causes of partiCUlar problems experienced by cOr'onary patients;
the criteria different people use to assess the existence of needs for





at present; and the effects and effectiveness of different methods of coronary
rehabilitation in changing the personal and social aspects of patients' recovery.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1. MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
Myocardial infarction is an acute episode of a serious illness that may
result in physical disability and many personal and social problems for the
sufferers. The main purpose of rehabilitation services for people with
myocardial infarctiQn is to eliminate this disability and to solve these
problems. Although doctors and health services in Britain are orientated
primarily towards the prevention and treatment of disease, they in..vitably are
concerned also to reduce the sUffet'ing and incapacity that results from disease.
They contribute to these bread aspects of recovery both by specific lnedical and
paramedical activities and by cooperating with other specialist rehabilitation
and resettlement ag~ncies. A major issue, that perennially faces the health
service in relation to rehabilitation, is to identify the appropriate contribu-
tions of doctors, remedial professions and others involved in rehabilitation to
the solution of problems that may contain physiological, psychological, economic
and social components.
A myocardial infarction is an interruption of the blood supply to part of
the heart muscle, through a blacklg," of a ccronary artery. A variety of
factors - including smoking, insufficient exercise, a high level of consum..tion
of dairy products, and stress - may be contributory causes of tlw disease.
Acute mY<1Qardial infarction is fatal in .'1 substantial minority of cases. In
one cOll1lllunity-based study in East London, !'edoe et 1.11 (1975) rep0rted El 35 per
cent fatality rate among men by 28 days after the onset. In another community-
based study, on Teesside, Colling et I'll (1976) reported a 51 ;:>er cent fatality
rate by 28 days. Th.. majority of survivors ha'.'e a I'€latively uncomplicated
course of recovery after the initial attack, but some of them ;')>:parience compli-
cations affecting the electrical activity or haemodynamic performance of the
heart, and some suffer a further infarction. Myocardial infarction is moI'€
frequent in men than in women, and is primarily a disease of middle-aged and
elderlY men. According to the Hospital In-patient Enquiry (D.H.S.S •• 1977a)
there were about 93,000 hos;:>ital discharges or deatlw of pecr)!E:: with acute
myocardial infarction in England and Wales in 1973. Of these, about 43,000
were pecpJ.;) ageJ less than 65 and were discharged alive - the group on whom
rehabilitation has tended to focus.
There have been two developments in the hos:;;ital treatment of myocardial
infarction, in recent years, 'that have had substantial implications fur the
subsequent rehabilitation of pati$nts. The first has been the abandonment of
prolonged rest as the standard form of treatment. Forty years ago medical
textbooks advocated strict bed rest for six weeks after myocardial infarction




During the 19~Os Levine (1944. 1951) came to question the value of bed rest
in coronary hear't disease and to point to the possible dangers. Since th~.
the amount of r"st prescribed has fallen dramatically. and has been replaced
by early mobilisation and active convalescence.
The second development has been the growth of cardiology as a distinct
specia1ty during the last twenty years, and the associated growth of coronary
care units. This has resulted in ~ increase in the expertise and resources
devoted to the hospital-based diagnosis and treatment of acute myocardial
infarction. This in turn may have produced et rise in the propertion of cases
receiving hospital, as opposed to home. treatment. and a riSe in the proportion
of survivors. Both of these factors might increase the number of patients for
whom hospital rehabilitation might be appropriate. A further consequence has
been the development of specialist interest in myocardial infarction which was
then extendable to rehabilitation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this literature review is to bring together in a single
place what has been written about the personal and social aspects of recovery
and rehabilitation after myocardial infarction. The Joint Working l'i3rty of
the Royal College of Physicians and the British Cardiac S<,ciety (1975) and
Doehrman (1977) have~ recently reviewed parts of this subject. The value of
the present review lies in the attempt to relate what is known about different
rehabilitation meth'Jds to different aspects of recovery. for the reader who
prefers to go straight to the individual aspects of recovery and rehabilitation.
some of the material from the literature is recapitulated in the later chapters
of this report.
(a) Coronary Rehabilitation
(i) Definitions of Rehabilitation General notions of what constitutes
rehabilitation in relation to coronary heart disease are vague and ill-defined.
The Joint Working Party of the Royal College of Physicians ,md the BritiSh
Cardiac Society (1975) quoted the definition of rehabilitaticn suggested by
the W01"ld Health Organi:r.ation Expert C,~mmittee on the Rehabilitation of Patients
with Cardiovascular Disease in 1964. The W.H.O. committee defined the rehabili-
tation of corouilrY patients as "the sum of activity required to ensure tlWID the
best possible physical. mental "'nd social conditions so that they may by their
own efforts regain as normal as pc-,ssib1e a place in the community and lead an
active and pNductive life". Definitions are sometimes implicit rather than
explicit; according to Sernp1e (1970), "Rehabilitati<.>n of patients after acute
111111
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wyocardial infarction extends from the first nUI'sing end medical care until they
are established in full-time employment or returned to maximum ph}'sical and
mental activity advisable. Some woulc include the lllf'...nagement of their future
way of life and activities." And definitiens are sometimes very wide-ranging,
as in the statement of Groclen et al (1971a), "The whole process to complete
recovery, known by the rather Uo"lattractive term 'rehabilitation', is much more
comprehensive than (diagnosis and drug therapy)."
A similar breadth of approach to the concept of rehabilitation is present
when the word is used in relation to ether kinds of disease and disability.
According to th.:l Werld Health Organization (1959), "As:'lpplied to disability,
(rehabilitation) is the colllbined ;;md co-ordinated use of medical, social,
educational and vocational measures ror training er re-training the indivuiual
to the highest possible leval e>f functional ability." In the ,IOl:'~S of the
Tunbridge Committee (D.H.S.S•• 19721.l.), "The essential featUJ:'es of any rehabili-
tation programme are that in addition to restoring the individual patient to
the highest level ef functional activity, both mental and physical, in the
sho~test possible time it is necessary to consider the programme in terms ef
the individual's morale , motivation and relationship to the society in which
he lives and 1;0 which he will return." According to Goble and Nichols (1971),
"Rehabilitation in its >/idest sense signifies the whole process of restoring
the disabled person to a condition in \~hich he is able to resume an active life."
The main theme in tJv~se definitions is that rehabilitati,;;n is a service or
rorn of treatmont designed to restore patients to activity. This activity may
be perceived er modified in various ways. Rehabilitation goals may be articu-
lated in terms of previous levels or activity, maximum or optimum levels of
activity, or normal activity. Emphasis may be placed on the capacity to under-
take activities. on functional capacity in the abstract, or on the actual
performance of different actiVities. Also the activities may ba ranged along
a spectrum from the physiological. through the individual. to the social. At
the physiological and of the spectrum, ona might be interested in restoring,
ror example, the functional capacityof the l\>3aI"t to PU1llJ:' blo,)d i'lrotL'lcl the body,
or the rango of movement in an arthritic hip. At the individual point un the
spectruJll one might be concerned to I"olstore, for example, the ,itility of the
inclividual to climb stairs. At the social '3n': of the spectrUlll one might attempt
to restore the individual's ability to climb particular fliehts of stail~
(leading perhaps to his flat), or to retUI'n the individual to his job or to a
particular kind of job. The characteristics of too physiologic..".l and individual
range of the sr~ctrtL~ are that these are more or less physical activities, that
are isolated from everyday social values and me;;minSs, and may be c:tpable of





medical contribution to rehabilitntion is strongest. The characteristic of
the social cnd of the spectrum is that theS<il activities are unclertaken in
particular ways by specific individuals, not simply b:lcaus", of the individual's
physiolozical capacity and biological drives, but because of a wide range of
psycholoaical and social influences. In this case, the restoration of physio-
logical or functional capacity by doctors or paramedical staff may be a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for the resumr~tion of social activities. Further-
more the patient's feelings aLout or reaction to, the social activities at which
rehabilitation is aiming may create an actual bc~rier to the restoration of
functional capacity. In such circumstances, the contril'ution of d':)ct<..'I:'S and
para.'lledical staff to rehabilitation is n(jt cOlJlj,)lete b itself, but has to be
related to the contributions of othel' agencies. But, whether the m0dical
contribution stands alone or is part of a larger whole, the essential starting
point of m<i!dical rehabilitation is that it is a.'1 att",mpt to change the function-
ing of a particular ~ody-systcm or of the individual as a whole, in order to
raise his level of activity.
Arou..d the central core of medical rehabilitation there are a variety of
other treatoonts or seI'vi~s thut m'w be quite closely relate cl in differant
ways. The whole range of medical treatments to cure disease and relieva
sufferin[l may well h."lve the effect of restoring petients to their previous
levels of activity, wi thout being designocl primarily to do se. Conversely,
some treatments that are designed at least in part to restore functional
capacity may not conventione.lly be called "rehaLilitatiQn''. arthroplasty of
the hip in cases of osteoarthritis is Dn example. A third kind of service,
the provision of aids or equipment, as aids to mobility er activities of daily
living, are perhaps on the borderline of rehabilitation; they d.o not change the
individual's physiolosJ.cal status but they do change his ability to undertake
different social tasks. A fourth kind of service, ef direct :benefit to the
individual, mayor may not further rehabilitation aims; social work interven-
tion to relieve distress after myccardial infarction may be seen as an end in
itself er as an attempt to eliminate psychological barriers te the r'.lsumption
of full activity; social security sickness benefits may make it easier for
individuals to seek medical care that will return them to full health and
capacity, or they may provide a disincentive to individ.uals to return to work.
A fifth kind of service, which inclurles m:mipulation of the individu3l's
environment by, for example, rehousing or social worlc intervention with the
family, I1kcty or mdY not have direct implioations far the level of activity that
is achieved by the patient. In this context, reha'Jilitaticn is cne service
among many that range from the acute treatment of disease, through rehabilita-
tion and. resettlement, to care end aftercare. In each of these there may Le
a difference of emphasis and Objectives that complicates relationships ·..rith
the rehabilitation prooess.
5(ii) COEP~ehensive Rehabilitation In accordance with this broad concep-
tion of the rehabilitation process, there have Le...." a nllllDer of attempts to
develop a.."ld describe com-prehensive rehabilitation prQgrammes. Huch of th~
professional literature in this area consists of discussion or review ~apers.
These papers contain a sometimes inextricable mixture of what does happen, of
what is considered good professional practice, and of what the author thinks
should happen. Much of the discussion literatUt'S on COl'cne.ry rehabilitation
is American. but a little is British. One thetle in this literature is the
growinG specificity of the diseases which successive authors discuss; the
trend is from cardiovascular disease, through cardiac and coroUi'try disease, to
myocardial infarction. Another theme is the variation through time in the
s);)ecificity and th" breadth of the rehabilitation :,rcgr'ammes that are diSCUSSed.
One of the llli'Ijor features of the fOr<:cign - primarily Americ<'1Il - professioncl
literature of the last 25 years has ::OElen the ]i(;lrsistence 'ef the them", of compre-
hensive rehr:iliilitation. Newmen et al (1952) outlined a progri'.mllle of physic<,l
medicine and rehaMlitatbn in acute my"cardial infnrction. They include:l
physiotherapy and occupational therapy as aids to mobilis"tion, a,:vice and
education as part of psychol,-,gical rehabilitatie>n, a'I'Jil vocetion".). advicc and
guidance. In two papers, Benton ~'l'jd Rusk (1952, 1953) discussed mObilisation
in hospital, and physical training and assessment in relation to future
elll'Jloyment and housework. In a major paper. Hellerstein and Go1dston (1951;)
emphasized strongly the themes of comJ?rehensiva rehabilitation and the tea.'ll
aJ?proach, that he,d neon developed in the cardiac rehabilitation programmes at
Cleveland. Ohio. They discussed clinical treatment, physical activation,
emotional and psychological aSSessments. education about diet aud activity,
and vocational r<:chabilitation. A nllllDer of discussions;)v"r the next ten
years or more in America oontained a similar ::,readth of rehabilitation oDjeo-
tiV\3s, but emphasized a mere limited range of rohal:Jilitation methods and treat-
ments (Newman et a1, 1956. Hellerstein and ford. 1957. Hcllerstein, 1959;
Hellerstein and Hornsten, 1966). Other authors revi".~ad broad rehabilitation
programmes - con('..erned for example with smoking, diet, :ohysical activity. work
and family relationships - but without th" vigour and syecificity of detail of
the "arly Ha11arstElin (Lee and Bryner. 1957; Lea, 1958; Kahn, 1958). A similar
breadth of appr<,aoh car, sometimes be found in later discussions. Seldon (1969).
in describing the work of a ca~diac rehabilitation unit in Australia, highlighted
th<:; contributions of loctors, psychiatrists, social workers and ooc1J:l.Jationa1
therapists in the restoration of patients to activity and work. Naughton et
al (1969) e.nd Naughton (1973) also treated rehabilitation broadly, Nviewing
mcbilisation, ':lXiJrcise progN.mIDeS, counselling, self-core at home. sexucl
adjustment and return to work. Bore recently WengBr (1975a. 1976) has
6identified two major aspects of coronary reh~~ilitation: physical activity
and patiunt eme family education. All these discussicns reveal vm:'iability
of emphasis between diffeNnt aSI)ects of rehabilitation $~r!.)graf!l.mes, but eac;h
is concerned with com~rehensive rehabilitation.
Within the overall framework ,)f comprehensive reha,;)ilitation programmes,
a nUlnber of changing "lll';>hases and trends can be cetected. In the first place,
mobilisation an'l physical exercise took an increasingly importa.'lt place in
discussions of the overall rehabilitation froi~mme during the 1950s and 1960s.
The growing emphasis on exercise and the meaSUl'Gment of cardiac capacity is
most apparent in the work of Hellerstein (Hellerstein and Ford, 1957; Beller-
stein, 1959; Hellerstein and Hornsten, 1966), lout can be seen elsewhel:"<l.
(Newman et al. 1956; Weeda, 1971). During the late 1960s al'ld early 1970s
there was an emphasis, in a numl:;er of discussions. on exercise and vocational
rehabilitation as equal components of the whole (World Health Organizaticn. D69a,
Naughton et al. 1969; Harris, 1970; Hergan, 1973; GoBbarg. 1973). A parti-
cular interest in psychological aspects of rehabilitation developed during the
1<"1te 1960s. although it had bean mentioned earlier (Hel1erstein and Goldston.
1954; SelGon. 1969; Naughton et al, 1969; Waeaa, 1971. Horgan, 1973).
During the 1970s. there lns been a particular emphasis on counselling. education
and advice as part of the I'eha1Jilitation ))l'Ocess. although. ag"dn, there were
forerunners (Hellerstain and Goldston. 1954; Jefferson. 1966; Naughton. 1973;
Borgman, 1975; WengeI' 1975a. 1976).
Recent British discussions of comprehlIDsive cardiac rehai.!ilitation can 1e
set against this background. Sempie (1970) emphasised·pfiysical exercise as the
majcr part of the reh..bilitaticn programme, but also developed th<l argument
that doctors, with tha increased knOWledge about the safety of exercise. sh<:>uld
communicate more effectively with patients to re:::'uce anxiety and invalidism.
GiMden et al (1971a) discussed rehabi.litation in terms of mobilisation anl
cOI,valescence, vc,caticnal rehabilitatiQn and secondary preventic,n. but not in
terms of exercise p:rograrmnes. The Joint Horking Party of the Royal College
of Physicians and the British Cardiac Snciety (1975) emphasized ex"rcise and
exercise testine:. ::mu vocational rehabilitation. They paid some attenticn t!·
J?Sychological factors and to educatiou'!me advice, as subsidiary features.
In editorials after the Joint Working Party report. The Lancet (1975) and the
British tledical Journal (1975) both endersed the report's cautious support for
exe:roise p!'ogrammes. The B.l1.J. alse criticized the report's failure to
Consider what advice doctors should give to patients abcut driving and sexual
activity after myocardial infarction. t~den et al (l97!b) commented that
British cardiologists had been less active than their foreign colleagues in
exploring th" field of cardiac rehabilitation. Th" thin.J.:ing of the Joint
7Working Party reflects a great deal of earlier American exploration. British
discussions of comprehensive rehabilitation do not contain the breadth of
approach of some American ones.
There has not been a great deal of empirical research exa."llining comprehen-
sive cardiac rehabilitation programmes. A number ef studies describe the
different components of the rehabilitation programme and the characteristics
of the patiants at the start fu"ld the end of the programme. Tork",lson (1961+)
described a programme, ccnsisting of exercise, physiotherapy. occupational
therapy and art therapy in mobilisation. and observed several clinical and
functional parameters in a small n~ber of patients. Askansas et al (1973)
examined a comprehensive ifsychic, somatic. occupational and socii"..;L rehal,;ilita-
tion programma in three Polish sanatoria. and made subjective clinical and
functional '.lssessments of the patients' subsequent condition. Stijns et '.11
(1975) described a not very extensive programme of ~obilisation. exercise and
convalescence, and observed various aspects of patients' return to work.
Naso(l975) described a programme of mol.11isation in activities of daily livinS
a'Jd occupational therapy and j?hysiotheraifY, and assessed outcome ill terlllS of
timing of progress through the programme and of complications. !bnzigc a.'1d
Medina (1976) described an exercise ani advice programme. and assessed the
patients in reletion to exercise to16ranc" and cardiovascukir' function.
In none of these studies were there any controls. Although the "'atients in each
study tended to show improvement in their conditicn and othel:"oI1ise satisfactory
levels of outcorro. it is impossible to say how far these improvelOOnts ware due
to the rehabilitation prosraillmes. er how far the~{ wore due to a natural prccess
of Ncovery that would have occurred anyhow.
There have been very few studies that haw examined rehabilitation programmes
consisting of several methods of treatment, and that have used controls tc,
facilitate evaluation of the l?rogr<'..ml'll". Singh at al. (1970), in a studY of
Indian armed forces personnel, sh,-,wed that a higher ~,ro")ortion :of those
rehabilitaNd by a co.'U'Jrehensive programme than of those rahabilit1'lted ;:;y advice
only returned t{,) high grades of fitness for duty. Kavanagh et al (970)
compared the effects of exercise and hypnotheit'.ilPY on a SHall number of, patients.
but were unaLle to attribute im::;rovements to the effects of the therapy.
Thockloth et al (1973) undertook a randomised ccntrsl trial of rehabilitation
after acute myCicardia1 infarction. The treatment CI"mp of patients received
regular assessment and treatment frem an occupational therapist, a social
worker, an employment adviser and the reh",..bilitation j;hysician. The cootre1
groU]? received secial work or occupational. therapy only if their physicians
referred them. Thockloth et al found that the treatment £:I'oup returned to
work at the same time, on average. as the control group (12 to 13 weeks). but
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that they were much more closely b1.1nched in the timing. They also f01.1nd that
patients in the treatment group sUbjectively felt better than did those in the
control group. Tnese studies suzgest that there -:lre benefits to be gained
from a comprehensive reha1,ilitation programme, but do not tell us a great <:leal
about hot>1 much benefit might :"a lilx;-ected from a comprehensive programme, as
"pposed to a single progmunms of acvioo c,r exercise.
(Hi) Programmes of Physical Exercise The most pNminent development in
reha1Jilitation after myocardial infarction in recent years has been the intro-
duction of progrnrnmas of physical exercise. These develo~~~d cut of progress-
ively organised programmes of mobilisation and ,~ctilTiti",s of daily living. such
as those descr:lb(,d L")' No~:m et a1 (1956) and Cain et al (1961). The major
impetus to narrow the focus cm to exercis" I,as the developmrilUt of techniques
of measuring cardiac capacity and reser\T" (Hellerstein and Ford. 1957). The
initial developmet~t ef exercise ?rogr~umes aI,paars to have baen undertaken by
Hellerstein and his colleaguCls at Cleveland. Ohio, in the early 1960s (HeUer-
stein and Hornsten. 19(6). The main idea of restoring patients' physical
fitness and physical work capacity was wiJ"ly accepted quite rapidly, and in
1968 the World Health Organization outlined suitable exercise pro~~es for
patients with myocardial infarction. During the late 1960s and early 19705.
a largo number of papers discussing and e.dvocatins exercise prcarammes were
published. mainly in North American medical journals Olrunner. 1968; TODis, 1'369;
Wenger. 1969; 11an!ler et aI, 1370; Ensellierg, 1970; Cahen and Grant, 1971;
Kavanagh and Shephard, 1973; W",nger. 1973). Groden et a1 (1971,,'») reported that
very few hospitals in Britain at that ti~ possessed exercise progr~~s for
myocardial infarction patients. Thers have been SOt""- developments sinoe then
(Carson et al. 1973), and the report of the Joint Working Party (1975) has
stimulated the introduction of others.
At the same time. there was all enoJ:'lllOUS growth in the number of fOOlish",d
American ~apers reporting eWJirical research into the effects ef exercise
programmes. The exeroise probTemmes studied ranged from these concerned with
mobilisation in a coronary care unit, through those aiming to reactivate
patients and restore them to ;?hysical fitness durit~3 the weeks or first few
months after the initial infarction, to those concerned with lone-term mainten-
anoe of f1.1nction and seconcary preventbn for months or yee.rs after the initial
infarction. The studies varied in the definition of the llatients included in
the research: some including only those with myocardial infarotion and some
including coronary heart disease more broadly; some taking general hospital
series of patients and some taking those referred for :reha1Jilitation. A
variety of parameters of recovery haw been studied, including the physiologic--:ll,
the clinical, the functional, the psychological and the sodo-economic. The
9number of subjects included in studies has ranged between four. in one
pioneering effort. and 300 or mONo TheX'<..> has been no standard practice
concerning the inclusion or adequ,:acy of controls.
The general conclusion of these studies has been that patients, who
underi:a.J<e a programme of plr.{sical exercise after m'.{ocardial infarction,
experience improvement in several different aspects of their recovery.
According to the Joint Working Party (1975) it is believed that
the benefits of (physical conditioning) for cardiac patients depend 1arg$ly
on the effects on the peripheral circulation and muscles rath"r than on the
heart itself." SOlIlIil studies h"lWJ found that patients who Ikwe undertaken
exercise programmes after myocardial infarction expl;lrience improvement in
various aspects of cardiac function at specified levels of physical activity
(Rechnitzer et al. 1965; Kel1erman et a1, 1967; He11arstein. 1B68, 1973;
C1ausen et a1, 1969; saooe, 1973). It has been claimed (Hallarstein et aI,
1957; Helleratein, 19(8) that electrocardicgraphic abnormalities improv" in
the course of an exercise programme, but Barry at 0.1 (1965) reported no overall
changes. A number of authors have reported impl:'Cvement in clinical features,
partiCUlarly angina, during exercise pro~~"s after myocardial infarction
(He1ler. 1967, 1969b; Clausen et al, 1969; Rigner and Wilhelmsson, 1970), and
others have reported no increase in cOrn;;>lications among those undertaking
exercise (DeBusk et al, 1971; Carson et aI, 1973). The main thrust of th"
research has sho~m increases in exercise tolerance, physical fitness and
physical work performance among thOse who have completed exercise progpa~nes
(Rechnitzer at al, 1965; Nauehton et al, 1966; Hel1er, 1967, 196B, 196911.
1969b; Kellerlll!"...1l et al, 1967; C1ausen et al, 1959; Rigner and Wilhel'1lBson,
1970; Bjorntop et aI, 1972; l<ol1erma"l, 1973). One study by Kavanagh et al
(1973) found that around half the patients in the pros;rru"OOle did not benefit
from it in teme; of increased physical fitness. Various authcre; have found.
that patients, who have undel'tak<m a programme of physical exercise after
myocardial infarction. achieve satisfactory levels of return to Hark
(Naughton et aI, 1966; KellerUk1n et al. 1967; Keller~.n. 1D73; Tobis and
Zohm~~. 1968; Jackson, 1973; Carson et al. 1973), &~d various authors have
shown that these patients also ElX"jierience impr::>vements in mood, well-being and
confidence (Hel1erstein et
1970; carson et aI, 1973;
al. 1967; He11er.
Sanne. 1973).
1969b; Rigner and ;lilhelmsson.
The evidence available from studies using controls e;hows that many of
thee;e irn;;>rovc1l1ents in the condition of patients are associatDd wlth or caused
by the physical exercise l'ro[Wammes. Naughton et al (1958) and Ressl et al
(1975) found improven~nts in cardiovascular function among fairly srnc>ll
nUlJlbers of post -coronary patients who undertook exercise prQjI'amrnes, but no
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such improvements among groups who did not. Two studies have found reductions
in complications and angina associated with exercise programmes (HGller, 1959a;
Brunner and Ileshulam. 1969). One has reported that exercise is associated
with a re'::'uction in the number of subsequent infarcts (Brunner and Heshulam,
1959). and one with a reduction in mortality (Gc,ttheiner, 1968). Sev.,rel
studies have reported increases in fitness and physical work capacity associated
with exercise programmes (Rechnitzer et I'll, 1967; Grant and echen. 1973;
Kellerman. 1973; Kirchheinet' and PedaI'sen-Bjergaard. 1973; Rassl et al, 1975).
There have been no studies that demonstrate the effect of pp.lgrarnmes of physical
exercise on patients' ability to ret1JI'tl to work. One study (McPherson et I'll,
1967) has found an exercise programme to be associated with illlJ?Nvements in
patients' psychological status, but other studies (RachnitZEJr et aI, 1967;
Naughton et al, 1968) have not found a statistically significatlt association.
In summary, there is good evidence that programmes of physical exercise
increase the degree of physical fitness achieved by ?ati"nts after myocat'dial
infiU'ction. But, in the words of the Joint rlorking Party (1975). " ..... the
information that has elilElrged neithor strongly supports nor denies a beneficial
effect on morbidity and mortality." Nor is there much evidence on.. way or the
other about the €I ffect on patients' psychological status or socioeconomic
functioning. Th" Joint Working Party cautiously conCluded that n ••••• even
although proof is lacking. we hel that there are adequate &TOU"lCls. based on
physiological and col1<3tet'al evidence. fer advising physical conditioning."
The evidence reviewed here suggests that such conditioning would improve
physical fitness but would he unlikely to solve all the personal and social
problems experienced by patients after myocardial infarction.
(iv) Early Mobilisati~~ and Discharge Associated with the change frvm
rest to exercise in the treatment of myocardial infarction has been an increase
in the popularity of early mobilisation and discharge from hospital. British
doctors have taken more of a lead in exploring this area. Data from the
Hospital In-patient Enquiry sho\~ that the average length of stay in hospitals
in England and wal.es for patients under 65 with acute myocardial infarction
fell from 23 days in 1968 to 15 days in 1973 (D.H.S.S., 1972b, 1977a). The
following table reveals something of the variations in clinical policies between
different centres at different times. The table shows the number of days after
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The spaed of change in outlook a few years age may be illustrated by two
editorials from The Lancet. In the first (1969) three weeks bed rest was
regarded as the optLnum; in the second (19710) the likeliho(x1 of L~craasingly
widespread acceptance of periods as short as eight days in bed and Clf discharge
at 15 days was noted. The current beli"f is that a total length of stay in
hospital of just over one weGk is safe for patients with uncomplicated myocardial
infarction and ~~y be all that is needed for them.
The empirical research m..s consistently shcwn that early mobilisation and
discharge after myocardial infarction is as safe as more extended hospital
care. In an early study without controls, BrulIl.'lrer ",t al (1956) in Finland
examined mortality, complications and recurrences and concluded th~.t there were
no immediate hazards to patients mobilised after 16 days in bed. Subsequent
British stUdios without contrf,)ls. but with shorter periods of bed t'est and
hospitalisation, have examined similar parameters and have also concludoild that
early discharge is not harmful (Royston, 1972; Boyle et aI, 1972; Tucker et aI,
1973). Furthermore. a nUl1ll:>or of foreign studies (Brummer et aI, 1966; Takkunen
et aI, 1970; Lamers et aI, 1973) and. British ones (Gre;den at aI, 1967; Harpur
et al. 1971; lledica1 Division, Royal Infirmary, Glasgo\,. 1973; Hayes et 11.1,
1974) have ex.'l.lnined mortality, complicaticms, recurrence an"; return to work in
contt'Clled studies of early and late mobilisation, and have founJ no significant
differences between patients mobilised early and these mobilised late. One stwly
(Gt'oden and Brown, 1970, 1971) fcund a lower lovel of neuroticism at the time of
discharge among those mobilised. early than among those mobilised. late, but also
found that this difference had disappeared one year later.
This eviJence has shown that e."!lrly 1l!Ol:>ilisation and discharge is safe. Other
pressures, such as the risks of beel rest and the demand for hospital beds. have
reduced the length of stay in hospital afte!' myocardial infarction. The long-",r-
term implication for the rehaDilitation of these patients is that reconditioning
should be aimed less now than formorly at overcoming the debilitating effects
of prolonged inactivity and the psychological consequences of extended deP'"ndency.
To what extent this change reduces all needs for rehabilitation has not been
examined in the literatUl'e.
(v) Vocational Rehabilitation AlthoW;h achievin:~ satisfactory levels of
return to work after myocardial infarction is one of the major goals of coronary
rehabilitation, there is relatively little discussion of or research into voca-
tional rehabilitation in the literature.
The particular problems of vocational rehabilitation for heart patients have
received more attention in the United States than elsewhere, largely at the
initiative of the American Heart Association. The A.B.A. sponsored the develop-
ment of Cardiac Work Evaluation Units in the 1940s and 19505. About 50 such
units were in existence by the ~ate 1960s. Much of the professional literature
analysed their functions (assessment, physical retraining, placement) and
discussed their advanti!lges (Jezer and Hochhauser, 1954; Clark and Altman, 1960;
PinMI' and Altman, 1966; Whitehouse, 1966; Jazer, 1966). Originally these
Units were largely concerned with chronic heart disease, hut by too late 1900s
the changing pattern ef heart disease and the increase in the incidence of myo-
cardial infarction was causing uncertainty about the future of the Units
(Hellmuth, 1969). In addition to discussion of cardiac WOI'k Eval~,ticn units,
there has been some liteI'ature stressing the importance of occupaticnal health
nurses and rehabilitation counsellors in the rehabilitation of cardiac patients
(Bissonnette, 1966; Nichols, 1966).
In Britain, the Joint Working P2~ty (1975) reviewed the provision of voca-
tional rehabilitation. T1~y said that return to WOI'k was an important milestone
in recovery and emphasised the need to avoid unduly prolonged invalidism. They
continued: "Despita the size of the problem and the need for improvement, it
seems that our national return t-o worl< reCQrd is no worse, and often better, than
that of the otheI' countries. This might suggest that the more laissez-faire
attitude of British physicians is not wholly detrimental." They made a variety
of suggestions e.bout doctors encouraging positive attitudes towards work, about
the early identification of problems, ab,)ut the need for instituting rehabilita-
tion and cooperation. and about the importance of reviewing contillued sickness
absence. Although the Joint Working Party did r,ot emphi'.size this area part:lcu-
larly strongly, it is in the performance of these tasks that consultants an::!
general practitioners make th",ir major contributions to the vocational rehabilita-
tion of most patients with myocardial infarction. The Joint Working Party then
reviewed the facilities available in Britain for late rehabilitation: work
assessment teams, disablement resettlement officers, the Enr~lcyment Medical
Advisory Services, industrial rehabilitation units, the disabl~d pers"ns' register,
and the occupatknal medical services. They expressed no strong views about the
value of these services and d.id not advocate particularly strongly their develop-




A small amount of e~pirical res~~rch ~;s examined some as~ects of vocational
rehabilitation of cardiac patients in different countries. The studies have
simply describ$d the patients in different kinds of rehabilitation units and what
has happened to the patients s1.1bsequ",ntly. They include stUdies of an industrii'll
rehabilitation unit in England (Wilkinson and Mattingly. 1.73), of separate
cardiac rehabilitation units in Australia and the united States (Seldon, 1963.
Seldon et al, 1966. {~des et al, 1968), and of hospital rehabilitation clinics
in the united States and Scotland (ToMs and Zohman, 1970; Grcden and Cheyne, 1972).
Because these studies included no data on untreated patients, it is impossible to
assess the value of the vocational rehabilitation. The only general. conclusions
that might possibly be drawn from these studies is that if the rehabilitation
unit deliberately seeks out problem cases, very few patients return to work
(lld"s et al). if it is a separate rehabilitation unit accepting referrals from
elseWhere, almost two-thirds of the patients return to work {Seldon); if it is a
hospital-based Clinic, over two-thirds of the patients return to work (Graden
and Cheyne).
A second group of research studies about vocational rehabilitation have
examined employers t policies towards cardiac cases. Several American sw:>wys,
mainly in the 195OS, found that employers generally retained existing employees
who developed cardiac disease, but were reluctant to hire new employees with
existing cardiac disease (Kline, 19S4; Olshansky et al, 1955; Lee et al 1957;
P~eder, 1965). The two main kinds of reasons for their reluctance, given by
employers, were, on the one hand, their lack of suitable jobs and their need for
physically versatil" employ<iles, encl , on the ether hand, the importance of minimi-
sing the possible costs to the company of workmen's comr-ensaticn and of company
finanCed benefits. There appears to have been no comparable research in Britain.
(vi) Psych')-social Aspects of Rehabilitation An increasing alnOlHlt of
attention has been paid in recent YGars to psycho-sf>cial aspects of rehabilitation
after myocardial. infarction. A considerable number of peo;le have emphasized
the impo~tance of counselling, educating and advising coronary patients and their
families. The professional discussions of these aspects of rehabilitation often
treat them as \>arts of ." single spectrum. but the r<;lsearch literature ~...ndles them
more distinctly.
ll,ost of the professional discussions advocate better and more effective
communication with patients. They cover a wide range of things to do with the
illness and its effects. They exhort health service staff to ildvise or educ,ate
patients about the causes and nature of the illness, about their 'Work a.'1d their
pattern of daily living, about anxiety, and about exercise, diet, smDking, sex,
alcohol and travel (de la Chapelle anJ Connar, 1964; Sibley, 1965; Parsons, 1974;
Cohen et aI, 1976). Other discussions em?hasize not se much the contents of the
lilill
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advice. but the staff who provide the therapy or rehabilitation. Some emphasize
the doctors' contribution (Harrison and Reeves, 1965; Parsons. 1974). some the
nurses' Olorga.'l. 1976. Stockwell and Tada, 1976), and some the social ~JOrkers'
(Jefferson. 1965). other discussions emphasize the method, whether this is based
on hypnotherapy(Nuland. 1968) the honesty of discussion (Harrison w'1d Reeves, 1965)
or explicit educational principles (Wenger, 1975b).
The empirical research has been somewhat less varied than this. Three
exploratory studies, in which patients WaNl interviewed while in hospital and
at home afterwards, concluded that there was a need for a programme of education
and advice about a variety of aspects of the illness and the patient's life
(Toone, 1<'172; Mullen, 1973; Mayou et aI, 19766). Two social work projects <!md
one group psychotb<lrapy project were desiglHld (implicitly) as action research,
in which a therapeutic service was delivered and the contents of sessions were
noted (McGrath and Robinson. 1973; Clarke, 1974; Adsett and Bruhn, 1968). In
these studies the main emphasis was on the relief of anxiety. In another set of
studies centrols we!'e used in order to evaluate the therapy or advice. Ri!lhe et 111
(1975) found that patients treated in group therapy sessions had less complications.
and knew slightly lJ)Qrlil about the nature of coronary heart disease and psychological
factors in it, than did patients who were not so treated. In a small-scale
British study, Shaw and McNiven (1974) found that a higher proportion of patients,
who received frequent follow-up visits ~'ld advice, than of controls returned to
work by three months and stopped smoking cigarettes. In another small-scale
study, Woodwark and Gauthier (1972) reported that a progremme of education by the
nurse and family physician increase:.! patients' knowliSdge of too illness and
compliance with treatment, a~cl lowered their pest-coronary disability. In a
larger-scale stUdy, Burt et I'll (1974) foun,l that a much higher proportion of
patients given intensive advice about smoking. than those given conventional
advice, stopped smoking after their myocardial infarct. These studies suggest
that programmes of education and advice may be effective in changing quite a Hide
range of behaviour and events after myocardial infarction. They do not indicate
how much benefit might be expected, or whether advice should complement or replace
exercise as a form of rehabilitation.
(vii) Discussion During the last 25 years there have boon lIV:my impulses
to tb<l development of coronary rehabilitation. These impulses bave occurred in
different places at different times.a"ld have not been part of a planned strategic
de%lopment. They Jv"ve led to different kinds of rehabilitation service, whos,,"
relationships to each other have rarely been examined. No single pe.ttern of
coronary rehabilitatir:m has been authoritatively establisOO<.l. NeH forms of
treatment. "timed at solving siffersnt aspects (If Fltients' problems continue to
be developed and discussed.
1,1,11
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On the whole, there is very little evidence that shows that the different
kinds of rohabilitati'.:m are effective in solving patients' pre.:>blems. The best
evidence relates to ;Jrogrammes of physical el«ilrcise. El',arcise has been shown
to be associated with improvements in patients' cardiovascular function. clinical
condition and physical fitness. It is believed to be asscciateJ with improve-
ments in patients' mood and with satisfacte,ry work perfcI'lllllnce, but 1;,'1is has not
been adequately demonstrated. Progrannnes of education an:!. advice aI,pear to
affect patients' knowledge and ev<wyCay activities. but this has been demonstrated
adequately only in relation to smoking. Comprehensive rehabilitation programmes
may affect a variety of aspects of ]?atients' recovery, but so little research has
been done that it is impossible to be cartain. Programmes of vocational rehabili-
tation and of psychological or social therapy, have not been evaluated adiilquately
at all.
On the basis of this evidence, it is im,oossible to be certain that any of
these forms of rehabilitation would improve infarct patiGnts' ]?erfc!'IIk-mce of their
everyday activities or solve their personal and social problems. It is with
these activities and ]?!"".J:llems that we are most concerned in this study. With the
exception of physical incapacity, the identification of 11articular difficulties OI'
problems should net lead to automatic recommen::lations fer tho develo]?mm1t of par-
ticular rehabilitation services. Not enough is knG~ about the effectiveness of
rehabilitation to allow us to specify needs for' rehabilitation with certainty.
(1:» Recovery af'tor Ml';carf..ial Infarction
(i) Concepts of Recovery In these resGarch and ·:lisoussion papers about
rehabilitation. El great deal has been said about those aspects of the patient's
recovery to which rehabilitation relates. Notions of. and data about. recovery
are handled in many different ways. Autbor's may be more or less explicit in the
way they view recovery, and in the extent to which they identify the promotion of
particular aspects of recovery as the actual or preper goals of rehabilitation
services. Some author'S h,."ve emphasiZ<ild the n,-",d to take a holistic view of
chronic disabling illness (Feldman, 1974) that is, to pay attention to
"the whole man". Groclen et al (l97la) discussed "the whole process of I'acovery".
The attempt to handle recovery in such broad terms leads, hO'""ever. to difficulties.
It may load to vagueness. er to the selection of a single easily measured
indicator of recovery such as timing of return to ~lOrk:. that unduly narrows the
focus of attention. In a major review article ten years ago, Cro')g et al (1968)
discuss",d various medical. psychological, social and professional influences on
recovery. but tended to treat recovery its.,1£ as a single undifferentiated process.
In a recent review, Doehl:'lJli'..n (1977) has distinguished more clearly between
psychological, sccial and vocational aspects of recovery. HelleI'Stein and Gold-
ston (1954) identified the J?p,lfsical, mental. social, vocation?.! and economic
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usefulness of cardiac patients as aspects of their recovery that are important
in rehabilitation. Stated in tOOse tarms, it is obvious that recovery can be
seen as a multifaceted process. It is possible to study either several aspects
of recovery simultaneously, or individual aspects singl:)'.
(ii) Physical capaoity The primary pUl"posa of medical rehabilitation, and
particularly ef exercise programmes, after myocardial infarction is the restora-
tion of patients' physical cap,acity. At <:me level, attention has been focusssd
on the effects of exercise on too heart itself (Hellerstsin. 1968; Merriman. 1970).
Exercise prog~rammas for cardiac patients are believed to increaee the patients'
maximum oxygen intake and improve their exercise tc,lat'~..nce, ~lith lessar increases
in heart rate, respiratery rate and systolic blood. ;ressure (Joint Working Party,
1975). These are aspects of recovery of great significance to cardiologists.
C,,:t'diac impairment and performance are not the only ccutributors to physical
fitness. RGsearch has examined the effects of f,lltercise progrmnmes on broader
aspects of physical functioning. In the words of the Joint Working Party.
"The main emphasis in these investigations has been placed on training the o:>tygen
trans]?Ort system. and it is belbvod that the oonefits of such training for carrliac
patients depend largely on the effects en the peripheral circulation and muscles
rather than on the heart itself The restorati<"A1 of PhYsiological
performanca and physical capacity is the end towar<'--s which muc.'1 medical rehabilita-
tion is devoted. This may be a llk'1jor factor influencing pers'~ual, social an:l
vocational aspects of recovery. on the ott",r hand. many patients may return to
work. fell" example, without havinJ achieved celmpl"te physical fitness. Similarly,
restoration of physical fi toess is not a sufficient condition to ensure thtlt
]?atients return to work. It is necessar'J. therefore, to examine ee.ch aspect of
recovery separately, t;) w"igh their importance and to consider their inter-
relationships.
(Hi) Return to vlork P·atients' return t0io10rk after myocardial infnrction
is often felt to be the most important aspect of thair x'ec"very; it is certainly
the most studiod. TOO Joint Working Party (1975) expressed the vie;r that, "for
mMy patients aft<ilr myocardial infarction. succussful return to work will be tha
crowning achievoment, signifying restor,ation to independence and int"gretion in
the life of the community. With few exceptions the doct~)r should present this
concept from the sta."t of the illness as the prime target." There have been
substantial changes in emphasis and ac.'lievement during the· last ltO years. In
the 1930s • ........ it was generally believed that the great majority of persons
who had coronary heart disease with myccardial infarction were no longcr~?le to
work and could expect a drastic curtailment of their activities." (Crain et al,
1950). Much of the professional and research literature of 30 to ltO years ago
was concerned to establiSh that coronary heart disease die: not necessarily l"acl




Maste~ et al. 1954). As d~ta have accumulated it has become widely expected
that the laI'ge majority of survivors achieve a substantial degr>ee of recovery.
The report of the Joint Harking Party (1975). fa:::> exam;)1e. reviews '''l series of
British studies that sho<'/ that 80 per cent of survivors of my"c<,rdiaJ. infarcticn
eventually return to work ~lithout speciaJ. reha;ilitaticn measures. The report
then identifies delay in retuI'n to work as the problem to ]x; overcome: "TheS&
studies show that the ?roporticn returning t,;J ~1Crk by three months is variable.
but commonly this is only 50 to 60 per cent and it appears that t11ere is a
oonsioorable amount of unnecessary ".nd unduly prolonged invalidism following
infarction. t1 The change has bean from acceptence of high levels of permanent
disability. through attempts to reduce the lev"l of permanent disability. to
concern to reduce the length of tim" of sickness absence from work.
Datails of the proportion of patients returning t(j work after myocardial
infarction, and the pr,,?ortions returning by different times after the acute
episode. have been reported in numerous studios. Vuopala (1972) reviewed
quite a lot of the earlier literature. In H studies. with publication dates
between 1930 and 1959. from which he extracted data. the proportion of survivors
who had returned to work by various follow-up times ranged betwe"n 50 and 90 per
cent. In nine studies. with publication dates in t"e 1960s. the proportion of
survivors who had return"d to work by various follow-up times was groUf;ed much
more consistently between 80 end 90 per cent. In a review of 11 mON recent
studies, with publication dates between 1967 end 1973. Doehrman (1977) cooclud",d
that 65% of patients, who survived a myocardial infarction end who had been
previously employed, retuI'n",d to work by one Yiilar. As noted. the Joint liIork:i.ng
Party (1975) said that Eritish studies showed 80 per cent of survivors return",d to
work eventually. without special h"lp. The fol1',)win3 table shows the 1'"opor1:ions
of patients reported in different studies to have returned to work by the specified
follow-up dates. These figures are based 00 the total numbe~ of patients. who
were employed before admission to hospital. end whe were discharged live (or
survived to follow up). Th,,; first p,"!rt of the table iooludss recent foreign
studies not covered by Doehrman's review. The second P?.rt includes a longer'
series of British studies.
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Study
Wigl", et al (1971) Ontari"
Stijns et al (1975) Leuven
Kjoller (1976) Copenhagen
Wi1he1msson et al (1976) GDteburg
Stern et al (1976) Washington D.e.
Sharland (1964) Looo(,,'!)
Wincott & Cair>d (1966) Oxford
Graden (1967) Glasgow
Harpul:' et al (1971) CheLl1sford
Royston (1972) Bamet
Cay et al (1973) Edinburgh
Shaw &McNiven (1974) Glasgow
Kushnir et al (1975b) Hull
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The impression that emerges fron this t~~le is that statements
cent return to work are a little too optimistic. In Britain.
of 80 to 90 per
~t least. anything
111111
between 70 per cent a'1d 90 ~1<:"" cent should be expectGd.
Good data are als:) available the.t show the i?I'Oly)rti<:>ns of :>atients who have
returned to work at different times after their infarct. As a fairly st~ole
total figure has been reaci'l€d. th.. a:tti3ndon of the rehabilitatbn services has
turned to minimising the duration of incapacitjr and avoidins unnecessa-~ delays
in return to work. Table 1.1 shows th" proportions of """ti",nts found. in nine
different British studies, to haw return"d to lv'Ork by various inter'vals after
their ~ocardial infarction. These proportions are sh~m graphically in
Figure 1. A very high proportion of Royston's (1972) series returned unusually
early to work. The other eight studi"s ltli!\Y indicate tho normal British pattern
in the timing of return to work. In Figure 1, the possible boundaries of this
pattam have been drawn in. These boundaries indicOlte the ranges in the pro.,cr-
tions of patients we might normally expect to have returned. to work at different





















The greatest differences between seri,es occurred "'hen ~'atients first started
returning to work et ,;k:>ou't the second mr...nth. From the table l~e Call see that the
Joint Working Party's statemcmt tb11.t "only 50 to 60 per' cent" return by thre,"
months is too high; in fact. anything between 40 and 60 per cent seems to be the
usual figure. Between three and six months. the differences between thi3 studies
gt'Eldually narr~'W. The p!';)?ortion of pati,.nts wh') had returned to work ,lid not
increase substantially in &"'1y of the series aftar seven months.
A number of studies have examined patients' w(,)rk experience in more detail
than the simple fact of returning to work. D<'..ehrma'1 (1977) surrgested that
"perhaps 20% of all work returner's either change jobs or N<:luce th",ir hQurs".
Sonle British studies have focussed en the hours 1<>'orked. Sharland (1954) found
1G
that 20 ];<ilI' cent of all .,atients were wc,rking llar't-time three months after their
infarct, and that this figure fell to nine J?er cent at six months ?.ne two per
cent at one year. This pictlJ:t'e was confirmed by Royston (1972). who found seven
per cent of patients working part-time at six months, and by lIincott and C:;ird
(1966), who found that 18 per cent r,)f patients worked par't-time when they first
returned. :Recently. however, Kushnir et al (1975b) found th,'t 13 per cant of
patients were working lass t..'1an 90 per cent of their pre-morbid hours at both
four months and ten months after their infarct. Finlayson and l1cEwen (1977)
found that 36 per cent of patients were working l,~ss hoUX's at six months them
before their infarct. These figUX'es suggest that it is important to look at the
total nuntJer of hours worked, rather than simply at full-tilW or part-time work,
to assess the impact of the infarct. It seems likely that the hours of work of
between one quarter and one half c,f patients may be affected by the inf-3I'ct at
some time in the subsequent months.
A certnin amount of British data is also available to show changes in
employment or in the type of work after llIYOcllrdia1 infarction. SOIOO poople
change jobs after their infarct. Sharland (1954) found that seven per cent
of his series ~"'re employod in jobs that Here not their usual ones three months
after their infarct; this figure had risen t,o 16 per cent by six months and
19 per cent by one year. Finl.ayscn and McEwen (1977) found that five per cent
of their series weI'e working at six monthe in employment different from that
which they held before their infarct. RDyston (1972) found. thet three per cent
of his seri"s had returned to difurent work by six months, A certain pI'O];>ortion
of these chenges is presumably related to the infarct. but there is no I-Jay of
telling how much, diNctly from the statistics quoted.
some indication of the kinds ef changes produced by the infarct is given by
studies that show alte:rotions in the natUX'e of patients' work. Wincott and.
Cairo (1966) reported that 19 per cent of their series retUX'Ued to ~JOrk via
light work. Ro18ton (1972) reported that 15 ver cent of his cfJries had returned
to modified work at six mouths. Cay et al (1973) reported that 24 per cent of
their patiunts were not fully active on their previous. or a cOllQar?.ble. job at
four IOOnths, and that five per cent had moved to a less derna"'lding jOb. Kusbnir
et al (1975b) reporte": that 27 per cent of their series were undertaking less
than 90 per cent of their previous physical load foUX' months after their infarct
and that this ,figure had risen to 37 per cent by 10 months. ThsSll studies
sU<rk",st a fai,r1y consistent VictUX'e of about (",oe-qwlX'ter to onc-third of patients
undertaking; reduced levels of activity at work at some time dUX'ing the year
after their infarct.
As Doehrman (1977) noted. there is little empirical information availal:>le
about the more subjective aspects of patients' experience of work after myocardial
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infarction. Two British studies contain data about patients' expectations,
about their futur'e work and about their actual difficulties. Cay et al (1972)
reported that 30 p'.r cent of their coronary heart disease series would have
ellll?loyment problems facing them on discharge fl'om hospital. Finlayson and
McEwen (1977) reported that 35 per cent of their 5el'ies of myocardial infarction
patients in hospital anticipated specific difficulties in relation to e,nploylnent
(concerned with physical inability to manage their work, discontent with their
work, or difficulty with their feUcw-workel's); they also reported that 15 pel'
cent eX'jferianced generaJ. anxiety about their return to work. These two studies
are in broad agreement that about c~-third of hospital patients anticipate
problems in relation to their work.
Their findings about difficulties actually eX~SI'ienced at work are less
easy to compare. cay et e.l (1973) reported that seven per cent of patients
followeu;"up at four months had some problems in returning to l'.'Crk or finding a
new job, and 28 per =t had serious problems; they also found at one year that
six per cent and 28 per cent had some pl'oblems and seveN problems, res:;;ectivoly.
In other words, they found, on each occasion. that about 35 per cent of )?atients
had (or had had) problems. Finlayson and Mc£Wen (1977) £011011",1 up patients at
six months. They found that 1+1 per cant of patients experienced difficulties
when thay first returned to work, and that most were not serious. They alse
found that a further 13 per cent of patients had continuing but intermittent
difficulties, and that five pSI' cant had had difficulties leading to them giving
up work. Tn reporting about '+0 );""1' cent of patients to haw initial difficulties
only and a furthar 30 per cent of patients to hnve longer-term difficulties,
Finlayson and ~~en found more frequent problems than ray et al. Tn neither
study. however, was the nature of the difficulties report".: in much detail.
(iv) Personal and Social Asrocts of Recovery Although patients' work
experience after myocardial 5.nfarction has heen much stu.died, it is no-I: the only
kind of activity that is important. In recent years some attention has been paid
to a variety of 1,ersonal and social c.;>Usequences of coronary heart disease. These
include the illl')act on recreation, family life, sexual'!ictivity and driving.
Attention has been "aid not simply to the activities involved. but alse' to the
social relationships based upon them. Th€ involvement in these aNas stems.
perhaps, from concern with the problems of the severely disabled and the old, for
whom paid employment m-"y not be a feasibla rehahili.tatic!l Objective (Goble and
Nichols, 1971; Office of Population COnsusus and Surveys. 1971a al'ld b) and from
changes in the perception of the natw:>e ef coronary patients' n"eds.
There has been little ;;>rofessional disc\lS:!fion of tJ-..ese personal and social
activities. Master (1961) concentrated on the importi!lUce of work rehabilitation.
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because of the boredom and dangers of inactivity and excessive leistlI'e. In
contrast, Thompson (1966) emphasized the potential of recreational activities
in rebuilding the patient's life, and discussed in some detail the kinds of
activities that were suitable a~d the resources available. Williams and White
(1961) discussed the inr;;>lications of cardiac diseasa net only for work, physical
activity and personal adjustment. but also for smoking habits. diet and sexual
activity; they stressed the importance of the physician-patient relationship,
org.>mised rehabilitation, and education in secondary prevention. A number of
authors haw discus sed problems of sexual activity. both from tha physiological
and personal points of view. They have UsUally emphasi~d the safety of sexual
activity after myocar(llal infarction and the need for better communication
between. dOctors and patients-qpclUt sex. (Naughton,; 1973; K",n1;. 1975; Green, 1975).
More research data relate to sexual activity than to oth~r aspects of daily
living after myocardial infarction. A variety of definitions and measures have
been used. Although the broad direction of the findings is clear, theN are
considerable differences b~tween studi~s. In BOrne studias (Finlayson and lclcEwen,
1977). the data are suspect. because of lOH response rates for the questions about
sexual activity. The following table shows the proportion of each series who
were sexually inactive before the infarct. It also shows the patients, who ~1Elre
sexually active before the infarct anc who returned to full or reduced levels of
activity, as proportiom; of the total patients in each series.
, Proportion of Pntien1;s,
Study and Follow-up ! Inactive Level of Activity
I
Interval IPre M.I. Post H.!.
I Reduced Full/More Total I
II Skalton and Dominian (1973)
I 12 months 37 26 37 100 I,Kushnir et al (1975b) I10 months 10 35 55 100i llloch et al (1975) I11 months 15 62 23 100 IS1;ern et al (l976) j12 months 19 25 56 100 \
the general conclusiolll to be drawn from this table are that ;;erhaps one-quarter
to one-half of the patients have reduced levels c,f sexual activity one year
after their infarct. and that perha..,s one-quarter to one-half h<we returned to
th"ir pre-infarct levels. Stern et -al (1975) r<:ipor1;ed that the vast majority
of those whe. returned to normal did so between six and 12 "reeks after their
infarct. Kushnir at al (19751) found th:lt there was no increase in the
proportion wturning to full activity between four and 10"lilDnths. The pat1;ern
of recovery seeJllS therefore to be established by four months after the infarct.
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In these studi"s, theN is no way of distinguishing betwoen the effects of the
infarct and the effects of ageing. Bellerstein and Friedman (l910) attempted
to isolate the effects of the illnoss. They found that in ,Cl series of men
with arteriosclerotic heart disease the average number of orgasms per week
fell from 2.1 one year before the first coronary event to 1.6 one year after
it, and that, in a series of coronary-prone controls, the average number of
orgasms par week increased from 1.9 to 2.0 after participation in a programme
of physical conditioning. They also concluded that over 80 per cent of post-
covonary patients can fulfil the physiological de~~~ds of sexual activity
without symptoms or evidence of significent strain. Although the broad
picture of a reduction in the level of sexual activity after luyocardial infarc-
tion is clear enough, more r,~search would be n""eded to establish the exact
level and the causes.
It would be expected that myocardial infarction would hav" a substantial
effect on family life. Cay et al (1972) found that 20 par cent ef all coronary
heart disease patients had family or marital problems, when intervie~red nin"
days after admission to hospital. Finlayson and MeE",en (1971) found, 12 months
after the infarction, that the responsibilities of 41 per cen-t of the patients'
wives had incrGlased suhst<.,ntial1y, and that 62 per cent of the wives had taken
over their husband's household tasks. Skelton and DominL;m (1973) found the
infarct bad an emotional impact on all patients' wives, and that it had a
considerable effect on family life.
There is some evidence that myocardial infarction is also associated with
financial problems. Bay and TUX'!Y.)tt (1970a) found in New Zealan-d that 3 P"'l"
cent of their patients were no longer earning a liVing when followed up, that
the incc.me of 10 per cent of the patients was ~.ucod to 1:oss than half its
preVious level, and that the income of 12 per cent was reduced but was still
more than half its previous level. cay et al (1972) in Scotland foun1 that
12 per cent of infarct patients fk'ld financial problems nine days after
admission to hospital. Fin1ayson and t~cEwen (H177) found, at 12 months, that
money was a major problem for 25 per cent of their series and a problem of
intermediate severity for 20 pC'.%' cent. The definition of what is accuunted a
problem presuDli'.bly varies bet~men studies, and affects the ]?ropC!'tion of
patients recorded as having financial prQb1ems.
It has been suggested that recreational activities ara an important part
of the daily life of Dost-infarct patients, but there ar" Vel"'J few research
data in this area. Martin (1967) r ..ported that the outcome at tht'ee montha of
leisure Nhabilitation was a failure in 48 per cent of patients; failure was
assessed in terms of not resuming or not suitably modifying previous activities,
or not finding alternative activities. Hay and Turbott (1970a) found that, at
11+ months, 36 per cent of their Series were gardening, 38 per cent had one or
more outdoor interests, end that 26 per cent had no outdoor interests.
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FinlaY60u and McEwen (1977) found that. at six months. 15 per cent or their series
were undertaking mere physical activitcJ in their spare time than before their
infarct (generally walking and golf), tlJ,~t 44 p"..r cent weN undertaking the same
alOClunt, and that 41 per cent were undertaking less (sport. housohold repairs and
decoration, gardening). TNJy also round that three per cent of their series
Wli!re undertaking more social activities than berore the infarct, 60 per cent the
same amount, and 37 per cent less. Kushnir et al (1975b) round that 18 per cent
of their series wre undertaking reducQd levels of privat,,, driving four months
after their infarct and 12 per cent reduced levels at 10 m0Uths. From these
data. it seams reasonable to suggest that the recreational activity of at least
half the myocardial infarction patients is affected by their illness in the months
after the acute event. There are no r.1"lta to show the changing t,attern over time.
As with the effect of the illness on family life, the impact on recreation is
more important than suggested by these studies, because of the large nurr~e~ of
people over retirement age who have a myocardial infarct, and because of the
long-term tendencies to reduc.. the age of retire_nt and to reduce the length of
the working week. In these circumstances, activities other thax, work will be




One other activity thut has been quit'" closely studied is
this is of more concern in prevention than in rehabilitation.
have pJ:><~uce,l quite detailed data on patients' smoking habits







Stopped duced Changed Same 1101'10 Total
! 28 40 35 5,
I 29 40 30 0
\
\
I 22 63 18 3








Hay and Turbott(l970b) ,
6-24 months
Shaw and Mclliven (1974)
9 months
Burt et al (1974)
I 12 months plusFinlayson and McEwen (1977)
1 6_m_o_n_t_h_s l_4__6 1_00_
This sugGests that al;·out one-half the smokers stop smoking after their infarct.
and that a further third reduce the amount t.ljat they smoke. It is alsc known
that a Substantial nu.."'Jber (;f smokers sto;, smoking tew.,orarily at the time of their
infarct. but resume again later. Hay and Turbott (1970b) found th" ;;roportion
of slllokers who stopped and then restarted ~Ias 44 per c,~nt.
(1977) found it was 29 per c~~t.
Finlayson and McEwen
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(v) PsycholoRcal Aspocts of Recove::x Personal and psychological aspects of
recovery after myocardial infarction have received a considerable amount of atten-
tion in the literat~e. both in professional discussion papers and in reports of
empirical research. One line of 8pl'roach has be"n to view th" psychological
factors as a."l influence on r·~covery. as 1!l';;asure<l in terms of resullQtion of
physical activity or return to work. Frequently, psychological factors have
b"en seen by doctors as barriers to successful recove%'y (;brld Haalth Organization,
1969b; Wishnia et al. 1971; Lancet. 1971);,; Joint Norking Part:', 1975;
Dellipiani et al, 1976). Within this general approach, soma authors (Klein et
aI, 1965; Wynn. 1967) havs attempted to identify patients with unwarranted
invalidism - patiants who fail to resume not'llla~ activity in the absance of any
detect~ble physiological incapacity.
The second main .9.pproach to l.lsycho~ogicaLaspects of recovery has been to
treat them, not as inf~uences on physical recov<3rY, but as ends in themselves.
Such factors as anxiety and depNssion lkwe ooen seen and studied as part of
patients' overall personality or well·being, and have b",;;n made the objectives
of intervention. A number of peop~e have discussed the ~sychologically-defined
il1lj(act of the illness, such as dependency, depression, anldety, Ngression a"ld
neuroticism (~~iteh(n\se, 1960; B%'acelt,nd, 1966; Josten, 1970; Hackett et al.
1973). Others have discussed psychological strategies for coping with the
illness, such as J&nia~ and vacillation (Sullivan and backett. 1963; Josten. 1970).
SOl'll.€ authors have concentrated not so much on purely psycholoe;ical Ni!Lctions. but
on the meaning of the illness for the sufferer. T'U<lY have usue.lly seen the
myoca%'oial infarct :1S a threat to the sufferer's integrity. b'Jdy-il'll"..ge or self·
esteem (Braceland, 1966; Smith. 1972; Coc)k. ~976). Many of these authors have
urged the development of the caring or therapeutic se%'vices, in order to improve
these psychological or personal aspects of recovery.
The empirical l~search into psychological aspects of recovery ~,y bQ divided
into four llli1.in gr'Ol.lps. First, there are stu11"'5 that have attempted to make a
fairlY general assessment of patients' w",ll-b"ing c,r morale. Thockloth at al
(1973) made subjective assessments of patients' sense of well-being with a
variable follow-up intilrval between three and 18 1l'.onths; they reported that
31 per cent of patients fe~t better tha.~ previously, 21 per cent felt the same,
33 per cent felt less well and 15 per cant were not s~e. Garrity (1973)
found that patients' employment, ~evel of activity and (especially) health
perception were re1at,,0 to morale six m')nths after th.. infarct; but he did
not report thi;i overall level of lllOral" achieved.
A considerable amount of research has focussed on emotional distress,
particularly anxiety and depression, after myocardial infarotion. TIle studies
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have used a variety of definitions a.'ld measures, and, not surprisingly, have
produced a variety of results. In none of the studies has there been any
attempt to distinguish bet'flsen distress caused by the infarct and anxiety
that was ?art of the patient's pre-morbid personality. In addition, it
should be noted that the much quoted study by Wynn (1967) was based on a
cardiac work-evaluation centre, to which patients were referred from hOspitals
and elsewhere; th,,, proportion of p3.tients f01.ll1d in Wynn 1 s study to Le
ex~iencing distress or other problems is likely to have been higher than the
proporti~lS in hospital-based series. The table below is an attempt to present
systematically the findings of five studies of series of hospital pati...nts.
It shows the proportion of each series experiencing various kinds of emotional
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The impression from this table is of a considerable variety of personal problems.
These probleos are experienced by nearly all patients duving the first weeks
after th"ir infarct. They s"em to persist among about half the patients far
the rest of the first year after the infarct.
Following the Hork ':Jf Cassem and Hackott (1971) attention has been paid to
the changing pattern of distrelSs through tillle. Thilllipiani et al (1976) found
that patients' anxiety scores fell substantially foll<:Ming the first few clays
after the infarct. They also found some variation in anxiety levels over the
next few weeks, but that fairly low levels of anxiety had been achieved by
three or four months. Doehrman C1-977) says the.t the literature shows a decline
with time in the proportion of patients experiencing distress, from 88 per cent
at two months, to 69 per cent at six months and 20 per cent at tHO years. In
fact, the 20 per cont he quotes is not the proportbn of patients experiencing
distress at two years. but the provo:r'tion of patients in which delayed rehabili-
tation was thought (at a two-year assessment) to be attributable to anxiety
(Hinohara, 1970). The best single set of data about the chenging prevalence
of allxiaty and depression during the year after m'jc,cardial infaX'Ction is
presented by Stern et al (1976) f~~m Washington. D.e.




6 days 42 29
6 weeks 30 15
3 m::mths 18 12
6 m()nths 22 10
1 year 17 13
Stern et al made use of ifsychiatric rating scales in thdr stu'ly. Their
findings are close to those of <:<"y et el (1972) and McGrath and Robinson (1973)
for anxiety and depression in hospital. They are <".lso close to !!cGrath and
Robinson fer anxiety at six montr~, but much lowsr than them for depression.
They found quite high levels of anxiety and depression in hospital. and that
these fell during th", first three months but not subsequently. [wowing for
some overlap. it seems that aLout 50 l:'er cent of patients experiance, ~,sychia­
tI'ically identifiable anxiety or depression in the first few days after myc-
ci'!:r'dia1 infarction, that this falls to about 25 per cant by three months, and
persists at that level for the next nine months. This pattern is consistent




EllQerience broadJ.y defined personal or eooti'Jnal problems in the initial
stages after their iufarct and that one half continue to do so dudn;; 1:he
rest of the first year.
A third set of studies has e~ployed a more technically psychological
approach. using standard personali1:y inventories. In Britain. r~den and
Brown (1971) used the Eysenck Personality Inventory tQ assess psycholcgical
changes in patients treated by early mobilisation and in controls; Cay et al
(1972) used a SynrJtom Sign Inventory to assess patients' psychiatric status
about 9 days after admission.: Doahrmen (1977) says that the published
studies show that rost-hospital infarct patients differ from controls or the
published norms particularly in the neurotic triad (hYJ;lochondriasis, depression
and hysterh) and also in anxiety.
A fourth set of studies has focussed not se much on purely psychological
variables as on the contents of patients' personal beliefs er percEl?ticns.
Cowie (1976) ex;;;lored the way in which patients engage in retrospective
construction of their O\ol!l biographies, and in comparison of themsel""s with
other people, in order to help themselves understand ,md typify their heart
attack. Cowie focused on tho acute episode. In an unpublished paper.
McMullen (1976) examined :;>atioots' comp"\I'isons of themselves with others and
perceptions of their progress through time. to help themselns understand the
process of their OIID rElccvery. In an American study. Croog and Levi.ne (1972)
found no changes in men' s religious behaviour or outlook after a myc:>cardlal
infarction. In reporting a series of therapeutic grOUJ;> discussicns. Adse'tt
and Bruhn (1968) outlined the themes which engaged the g;roup; these included
the expression of emotions. relations with c1:hers. depe.'ldency. sexual aC1:ivity,
and personal pI'otlems, a'1lOng others. Cl"arly, empirical ros<larch has hardly
begun to sCl~tch the surface of the contents of the beliefs and ideas ef
patients during their recovery after ll"Jocardial infarc'tion.
(vi) Discussion The rese'lt'oh literature allows us to "lssemble a fairly
clear picture of some of the :restrictions and problems exrerienced by survivors
of myocardial infarction. We can make quite g;:;o1 assessments of the changes
during the JllDnths after th,. bfarct in the l)I'Orortions of p.,;ople with certain
difficulties. The proportion of people who are off work falls from 100 per
cent one month after the intial attack to about 20 reI' cent seven months
after it. Uost people .olQerience restriction in sexual activity il1l1llediately
after the infarct and perhaps about 30 per cent do so four months after it.
Nearly everyone elQer!ences DNadly defined emotional distress in the first
weeks after the infarct; perha~,s 50 per cent do so six months and one year
after it. The pro~ortion of people experiencing these difficulties declines
substantially during th.. mcnths after the infarct.
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For other difficuJ.ties and problems, we have less cOlll'"Jlete data. In
some instances we can only establish the fi'<ilquency ~1ith which difficulties
Occur at particular points in time; ther" arc not sufficient c.ata for us to
establish the changes through time in the frequency with which they occur.
Thus, we know that Olbout 80 por cent of hos.,ital patients antici;;lllte problems
in !'eturning to their work, and that a1::lut '+0 per cent have reduced leisure
activities six months after the inrclrct. In othar instances, such as the
actual experience of problems at work, within the family. tor in money matters.
the data aN not adequate for us to get a clear idea even of the frequency
of the problems at particuJ.ar points in time.
Consideration ,)f these different as~cts of recovery raise issues rehvant
to further research.
(i) In some aspects of people's lives after myocardial infarction,
e.g. difficulties at work, ~-mily relationships, the literature suggests that
there may be certain 1.ll'lresolvad difficuJ.ties or problems; but these ar" not
clearly identified. DOl' is the frequency with Which they occur firmly
established.
(il) Even when the overall frequency with which problems occur is known,
we do not know \qheth"r it is the same people or different pao)?le who experience
them at (my one point in time. It is im:;,ortant to know whether many people
experience one or two problems eaci. or whether a few people experience
multiple problems. An ilsseSstoont of tha oVlilrall impact of the infarct in
this way hils implic,:ttions for the delivery of rohabilitation services. If
many people eX}'erience a singl" problem each, then services may operete
successfully on their own; if individuals experience multiple problems, then
services will need to ba coordinated closely around the individual pationts.
(Hi) Even when the changing frequency with vthich problems occur is known.
we do not always know whether it is th~ same people or differant ;'eople who
eX}",rience them at differant points in time. Again there are implications for
the delivery of rehabilitation services. If it is the same people experiencing
problems at different .,oints in time, then intervention by the services may
eliminate the problems ccmpletely. If it is different pe:>?le. then the
implication m",y be that the probleme :r>esolve themselves ?md intervention is
1.ll'lnecessary; or it may be that even successful int€l'vention at one point in
time liOuld not remoVlil the need for more int"rvention later ~,ith different
patients.
Examination of these issues would require the repeated collection of
data about a single Series of infarct patients at specified times after the
acute infarct.
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There are no (;Jstablish",u criteria for translating the difficulties
which patients eKporienca into needs for rehabilitation. This review h,"'lS shown
that suffet"<lt's from rnj7ocardiaJ. infarction subsequently may experience a variety
of personal or social problems. These may include delayed retut'!l to Hor!<:,
limitations or difficulties at lcrork, restrictions in recreation or sexual
activity, family problems, financial loss, and anxiety or depwssion. Although
many of these problems are obviously associated with and caused by the infarct
or other aspects of the disease, in scme cases they may be the result of
external factors to 110 with the pe.tient's previous life or circumstances.
There is a large practic~ and academic literature analysing the notion of
needs. Imlilxplicit analysis of the needs to which the problems of coronary
patients give rise would involve many things: an examim,tion of the causes,
nature end severity of the problems, and of who dafiMs them as yroblems; a
study of the appropriateness and effectiveness of different services in solving
the problems; and an ilssessmant 'Jf the costs of ?rovidi.'1g different quantities
of services and the hc'nefits of doing S" " (Forder 1974; Culyer 1976). The
difficulty of undertaking all this in a single piece of research is obvious.
A first step in tilE; right direction consists of the identification of particu-
lar problems and the consideration of what services may be appro;;>riate to thoir
solution.
3. AIMS OF THE STUDY
This StUdY was est~lished with the over,1l1 aim or exploring patients'
needs for rehabilitation after ~Jocardial infarction. Within this br0ad
area a number of more specific objectives \~re articulated. They were:
(i) to eKplore patients' needs for and use of rehabilitation and
aftercare services;
(ii) to exaJaine how far the organisatLm and d"liv"ry of th" services
are appropriate to the needs to be met;
(iii) to examine staff recommendations about :p'ltients' use of services; <:tlld
(iv) to test the vaJ.ue of certain "predictors" of cutcolOe.
The aims of this study wcr" est,~lishej, and too field-,;;;rk carrie<.l out,
b..fore the datailed review of th" literature was undertaken. The study was
established in the context of uncertainty ilbout the direction of the future
development of the !'eh~ilitation services, around th" time of the publication
of the Tunbridge R",port (D.H.S.S., 1972a). It was baSed on broader ",xamp1es
of hospital follow-up stuclies (e.g. Ferguson and HePhail, 1954; McKenzis
et al. 1962), on a broiJ.d conc");>tioo of the possible effects of ill-h"alth on
the sufferer (e.g. Grogc')no iJ.nd woodgate. 1971), and on discussions based on
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personal and clinical experience about possible areas of intex-est. TheNfor>e
the aims of the stud.y have a certain breai:th, but the design ef the study was
not as specific as it mig"'lt have been. Instead the literatUt'e revie~J has
been used to guide the an.."llysis of the data awl the writing of the report,
with the aim of fi~y x-elating the findings and conclusions to current
knowledge and issues.
The study has concentrated primarilyr.>n the fi!'"t ani sec()Ui! of the
objectives. We have collected data about the personal and social aspects of
patients' recovery and problems and about patients' use of rehabilitation
services. These data allow us to make some assessment of the ar,pI'OL,riateness
of the services, and to indicate wheM imp!"ovements may be need"d. The
objective relating to staff I'eccmm~ndationswas based on the idea that health
SElvvice staff might knOl' what se!'vices p,a.tients neaded, but be unable to
obtain them. In th0 event, data about what staff reccilllll!anded were only
obtained through intevviet~s with llatients and have not ~roved ?articularly
~roductive. The objective relating to prudictOt's of outcome I,as based on
work showing that the severity of infaI'Ct is related to subsequent mortality
(Peel et al, 1962; Norris et al. 1969; Chapman and Gray, 1973). It was
hypothesized that clinically assessed severity would also be related to
outcome measured in social ter>rns. Data x-elating to this objective have been
collected, and are examined lat<ilr. A furthel:' review of the lite!'ature and
analysis of the data would be needed to exa~ne fully factors that might
explain or px-edict variations in recovery.
This study is one of a series, within the Health Services Rese:l.I'Ch Unit,
that ".re examining needs for rehebilitation among bospital pntients. It is
complemented by a study undertaken with the wivas of SOl'll€ ::>f the men in this
series, which is designed to explore the wives' views of the impact of the
illness on thei!' hushmds and the family. It is also I'Eilated to t,ro pa:rallal
studies of patiants' needs for Nhnbilitation. A study of patients treated
on an outpati~nt b~sis for fractures is focus sing largely on the shorte!'-term
pI'Oblems of retUl"il to work among younger patients than those covered in this
study. Another study, of old p;i!ople ,rith fractUI'es of the neck of felllUI', is
examining the factors that cause the high levels of disability and dependency
experienced by those patients. In these studies, we are developing oUt' under-
standi.'lg of the variety of :rehabilitation pmblems faced by hospital patients.
This knOWledge is I'Elle'li'ant both to future involvement of differ·snt medical
specialties in rohabilitation and to the development of compvehensiv.e rehabili-
tation departments in general hospitals (D.H.S.S., 19728; Lee, 1975).
As this was established as an exploratory study, so~ terms weI'e not
defined as narrmrly in the preparatory sti'tges of the I'esearch as they mig."lt
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otherwise have been. We fu"fa seen earlier in this chapter the breadth and
veriability that pertains to definitions of "rehabilitation". In this
report we will continue to use the word with all its breadth~nd variety
to refer to the ~Ihole range of services and trQatm<mts that are usad to return
patients to activity and well-being after their illness. ;re will also use
the word "recovery" in a very broad sense. relating it not only to improve-
ments in patients' physical condition after myocardial inferction, but also
to improvements in the broad range of perscmal, social and economic problems
they experience. II similer approach is taken towards the \1ord "needs".
As we saw in the previous section, technical analyses of the nature of needs
may be very complicated. But again. these imply an excessive sophistication
for an exploratory study. What we have produced is a broad ranging study
that explores several different aspects of J;K'1tiants' recovery and attempts
to identify where unsolved problems axist. This is the essential first step
in any specification of the services that are needed.
4. METHODS
This study has been designed as a simple follow-up study ef patients
during the year after their myocardial infarction. Five interviews were
held with each patient, at specified times during the Y'.i,ar. 'l'his design
allowed us to trace the natural history of the ?ersonal and social aspects of
patients' recovery in the year after their infarct, in considerably more
detail than has been don" before. It has allowed us to compare different
aspects of the l'atients' recovery at anyone point in time. lInd it has
allowed us to draw a systematic picture of the changing pattern of recovery
through time. Both these elements are necessary. if practical conclusions
are to be drawn ,::me! recommendations made about the areas in which rehabilita-
tion services are most needed.
The patients admitted tc the study were defined in respect of several
characteristics. It was a study of a cou"",cutiva serbs of Llatients, wbo:
(i) wew admitted to the Kent and Canterbury HosJ/ital,
(ii) with proven diagnosis e)f myocardial infarction, using the
criteria of Norris et al (1969),
(Hi) who we::", aged 59 or less on ac'..."1lission,
(iv) and who were said by the resp.-"naible clinician to be fit for intarvi"'''I.
It was thought that very few. if any, patients under 60 in the hospital's
catchment area, who survived long enough after their infarct, woull not be
admitted to the hcspital. An age limit ()f 59 was chosen in order to focus
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on patients who would be expected to return to work, and to avoid those who
wouJ.d be more likely to retire. There were nc deaths in the series between
the fil~t interview in hospital and discharge from hospital.
There were no systematic exclusions fr'JIll the series as defined. Two
patients wew deliberately excluded. One was excluded because he was known
to the research staff because of his job at too University. The other was
excluded hecause the consuJ.tal'lt physician considered th,'lt the patient's
problems would he exacel'bated by contact with anothf~r agency. There ware
also a number of accidential omissions and non-respondents, described helm,.
The original intention was to take 200 patients into the series. It was
realised, ht~ever, after fieldwork had begun, that t~J number of persons under
50. admitted to the Kent and Canterbury Hospital with myocardial infarction,
was much lower than bed bean expect"d. It would have ta,'<;en an impracticably
long time to collect the full series. It W1S decided to reduce the number
of patients to about 50 to 50. This meant that the scope for cross-tabUla-
tions and explaining variations in Ncovery has been much mvrs limited than
was originally intended.
Five other patients are known to have been emitted frot. the series.
One refused to participate in the study. One moved aI'Iily from CanterbUJ:'Y
iJJllOOdiately after discharg<:; frmn hospital. Three L,atients should have been
includ,ed in the serias, but difficulties of communication between the hospital
and Nsearch staff meant that thE> interviewel:' was unable to contact them in
tiroo for the first interview. These omissiens hava meant that the final
number of pa;:ients in the si"ries. for whom data aN availclJl" and ~Thc aN
included in the analyses, is 52.
The main source of data in this study was a series of five intervi<Ms
with each patient. Interviews were intend"" to be held one weel< after
admission to hospital, and again at five ~Teel<:s, i:hre8 months. six months and
one year. The first interview was relatively short and intended in part to
gain the respondent's coojjeration. The second intervia~1 was the lcngest of
the sel:'ies, covering the respondent I s life Loth before and after the infarc-
tion. Five weeks was chosen for the time of the second intervie1<r, because
this would be fairly close to the out];mtient attandanoe fot' !:Jost patients,
thus allo\.;ing the oliniciar.s to relat" the research findings to their
illTi'ressions of patients' progress at that time. 'I'hree lIIOnths, six months
ana one year ware chosen, in oroer to concentrate attention in the early
part of the year \1hen most changes in th" p<"tients I circumstances would be
taking place. and because these were follow-U1? intervals used quite frequently
in the research literature. One of the moot important features of this
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study is that systenatic cbsw-vations of a wide range of personal and social
events were made Oil five. occasions after thoS infarct, so that we are able to
pt'OVide a m::>N detailed picture nf the changing pattern of :Nce,"er] than has
been available before.
The data werc COllected by means of structured interviews. One
exr,.erienced and trained interviewer undertook nearly all the interviews. Th"
interview schedule contain"d the precise fom of words to be used in each
question. t'lany of the questiG'ns WElre closed and precoded. Some of the
questions '. ];,articularly those conc<lmed with th" nnture of resr,ondents'
personal or s·)cial problems and th~,sa asking for their reasons for' a r>articular
statement Or' COllllllents abe,ut a service - wer", O",;>en-ended. with the inttlrviewer
being required to pr'obe extensively. The Min topics COllared in each inter-
view ware the respond,mt's general hoalth, use of end commen1a; abQut health and
rElhabilitation services. advice received about various activities (,f daily
living, and the effect of the illness on a range of different i'ls:;>€;>Cts of
personal life, with particular detail about sj;l<lre-time activities, homa life.
work and money. In this way. we hoped both to cover Cl wide range ef material
systematically and to obt-:lin as much as :;>ossible of the respondents' own Iliews
about the problems they faced.
Clinical data, about the patient's mar.!ic,ll condition in hospital, ware
recorded for the study on a specially designed form. The forms were filled
in by senior house officers in the hospital with specific responsibilities
relating to the research. The <1"ta covered the pNsence of pre-existing
heart diSease and other disease. the severity of infarction and the occUrrence
of complications, and Ilarious items a]x)ut skinfol:l thiekn"ss and smoking
habits. Written instructions were provided in ;}rder to standardis" these
data as far as possible. These instructions weN Lased on published work
and covered the criteria for diagnosis and the various classifications that
were used. Two items required that the doctors usa their' judgement in
recording them; they were wbeth"r any pN-existing non-coronary r.!isease or
any cornr~lications wer", likely to affect the patient's r"babilitation.
The series of patients was collected for this study b"tween April 1974-
and June 1975. This meant, with a one-year fe,llow-up, that the fieldwork
continued until June 1976.
As has been mentioned, 52 respondents have been included in the series
for the pUI'pose of analysing the d..'lta. For a vari,"t] of reasons, a complete
Silt of data (consisting of fiv", intervie"vlS and a clinical d.-~ta form) is not
available for each of theSe 52 respondents. The total numt~r of respondents,
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Those figures repr,}sent the total number of respondents at each interview. on
whom the results contained in this report aN '.Ji!'lSed. The reasons for the no:1.-
availability of intervi"w data are as follows: (me respondent dj,QC after the
second interviel~' one respond.,mt moved <may after the second intsl'view; for
one respondent the second interview was so late (on the i]#neral practitioner's
requirement) thi',t the third interview wal> omitted; two intervieH sc.l1edules
relating to one respondent were lost during the data proc<:>ssbg; four
res-J?ondents were either not contacted or not available at particular intervieKs.
The gaps in the clinical data appear to have been due to uncertainties and
misinterpretations, when junior hospital doctors tl~r-c on l.eave or Wllii.i!n new
app~intments ·were being made.
There 'IaS some varii1tion in the tima at Hoich each sei: of interviews ">'1as
actually held. Th" first intervie,.;s were .planned fer about en" weeJ<: after
ad1lissicn. In fact. they were held oetw""n four days and n days after
admission. Half the interview!> were held between seven and nine days. 'idth
the mean at 10 days. They will be referred to in this repc,rt as taking place
at 10 d~ys. The second int~rviews were planned for five weeks after
admission. They were h"ld between four weeks and nine weeks. Half the
interviews were held at five weeks. with the mean at six w<leks. They will be
referred to as taking place at six weeks. The third intervie~ls \lere planned
for three months after admission. They ""re held between 12 weeks and
19 weeks. Half the int",rviews were held wtween 13 and 14 weeks, with the
mean at 1'1 "",,,k5. They will be referr"d to in this report ·018 taking place
at three months. Th~ fourth interviews wer~ planned for six months after
admission. They ">~ere held between 26 """"k5 mu 35 ~le(jl<:s. Just under half
the int"rviews were heli between 27 and 28 ",e"ks. with tb-a ,,'!Elan at 29 weeks.
They will be referred to in this rClport as taking plac", at seven months. The
fifth interviews were planned for one year after admission. 'l'hey "eNi held
between 51 w"eks and 73 weeks. The inteI""iews wer;;, lll<"re ,,~idely spread than
the others • with half be irlg held between 5::1 aue; 57 wee.1<:s. The mean was
57 weeks. They <'..re referred to in this report as taking place at one year;
in making detailed comparisons with other I$tl.ldies th", reader shOUld rememb"l'
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that tOO average time of interview was 13 mc,nths, and




is sumrr.arised in the


















Because of the small nurr.l:>er of respondents in this study, the results are
usually presented as whole numbers or as fractions of th.. total. Percentages
are only used when direct comparison with the findings of other studies is
desired. Where tests of statistical significrolce have not been used, these
percentages should not be taken as implying precision; they ar<) presented only
to facilitate comparison.
CHAPTER 2 THE RESPQ.'lfDENTS
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l~[ll
This chapter presents some introductory medical 14"ld social data about the
respondents and some data about the services they used. It has two purposes.
The first is to provide the reader with a background to the £0110\<1n(; chapters,
that focus more specifically on recovery and rehabilitation. The second is to
compa:r-e the patients included in this study with those included in other studies.
If the padents in this study appear to be similar to those in other series, in
relation to those characteristics for which comparisons can be made, then
conclusions and recommendations based on this study can be treated as more
generelly applicable than Hould other-fiiae be possible.
1. l'ERSalP.L AND SOCIAL CHARAC'l'ERISTICS
The demographic characteristics of respondents are easily reported and
compared to those of patients in otoor studies. In this study 47 r6spondents
were men a..d five were wom<m. As sho"." ill Table 2 .1. 16 respond,mts were aged
between '+0 and 49. and 35 between 50 and 5<:<. This ago distribution is very
similar to that shown for survivors by Norris et al (1869) and Finlayson and
McEwen (1977).
Some of the social characteristics of the respondents may be sketched in
briefly. The distributions of resp'Jndents t family and hOUSehold circulllstances
appear to be similar to those of the general population of about the same age
in Ken;;. In the present stUdy 50 of the 52 respondents ~lere married. One was
single and one was widowed. In Kfmt as a whole 86 per cent of the. population
between the ages of Ita and 59 in 1971 werE': marri",d (O.P .C.S .• 19738). In the
present study 20 respondents lived with a spouse ooly and 27 lived with a spouse
plus children, as shown in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 shows the relationship benleen
house-ownership and type of house among the t'espondents. The llnjority of
respondents were owner occupiers, which corresponds to th<J !l':eneI'al situation
in Kent (O.P.C.S •• 1973b) but differs from that among Finlayson i'lIlG McE-wen's
(1977) seI'ies of' patients. The majority livod in sc,mi-detached houses. terI'aced
houses or bungalows. This distribution contains mON semi-dotached houses and
bU:1galows than are fOtmd in the outer south-east region generally (a.p.e.s.,
1973c). but is p6rhaps typical of th" locality in which the study w,~s hased.
In all of these respects the respondents s';,em reasonably typical of the ,mea
in which they 1ive.
Data about the respondents' educational background and socio$conornic status
have been obtained from interviews. Respondents were asked in the second
interll'iew about th,~ dg€! at which they left school, and ahout their ,oducational
or occupational qualifications. Table :2.4 shows that two-thirds of the
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respondents left school a.t the minimum school-leavl.ng ago. Tabl'" 2.5
shows that the majority had no formal educational or occupational qualifications,
but that one third did have a craft or ,echnica1 qualification. Table 2.6
shows the social class distrillUtion of respondents, mak:L'1g use of the Registrar
General's Classification of Occupations (O.P.C.S., 1970). Un>2~loyed 1lll;On were
classified according to their previous joh ?nd women according to their husb1llld's
job. Th" respondents ~wre distributed mau"ly among the managerial, skilled and
partly-skilled classes. This is less of a bunching in the skilled manual class
than is found among male heads of household of working age in Brit.::tin as a Whole
(O.P.C.S., 1975). A higher proportion of respondents.wasin the higher social
classes, and a low<)!:' proportion in the lO\"€lr classes, than was fOUI.d in nlO
recent Scottish studies with comparable data (C'ly "t al, 1973; Finlayson and
McEwen, 1977). f'..s a greater proportion of patients in the lower social classes,
than of those in the higher classes, experience difficulty in ~3turning to work
after myocardial infarction (Finlayson and McEwen), it se'''m.'l likf:;ly that the
socioeconomic composition of the present sel'ie", would mean that the s£ries
experienced no mow work-adjustment pr·oblems than 'rould be found among infarct
patients in Britain as a whole.
Data about respoodents' economic position at the time of the infarct have
been obtained from the secood interview. Table 2.7 shows that, at the time of
the infarct, '17 of th" 52 rospoodents ~wre e~loyees or self-employed, two were
housewives. and th1'"'' were not e~loyed. ThOSE> not employed constitute six
per cent of the total; this is the sam,,, level of UIlcm.ployment as round in other
British studies of myocardial infarction. Cay ;:,t ,,1 (1973) found dl!)lt per
Ci;)!lt of their series to be une~loyed DGfore admission; Finlayson and }!cEwen
(1977) found six per cent of their series to be unemployed.
2. MEDICAL CWDITION
i::L.Previous Illness
In the present study, data have been obtained about I'GspOl1dents' !C.edical
condition b,,£ore the acute infarct, from the clinical d,,:ta form and from
interviews. Data about the existence of heart disease priol" to the onset of
the myocardial infarction h,'Wto beer, obtained from the clinical data forms.
Ten of the 45 rospandents. for whom clinical data are available. wore reported
to have had ischaemic heart disease prior to the onset of the acut" 1I1'jocardial
infarction. One of these Has classified as new York Heart Association Grad', III,
as having marked lir.'.itatiOll of physical activity and GXp€I'iencing symptoma :.;ith
mild levels of activity. Onc \,'as classified as Grad'3 XI., as having slight
limit."tion of physicial activity <1Od experiencing symptom's only with th.:; more
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strenuous grades of ordinary ·activity. Non(f of the others W$re r"ported
to have limitations of physical activity or to experience symptoms OIl
undertaking activity. Clinically identifiable ischaemic heart disease
w.:l.$ reported in almost one-quarter of the t'espondents, hut very little
disability resulted from it.
In the first interview, respondents were asked wh()ther. in the four
weeks before their admission to hospital, th'''1 were suffering; from any illnesses
or disabilitius. SiX'teen of the 52 respond(mts replied that they were, and
identified symptoms or an il1n'~ss that related to th"ir heart. These reports
varied from hypertension, shortnesS of breath and tiredness, <:0 ;;ains in the
chest. angina and the after-eff"cts of a pN;;vio1JS infarct. In addition,
another two l"espondents said. in reply to a lilt"r question that thcoy had seen
their general practitioners in connection with their hec~. This makes a
total of just over one-third of the respondents I'<'!por'ting symptO!ltS 0:(' illnesses
before the ooset of the infarct, that may be associated. retrospectivialy by the
research worket'. wJ,th the heart. rinlayson'md McEwal (l977) found that 17
per cent of their series had had symptoll$ that w"re r'ccong,Tdsed at ti,at time by
the respondent as ,widence of heart di-sease. In view of the minor nature of
many ()f the SymptOI,lS that often pr',e<;de myocardial infarction. and in view of
the prooess of normalisation of syl1lptOf!1.$ (as discussed by l'in1a:'Json cmd McEwen),
thero is a model'Stely close degree of similarity betWeen the findings of th",
two studies.
Data W.)X'e also oollected in the pr,:;sant study about the pr"sence of othor
pre-existing disease. Ten of the 45 Nspondents, for whom clinical data are
availabk, were reported to have such prCi-c:u.sting dis",ase. Four respondents
weN reported to hav'" hyper'tension, tl'O diab.ztes. and feur' other disi';.'lstls. In
only two cases - one of astht1"'t Gend one of duodenal ulcel' - I,as the condition
suid to be likely to affect the respondent's rehabilitation. Again, wc, have
a picture of just under a quarter of the respondents :,;uffer'lng from clinically
identifiable illnmls, !Jut of very little incapac.ity or disability resulting
from it.
In !'Gply to the question in th,> first intervie1'l. ahout illness Or' disability
in the mouth befo:re admission to hospital, 19 ef the 52 respondBr:ts i.deutified
an illness that did not erppear to be rd;;;.ted to the h!,)art. Six of thesG
mentioned minor illnesses, such as a cold or 'flu. Othersmentioneci G v;o,.riety
of conditions, such as bronchitis, hel'l1ias, Ji<:Jbetes, varicose veins,
arthritis or diarrhoea. In addition. a f-urth"r five respondi.'mts said that
they had seen their general practitioners about some illness in th., preceding
month. In total. ther&fore, almost (){lfj half of the respond,~nts identIfied
some ld.-ld of illness, not directly related to their heart, from which they
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suffered before their infarct. Much of this illness appeared to he
minor, and would not have a significant i1llj;>act on th" patient's su.l:>sequent
recovery or rehabilitation.
There was only a small amount of overlap hetween diff,,,rent kinds of
pre-existing disease in the pr<,sent series of patients. Of the 45 respondents,
for Whom clinical data are available, 10 were reported to have ischaemic heart
disease and 10 other diseases. only one respondent fell into both categories,
so that 19 of the 45 (two-fifths of the total) were reported to haw had a
disease prior to the onset of their infarction. Four of tb-ase respondents
were reported to have experienced significant disability or to hwe a disease
likely to affect their rehabilitation. Of the 52 respondents who ,,rere
interviewed, 18 identified symptoms relat,d to their heart (m-my of them
associated with the onset of the infarction), and 21+ identified other symptoms
or illnesses. Four respond,mts f"ll into both categoriEis. so that 38 of the
52 (three-quarters of the total) identified :;;"00 :;;y1llj;>tom or illness in the
month before their admission to hospital. Tba overall picture is one of a
considerable amount of minor illness, or sy1llj;>toms associated Nith thG onSGt of
the infarct, a fairly small amount (If more serious illness. and a very small
amount of il1.."II:'ss that might affect subsequent recovery or rehabilitatiOl1.
(b) Sevoilrity of rnfarC!
Data a.re ,wailable that show the severity of the infarct in th" presont
series of patients. Tb'"' method of lll'3asuring severity is that developed by
Norris et sl (1969). Ncrris ,,,t al identified and weighted five, factors. that
they found to be re1at(,d to mcrtality in a twspital series of infarct patients.
The five factors were age, position of infarct, systolic blood-pressure on
admission, heart sizes. pu.lmona.....,,- congestion, and the exist~ncH of previous.
ischaemia. The scoring system was such that an)' one patient might hav" a
score between 1.62 aIHl 21.9 points. About 70 per cent of their patients
scored b",tween foUl' and 10 points. Readi.'lg off fro:n the graphs in the Norris
et a1 paper, it is possible to estinate the proportion of survivors with each
score. This is shol'm in Table 2.H. The distribution in Table 2.3. will
be weighted towards the high"r scores compared to the present s"ries, because
two-thirds of the Norris et eJ. sGries vr"ro aged 60 or more, and therefore
automatically attracted higher SC01:'('S.
In the present study. data foI' lOOasul'ing the severity of inf.'llxt were
recorded on the clinical data foI'!!l$ of 4'+ subjects. Table 2.9 shows that 16
had a scaI'e of less than four points, and that 18 had a score of b'"Jt:tieen four
and 5.99 points. It is clear that the present series contains few p""tients




The distribution of scores contains more sWljects with low scores than there
were among the survivors in the Norris et al $<;ries. The difference between
the t'lO series would be explained in part by the exclusion of older patients
from the present study, given t.~e associottion between a;:e and mortality found by
Norris. The cOl'!'.parability of th<:l series mif',ht be increasoiby extracting the
age-component from the Morris Index. This would necessitate re-running Noris's
discriminant analysis to obtain new values for each of the factors contributing
to the Index, and then applying th<:J recor.structed index tD the present series
of patients. Given the compl"xity of this. it seems worth examining thiO
predictive capacity of the unadju..'Sted !lcrds Index in relation tc the p..,rsonal
and social parameters of recovery included in th,.; :prosent gtudy. This will be
done later.
(e) Symptoms and Illnesses after the Infarct
Data were collected in the present st1.!dy about the complic,,,tions patients
elfJ?Elrienced while in hospital. El,,:ven of the 45 subjects (one-quarter ,)f the
total), for whom clinical data are available. w<;re reported tl) have eJo..'P"l'ienced
one complication. and three of them experienced tHO conplications. Four subjects
experienced cardiac failure. three pericarditis il.Ttd the others et variety of
different complications.
Only one person in the series died between discharGe frem hos~litaJ. and the
one year follow up. Shfj was a ~2 year old woman, who had a Coronary Prognostic
Index SCOt'!-l of 5.58 when first admitted to hospital. She died about hro months
after her firet infarct.
Some of th,) main featur~;s of the respondents I medical condition after
discharge from hospital llk1y be identified from interview data. R-8spor.dents were
asked in each of the follow-up intel'view~' wh"ther they had had a recurrence of
their illness. and whether they had hi'ld anything else wrong with them, since tho
last inte:t'view. Information contained in the replies has been Classified Into
th:t'ee broad groups. Symptoms or illnesses, ranging from heart i'ittacks. angina
and palpitations to breathlessness.tiredness and ""akness, have heen classified
as diI'ectly connected with the heart. A varie't'J of conditions such as giddiness.
blackouts, depression. anxiety and throll'bi haw been classified as related to th"
heart or t!'<,atment. Other conditions, including colds, sore throats. headaches and
a variety of other, usually minor. ailments, have b".3!l classified as "other".
The items identifi;ld ·are obviously not as detailed or comph)te as those that
would be reported by a doctor llk'lking '" comprehensive clinical examination. They
probably r<:lpresent those medioal ev"nts of most significance to the raspoIlOents.
Tables 2.10 to 2.13 show the numbar of respondents who reported different
illnesses ,)r symptoms. Bet'Ween half and three-quarters of the respondents at
each interview identified some illness or' symptom. Three-quarters of the
1+1
respondents identified symptoms that appe~4d to be directly connected with
their heart condition, at some time during the follow--up period. These
included pains in the cr£st, breathlesSt;ess, tiredness and a variety of other
more or less sericus ',vents. Just over a third or the respondents identified
problems that may have been related to their heart condition ()r treatment. such
as giddiness or blackouts. or heavy or aching legs. t.nd t'1O-thirds of the
respondents identified othorillness<iJs. r,,<Ug;1ng hom colds, t flu and sore
throats to such things .:'!S rheumatism, pneumonia Md colitis. Overall. these
data suggest a fairly high l<;>vel of illness during the months after the acut<~
infarct. We have no way of assessing from the interviews the clinical
importance of the episodes reported. Presl.unably sem" ef them Here significant
enough to have an impact a'I the overall 1<)'1',,1 of the respondent's Hellbeing and
activi ties, but others WClre not.
In additien to d"ta about specific symptoms and events, the interviews
yielded inforll>1'.tion about the respondents' feolings abe'ut theho pX'ogrGSS more
generally. At the beginning of each in tervie\-I , the respondents were asJ<:>2,d
"In general, hOl'I do you feel you aI"J coming along now?>; The questl,on has two
aspects: it asked about the; respondents' f(,elings;; and it asked ,about their
progress. Garrity (1973) found that patients f perceptions of th0ir health were
strongly related to th..dr morale aft,;r a heart atta<:'.k. It is likely that the
responses given in this study reflect both morale and !:liJdical prog::Nss. The
answers to the qlmstions in this study Here written down by the interviewer
who then coded the re:ply as HWelr: ~ ilav€:rageU:l or Hpoor';. Clea.!\ly, these ,:lXX~
broad categories for cL1.Ssifying the replies to a multifaceted question.
Table 2.14 shows that. at each interview, half the I'Cspondents or more
weN coded as reeling that they were :nx1king gooo pl'CgI"'ss. Bet-,men one-tenth
and one-third of the respond<lnts at each intervi;~w were coded as feeling they
were making poor progress. Tho numb",r making poor progress incwased appreciably
between the time of discharge from hospital and the third interview at thr,oa
months. There was a positive ass(,ciatic'.n b"t1'1een respondents 1 identification
of specific sYlll'Jtoms Cl' events directly cc,nnected with their heart and th<ilir b<cing
coded as making average ()r peor progress" In ge:neral, therr~ Has no consistent
pattern of :recov"t'Y through time, "ith SOrn<, peopl", improving at one intervie" <llld
deteriorating again subsequently. About hair the rosl'0ndents ,.ncpel'ienced
symptoms directly related to their heart. and appeared to be making less than
good progress in their recovery. six !IlCnths or more after their acute infarct.
3. UFoE or ~RV!CES
A variety of data baw been obtained in the present study that ShOH
:respondents' use of health services around the time of their infarct. These
data are important as the baseline of current practice" in the light of ",hich
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Nspondents 'problems and needs for other services have to be assessed. They
a:re also impovtant b<~cause, in describing the natuv," and amount of r"habilitation
and after-care services used by :respondents ,1t the time of the study, they will
allow those with experience of \'orking in this field the opportunity of comparing
the services available in different places and at different times> and of relatir,g
these, differf>uces to variations in outcome and in unmet needs.
Respondents WeN 'OlSked, in the first interview, whether, in the four weeks
before t~~ir admissicm to hospital, they hed had any contact with a variety of
health or personal social services for any reason. They ,1E,re also "sk",d the
reason for contact with each service. Table 2.15 shows the number of respondents
who had contact with the difr~~~nt services. ,~d the reason for the contact.
Six respondents had been hospital DU1:paticnts, mainly for i1ln6sses other than
their' heart. Twenty'·foUt' (almost half th", total) had "e"n thdr general
practitioner; 11 of them for som,"thing to do "ith thdr twart and 13 of them for
oth"'r illnesses.. The proportion who had seen ti1Edr general ?ractition;~r is
slightly higher' than that found by FinIayson and l1cB1'.'en (1977), who t"C'ported that
31 per cent of their series h<~d been att(rading their genel:"al practitioner in
too f,m weeks prior tc the infarction. In the ?resent sevies, three respondents
reported contact with other oommunity health services.
Information obtained in the interviews allow tL'l to build up a picture of
respondents' movelwnts around hospital, the time of their discharg,,, ·'md their
subsequent movements. Fifty of the 52 r'!:;spOlldents ~rere admitted strai2:ht to
the Coronary car" Unit of the Kent and C,mt,)rhury Ilospital. The mean length
of stay in the Unit was si& days. The range' was from on" day to 20 a,ays. After
transfer out of the Coronary C::Lre Unit to other medical wlrds in thE~ hospital,
44 of the respond(mts were discharged home. Six respond',mts "ere I-eadmitted to
the C.C.U. Half the respol1dents stayd, in hospital b€tw(~en IJ and 16 days, but a
few stayed for four weeks or more ,1S shown in Tabh, 2.16. The a'ffirage length
of stay of 16 days ~las very close to thl;! national figure for patients 1Jl'lder 65
with dcute myocardic1l infarction (D.H .S.S., 1977a). The tim'" of discharge in
the present seri"" is as early as that reported in some studies of early discharge
(Harpur et al, 1971; Royston, 1972) hut not as e",rly itS th11t in others (Boyle
et a1, 1972; Tucker "t al, 1973; H2yes et al, 1974).
In each of the follow·up inte:rviews; the respwdents weN :lsk",d about
their contacts with th<" health and rehallilit",tion services since the previous
interview. Tabl",s 2 .17 to 2 .19 show that the pattern of h"alth care after
discharge from hospital wes mainly M~' of contacts with general pl'actitioner's
and visits to hospit'lJ. out-patient clinic'>. Ne"lrly all the res~,ondt;nts saw
thair G.P.s about their heart i,n the early w<Jeks after discharg,", and two-thirds
continUf,d to de so subsequently.
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Somewhat fewer respondents continued to have hospital out-patient
appointments during the year after their infarct. There was less contact
with other rehabilitation Cl'.' resettle!!l','nt ser'vie.es. At the tim,,, of the
study in 1974/5 there was no exercise pl'ogramme for car,Uac patients at th"
Kent and Canterbury Hospital; the early contacts with physiotherapists were
mainly for breathing exercises. One quarter of the I'<-lsl,ondents said that
they had contact with a social werkar at some time during the 3'Gar after their
infarct, and a quarter had contact with the employment servicas or ,;orks' doctor
about returning to 'o'1ork. In tot"l, two-fifths of the respondents 'lere in
contact with either a social worker or the e!ll1,loyment s"rvices, "I' with both,
at some time during the year after thdr infarct. Nevertheless, hc,spital
doctors and nurses, and gen"ral yractitionE'rs, were the main professional
sources of advice and aftercare.
4. DISCUSSION
In concludl.ng this chapNr, it m"y p", useful tc,: !'8Vie~l thE) 'n'ltGrial. by
which the comparability ef this series of mye:,cardial infaction patients with
other series may be assessed. A. number of f"ct"rs sug.l;Gst that the p,'esent
series is similar to oth",l:' series. 11",:, inclu::b ttw age distribution of
respondents, the numher reporting heart symptoms oofoI''' the onset of the
infarct, the number reporting contact with their G.P. before the infarct, the
pattern of hospital use and the pattern of aftercare. Two faot"rs suggest that
too present serh;s might he"" exp",rit,nced less frequent or less seVBr" problems
after their infarct than other Ser;ltlS. Thes., ar.) the hif',h sociGCJconomic status
of the pNlsent seri"s and, '1pparently, th" relative mild infarct th>:;y suffered.
one factor - the lack of a rehabilitCltive pt'ogramllle of physical e~lercise -
suggests that the pr...sent series ll'.ay haVe experienced a great"r number of
residual problems than patients successfully c'~mpleting such a programt!Je. On
balance, it seems likely that the present seriCJs would be fairly similar to
other series of hospital-trea1:ed myocardial infarction patients of the sa.me
age. TheN are no obvious reasons for asSUl1'ling that they differ greatly.
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"After discharge from hospital. return to 1'iol"k is the most important
milestone on the pati,.nt t s way to full rocovery. Not only does he thereby
become economically independent but, in most cases. he resumes his accustomed
pattern of life and rel>:! in society," (Joint Horking Party, 1975). In
this statement. the Joint WOl"king Party made three points: the importance
of retum to work; its implications for eCO;10miC llldepundence; "md its
implications for normality. In this chapter, w" shall threH light on each
of these matters. by presenting findings about respondents' return to work.
about their experiences and probl"ms related to their work, and about their
income.
In Chapter Two, ',If" pres,mted some backgr'Oood material about the respondents'
social and economic status at the time of the infarct. Two-thirds of the
respondents left school at the minimum schcol-leaving age, and the majority had
no formal educationa~ or occupational qualifications. The respondents were
fairly evenly distributed a't'Ong th.. managerial, skilled and partly-skilled socidl
olasses. The l:'elatively high pl"Oportion of rQspood"nts in the higher social
classes might ha"" tended to rc"duc" the frequency of 'lOrk adjustl'!l<i<nt problems
experienced by the prosent seri(,s of res~'ondents. Hine-tenths of the respondents
wet'e employees or self-employr,d at the til:l€ of th(l infarct; the r-emainder b,dng
housewives or not employed.
1. EMPLOYMENT MID UNEMPLOYMENT
Although much ,,,ttentioo has been paid to the timing of r;~tum to work
after 1Il'Jocardial infarction, theM ar" prior quc,stlons about whether people
are employed or unemployed. There ,"-pp ear to b'3 no detaU"d datl', on this
subject in the British literature. Table 3.1 shows th6 nurrber of respondents
in the present study who WE're employed or not employed. There was a decline
in the proportion of respondents \..ho wet'e self"employed or employeE)s. from
nine-tenths of the total at th'" time of the infarct to four-fifths at the fourth
and fifth intarvifMG. There was a oOrNsponding rise in the; proportions who
-"'er" retired or not employed. On" quartet' of the I'sspond,mts wew notii'mployed
at some time during the year after thEdI' infarct, !'iyocardi,11 infarction
appears to b" associated ~lHh en appreciable incNas" in the chances of moving
out of emploY~lt.
Table 3.2 shows the work position of the respondents at each int(;rview.
None of the respondents h·'l.d returned to w:>rk at the time of the second intervie-,'.
and the number at Hark rose slowly during th,' Subsequent ~Ieeks. Correspondingly,
the numb"r of people. on sick leave fell SlO~lly. Eventually most respondents
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Nturned to work. Of those who did not, more became unemployed or'
retirad than continued on sick leave.
Changes in the economic position of individuals, pat'1:icularly the
unemplO'Jed. during the year after their infarct were more complex than shown
in Table 3.1. Thl'e" men wct'e u!l.employed at the time of their infarct;
only one of them su!:>sElquently re1:Urn"d to work. Another three were
employees at thB time of their infe~rct, spent some time off sick, ".nd
then were unemployed for th'l resi: of the follot~-up period. four were
lIDemployed tempor,~rily after their infarct. but had fOlIDd ~!Ork again by
the fifth inteI'Vi€VI. And three returned to .",rk after their infarct,
but sUbsequently becalOO unemployed. There was no uniform pattern of un-
employment during the year after th0 infarct.
In 10 cas&S, the unemployment appear(~d to be l'elated to the resp,)ndent's
heart condition. One man was unemployed, ,11"m he entered this l;rtudy, because
of a previous infarct. five men became unernploy8d after their infarct,
without having returr,ed t(l work. They had been employed in heavy l1l<1nual
jobs such as pipelaying or labouring on buildini'; sit"s. Th.'ee of them sEdd
in interviews that th"y w<1Dted lighter work. Tho other two sttid they wmce
made r-edundant by their employers because of their h'lalth. One persOIl, a
salesman, b"came temporarily unemployBd because h" had given in his notice
just before his infarct and was deLWed in starting his new job. Three men
- two of them in heavy manual jobs - returned to their previous work, but
became unemployed after a renewal of their UJJ,es,;;: two suffered further
heart attacks and one sev<ilre angina. In all of these cases thi> illm.ss
appeared to be a significant cause of the unemploym(-mt, particularly when
associated with heavy manual work.
In only three instances did unemployment appeal' not to be associated
with the respondent's hea!'t condition. Two we!'" men unemployed before their
infarct. The oth"r was a maTt who lost his job when the family business closed.
There is no way of knowing whether those people would have found ;lo!'k if it
had not hem for thei!' infarcts.
The unemployed respondents w,,,r,, $,$ked in each intervie'"r wh::'!t were the
main problems that not having a job \<['.'5 making for them. Tabl-" 3.3 sllows
that all of them identified one or mor" jn'Oblems. Table 3. If shol'fs that
all of them said that their lack of money was cL j)I'oblem. Somo of them
simply said they h'ad financial problerr.s~ '>there elaborated a little. In
soma cases, domestic and recreatio:lal spending had been reduced or debts hr.cl
begun to accumulate. In othe!' cases the lael( of money was a d"finit ", source
of worry. In total, three-quar1:e!'s of the unemployed people identified some
kind of mental dist!'ess - worry, frustt'ati<m. depression or bor"dom - as a
problem.
his first
In the words of a man who had been a painter and decorator until
heal"'!: atta cl< :
"Not having a job at all is problematic. You can't
earn enoug-'" money to advance yeur standard of 1iving.
It's soul destwying j\lJ>t sitting her" not able to
do things that you a:l'" capabLe of."
Similar financial and emotional prob},i)lf.s are frtlqueut amang all kindFJ of
unemployed people. not just those who have been ill. But frequently the
unemployment and reSUlting difficulties stemmed dil:'ectly from tho respondents'
heart conditions. adding stibste.ntially to th" physical and m'"dice.l pl:'Obleo.s
they fac0d.
The work of housewi ves Ha.S affected by thHir illness. There Here
tlfO women in the series "Iho were housmd 11"8 wfore their in farct. On" marri0d
woman gav" up hel:' part-time job as a shop assistant because of her infarct &":id
became a full-time housewife. Sh,., was the person who subscqllc,ntly di"d. The
hOU$;,:)wi ves were ?-skc:d at each intf-:;rv-iew ~]hether they W,)r'e doing ;.3.11 their'
normal housework again yet. One St21'"tcd doing it all beret·" the; s()cond
interview ~t six ....!B(~ks., and the otrH~,r t~..ro bi!}tween six weeks and three months.
'l'hIily were also asked whether they had any problGIT,s with their Iwus"wDrk
because of their· illn.,ss. one woman said on thrEW occasions that she had
problems; she found difficulty with specific tasks, such 'Os cleani.""lg, cooking
and bedmaki...g.
None of the respondents WlS retir,~d ]t the time of their infarct. T,fO
people l'etired subsequently, wtwe"m three months and sev"n months after their
infarct, because of their illness. One ~ras a man ef 58, who had previously
COIl'Jlluted each day from East Kent to his adll>inistl:'atille jcb in London. The
other was a college lecturer of 53,wh" had had Cl previous infarct, and who
made a slow physical recovery during the follow"up period. The opportunity
for giving up work altogether seemed to be gNat",r for thes" peopl," thtlIl j.t
did for the manual workers who experi,euced pericods <lr ',IDemployrroP.nt.
2. TIMING OF P.ETUP.N TO WORK
Much of th~ medica-social research into rehabilitation after myocardial
infal'ction has focused on the timing of rl,tu:rn to wcrk. ,I" saw it, Ch;}pter
One that the majol'ity of British studies reported wtween 15 an'; 46 per cent
of patients retul"Ui,d to work by two months ,,,ft.er 'the inf<:'.rct, and that benleen
70 a..d 81'> p<lr cent returned by six lllO."lths. Those studi(,s have tend,.,d to
concentrate upon the proportion of 'eligible' rosplmdents, L". thos", who were"
in employment and at work before th~ infarct. In the presont study, 45
l'espondents have, b"en included in a T'"tUnl-to-vlOl'k subseries; tha.t is the
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whole series minus five people who wet'e housewives or unemployed before
the infat'ct, and minus two people for whom the t'elevant etata were not
available. The date of t'eturn to work was established by detailed
questioning in tho intervie~1 immecl5.ately following the fimt return.
This gives us a set of data comparable to that contained in the tables
on pages 17 and lB. Table 3.5 shows that 31 por Cent of the eligible
respondents had returned to work three months after their infcwct and
69 per cant by six months. The average time of return to work Has
20 weeks - four and a half months. Tb,,, nUlllbel's in this series 31'e
small, and too much reliance should not bcJplaced on the pel'centages.
At three !Il<:l!'lths and six months. the proportions of the pr<)sent sel'i"s
who had returned to <J(lrk wera 10Her than in oth"r so~"ies, and considerably
lowel' than the targets advocated by the cToint ,Iorking Party. By nine
months ;md one year the proportions who had ret=ed were mor6 in line with
::>ther seri(~s. The timing of retUl'll to work in the first few months after
the infarct was later among the pwsent sel'ies of patients than it has been
among other British series.
The Joint Working Party (1975) revieWed severel f3ctors that they con-
sidered, migllt be associated with (j,')1eys in returning to work aftel' ll!jIocardial
infarction. Tbe most important, they thought, was psychologic"tl: "Feal' of
Ninfal'ction and sudd€n death on the part of the patient, his relatives. family
doctor .'md employers, encourages overprotection anel is still the main stumbling
block to eal'ly r"tum to work." They consi':"l'ed tha'c the physical condition
of a sm"ll number of patients. "Jld th'"' risky or <ll'duous naturE~ of the wOl:'k
of a small number, might also l'esult in lat",.!' raturns. They also considered
that a val'iety of social and economic fact()l'S, associated particularly with
the advel'Se tl:'ends In social classes IV and V, might b>~ si.gnificant. These
incluo"d difficulties in real'l'anging duti"",. small differenc~,s btltwc;en sick
pay and nonroal earnings. high unemployment and the abs€nCG of occupational
medical officm:'s.
In the pr"s,mt study. sev"ral factors were related to vad.ations in the
timing of retUI'n to work. The first was the respondents' assessm"nts of the
physical <1el!l',ll1ds of thdr jobs. Three men. Hho had previously held physically
heavy jobs and who >lel'I; ttlmporarily unemployed af'tel' their infarct, t'€',turned
to Hark on average 51 weeks after the infarct. linothel' six men wi th ?hysical1y
he:lvy jobs returned on average 24 w(,eks after their infal'ct. The 29 rc,spondents
who saLl they had medium or light jobs, returned on avercllJo 17 "",,,,ks after
their infarct. A second factor that :lL'lY have b~en related to variations in
th~ timing of return to work was the Nspondents' medical conditien . Among
these people who h:ld not returned to wcrk at the time of their third intel'view,
1,8
those who identified some symptom or event directly connected with their
heart returned to work on averag," seven weeks later than those who cid n.,t.
However, this relati.onship is complicated by th" fact that more people with
physically heavy jobs than wi th oth;"r jobs reported heart symptoms at this
time. A third factor was the respondents' anitude towards their jobs. After
completing the Grogono Index of Health (se6 Chapter Five), the respondents were
ask-..d which item was the most important to th"m. The 2'1 people, whe said at
the second intervi,,,w that their work was mest important, returned on average
17 weeks after their infarct, tt~ others
more, among th", people who thcugl1t their
a positive interest or involvement in it
Further-
work most important, th<>se who expriOssed
returniOd ,.arliGr than those who simply
identified money as the important feature. 'rhGs., findings suggest the.t the
physical nature of patients t jobs, and patients' atti.tudes to>ra.rds their WOl'K.
may be more important than the Joint Horking Party considered.
Several other factors were examined. but "ere not found to be related to
variations in the timing of return to "ork. 'rhos" included the hlV",l of
disability from ischaemic heart disease befor'" t11" infarct and thu pl"Csance of
medical conditions thought likely to affect l'<lhabilitation. l1S recorded on th,;,
clinical data form. Th<;; severity of too acute infarct> as measured by the
Norris Coronary ProWlostio Ind"x, ,~as not related to the timing of return tt!
~Iork. Ner were the soclo-economic f;;;ctrJrs €xamin()d: social class, I'9spondents'·
being engaged i.t1 namEl or non-manual work, or the, difference between thc'lir
pre-infarct earnings and their income lihile off work. Nor did respondents t
feelings of worry '~r unhappiness, in se far as these .Ier,~ expr"ssed in gen"!'"l
terms er in relation to death~ 1"E~curr€mce or pr'ogtlo5is i app~.aar to be related tD
timing of return te work. Although this study did not set out to awnine
causes of variations in the timing of recovory, it appears th·'1t respondents'
fears of reinfarction may nc;t b'" th", most important stumbling block to ",arly
return to work, as the Joint Working Party sugg"sted they WHre.
Data wero collected in tr£ present study on the respG~dents' views about
theil" ret1J.rn to work. At e.=J.ch intE!rview s all respondents Ch sick leave 1oT<dI'e
asked whether they felt they wore ready to go back to work at that tim~] . Those
who said that they did feel ready wr:lre: asked why they had not gone back. Table
3.6 sho>/S that ab(~ut one-third of those on sick lt2ave at thE; time of each inter-
view said that they were ready t<l go back to work. Table 3.7 shows that the
large majoI'it'J of those, who said they were Nady to go lk,ck to wor-k, said that
the reason they had not don,,, so Wl1S that the doctor had s",id not tc. A number
of questions of interpretation surt'::>und these findings. The Nspondents'
assessments of their readiness may !lavel been unrealistic. Few ef them idcntifiod.
the doctor involv"d. It is not clear whcth",r the statements are an accurate
reflection of events as they happened, or l'Ihether th)y represent a rationalisation
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after the event. Fllr'ther r"search would be nc~ed,,,d to resolve these questions.
In any event, it is clear that, for a st~'$tantial minority of the respondents
on sick leave b"t""en siy. w~eks and three months af"ter the infarct, the doctor
was seen as cautioning Clgainst return to ~IOrk rilther than positively encouraging
it.
In the interview immediat"ly follc)wing their first r<.,turn to work,
respondents were asked whether they f"lt they had r"turned to 'lark earlier'
than they should have done, at about the right time, or laVar than th€y need
have done. Tabl" 3.8 shows that, of the 40 respondonts w).,O """turned t() ~Iork
at sorne tioo during the fellow-up period, 30 felt that they had done so at about
the right time. Seven of the remaining 10 fdt that they had returned ear'Ii,,!'
than they should hav" done i most of thes<-) ~rer', identified in the thir': or fourth
interview. only three Nspondeni;s said that they I'eturned to work later than
they n,,,ed have done. Although responden"ts who were off sick may how,," felt rea,,'y
to return to work, once they had rcaturr""d to work they did not fe"l that they
should have g'0n" back earlier' th;,n they actually did. The exp,,!'icnc<J of workine:
may have pre8ent"d more difficulties them had b"en anticipati,d.
The r"search literature reviewed in Chapter Ono revealed a vari"ty of
'''lterations a,":ld dfficul"ties associated enth work after 1!I'jocardid. infar'ction,
in addition to the simple fact of the tind.ng of return to IIG1'k. Variow-: British
studies have found that between five end 20 per C£i:nt of patisnts ;;n'lE! wc·r'king
part-time at different points in time aft",r the in£a:'o"t (Sharla'ld, 1%'+, Hincott
and CdI'd, 1~~66; Royston:~, 1972). OthBrs have found that bet'leen 20 and 40 per
cent work significantly f"wer hours "f"1:et' "their infarct than befor'e it (Kushni.r
et al, 19750; Finlayson and McEwen. 1977). In the present study, resrondents
were asked hOH rn,:::ny hou-r's per week they W(;lrf~ vrorking just before admission to
hospital W"ith their infarct,. and how many hours they Her',':;: wi:"11kiIJit at the time
of each of the follow-up interviews. Befot'<'; the infarct, the majod.ty of
respondents l;ier1c working hfJtwe:en 35 cnd 50 hours per l"i;:f~k; fi Vf~ Here worJ(ing
less hours, iIDd 10 mo1'e. Table 3.9 shoHs the nuriber of respondents working
different proportions of their ;>re-in£111'ot hc;urs at th€ th", of "e.ch of the
foll:)W"up intervic1>ts. '£1w tablG ShOl"S that, althou;:;;h appreciable nUlru:.>0t'S wer"
not at work "t the time of each interview, l'elatively £e\1 were w"r'kiug sub-
stantially reduced hours. Just ever' onc-tenth of the t'()sponden"ts at tlw
fourth and fifth inter·views were l-/owking less than 90 pO' cent of thdr pre-
morbid hours. This is les5 r-educti\ID L'1 lw.n"'king hours than re:D,:;Jrtfc in o'ther
studies. Very few respondents lwrked appreciably longer hours aft<:t' their
infarct than b"fore it.
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Previous studies hnve found that aspects of patients' work, besides the
haurs, are frequently modified after' myocardial infarction. Perhaps one-fifth
of the sufferers return initially to a modified job (Wincott and Caird, 1966;
Roystcn, 1972). At:my or." point in tilll€, bt'nmen four months an,' one year
after the infarct. perhaps one-ql.lt\rtor to one-third of 5ufferers unc1ert,1ke less
physical activity in their ",.or!< than bef.ore the infarct (Cay et aI, 1973;
Kushnir et aI, 1975b). In the present study, those respondents who were at
work a1: the 1:i1ll€ of each interview were a.SkEd 1<hether their job had ])ilen
altere,1 in any way because ,)f their illn,~ss> since the previous intervii'M.
Those who said it had been altered w"re then asked 'lh'lther it was still altered
or had returned to nOJ:'l!>al. Tabl"" 3 .10 ShOHS the number of rr"spondents who said
their job had been altered since the pr,~vious interview. Just under one-fifth
of the respondents at the third and subs"qutn1: intervie1<s said that their job
had been altered end was still altered. Sever,'!l more said it haC. oec,n alter"d,
but WilS nc\, back to normal. Thes" figures may well undet'r'epresent the tr'Ua tct:al
of alterations at the fourth and fifth interviel>. At thos," int<lI'Vi0"s, reS))011-
dents whose jobs had b"""n a11:e1:'0d b""fore t11", pr<ecl;}ding int""rvieH ,md >ret'e st1.11
altered. should prop""rly have answer'cd that tb"'1'e had been no alterations since
the preceding interview. The respond"nts identified a vari':::ty of alt"ratic."tls,
including physicial lightening ef their 1<"rk, less res?<:msitility, ctanged
pace of work, shorter hours, a.'1cl oth8J:' pGOj)le helping them. In meking th<lse
rElplies the respondents identifie,;l as changes both the formal alterations in
the work that was expected of them, and the changes in their own behaviour
0-thin th" job. !t;Jre specific ques·tioning about informal aJaptations >dthin
th"" job ml".ht have elucidated a greater nUll';b"r of the latter kinc.s of c.'1ang'".
Two British research studies ha"" reported data on mor" slibjectiv,~ asp"cts
of patiGnts' experiences of returning to "'o1'k after myocardial infarction. They
were in 'broad agreement'~ut one-th:i.~"'d ef hC'Jl:lpital patients anticipate problems
in relation to their I"Otum to worlc. The pI'Obbrns "ere beth gem'r'al anxiety
and specific concerns with, for exarnple;J physical capacit~t to m:lnap.;e the j(ili,
their dislike ,of th" job, or their rulatic,nship wi1:h t11'"ir f'~llo"I-H"rkers «(:ay
et aI, 1972; Fin lays on and McEwotl, 1977). It> the long,"r term, Cey et al found
that about 35 psr c~nt ef th0ir series 0xper:i.enced prob.1~?ms at en;'} year, most of
them serious., rinlayso!1 and HcEwen found that 30 pOlo cent of 'their series had
continuing problems ~ &"1d again most of thC.,;ffi Here serious. In th,~l present study Of
those respondents who <1ere in emplo~'1nent <1ere aSKe(: in each of the follow-up
intervie,,'S Hhethvr thoy had any problems uith tMir job because of their illness.
Those who said yes were ask~~d what thl:~ prohlew~ were ~ From the I\(;plies it h:~s
been possible to ascertain wheth<?.r the CC"" tents (Of the lll'r)bu,m r('!:Jtf,d to the
1:ime of the in1:ervi",w or to some future ti~>" El. g. 11 problem tl""t Nould have to
bo faced after thil rosl'0ndent had """turned to work.
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Table 3.11 shcws that half the respondents on sick le,ave said that
they had problems w.i th thei.r j"bs. M',st of these r>elated to the future,
in the sense for c)xample of people worrying wh<~thet' they would be able to
cope with their job \-1hen they got back to it. But some ,·.rer'H of more
illllfladiate concern, as with people who were woX''t'iB:d about los1.ng their' jobs
because of their illness. Table 3.12 shows the variety of problems
experienced or antici;;>ated by people who were off sick. Hine or ten
peop1", at each of the second and third interviews, said thoy would have
problems with lifting or hea''Y 'mrk. For exa!1l'jlle , one shop assistant and
delivery man, when asked whether he had any problems with his job. sr,id:
"Not now, but 1 will
and carry things.
mea.ns lifting."
do. I won f t tIC ahlo to lift:
And 1 do deliveries••rhieh
Slightly smaller numbers of people who "ere off sick feared that they wouJ.d
not be able to do their jcb or that they might lose it. Often this ~1as
related to the physical demands of th" job.
an off-licence sa.id at hios third intervi,,,w;
<'1 C''ill f t go back
told me that.
to that job. The doctors hav"
The W01* is far too heavy.
At the s"cond intervbw suveral pO';'j?l,o iCLentifiod a variety of oth(~r problems;
some *,r(~ worried about travelling to work, especially commuting evc'I'Y day to
London; others with the stress and tll" strain of their work, which they folt
they would not bE; able to stand again.
Th,,; problems identified by the ];>",ople who were off WO!'k sick aI''''
important, not only for th0 immediate distress they caus,~d, but also becau."le
of their relationship to future events. Of the 14 respondents, who said at
the second or thir>d interview that they anticipated pNblDrns in l'el'ltion to
their work, and for whom a com,~lete set of interview data is av~ilable, 12
said at a subsequent interview. that they were actually experiencing some
pt'oblem. Of th"se 12, three were aill off sick but wore facing more urgent
problems about '~hat they wouJ.d b" abl,:' to do, four had !'\Aurtlcd to work, but
were having difficulties perform.ing part:i.cular tasks; and fi~"c had hcco~unGmp'"
loyed. Nearly everyone, who was off sick and anticipated problems in 1'91ation
to their work, experienced them subsequently.
Table 3.13 shows that a 'lUSt't<fl" of the respondent,'> Nho were at worl< said
at one r)f the follow-up interviews t]);:lt they had problems .:1th their ~,c>bs.
Th,., number with prcbl"ms increased from t1>1'O at the third intervi'IN to nine at
th" fifth. Table 3.1~ shows that a f"w respondents who wor,,, .at w:.l'k "t the
time of the fourth or fifth interviews s,aid that tlwy had pt'obl H1S Id th
lifting or other physically heavy t,esl<s. One man, who Has a farm>1ork"r in
an orchard:., said:
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"I can't do the jobs tM.t I would
done, like diggin g a'1d plant fug.
WGln f t send me en those j ohs. i:
normally have
The boss
A few people said, in general terms, that they wera unable to do thair job.
The only clearly identifiable group of problerr£ el>:pat'ienced by those at work
were expressed in psychological terms. Fiw.; people mentioned worry, stress
or irritability at ~rork. For example, a foreman maills layer, who had returned
to work four months after his infarct, said at the fifth interview:
"1 get a bit fed up when sOl1'.ething goes wrong.
It gets OIl top of me and I fly off again. I
don't seem to have th" p-at ience with the job
now. EVerything seems too much trouble. I'm
just not interested anymOl'e - 1 just go there."
With th",Si2 excq,-tions few problems "'ere identified by the respond,mts ",ho had
actually returned to work.
... THE OVERALL LEVEL OF WORK PROBLEMS
By relating the data about th" l.memployed, the sick and those at Hork,
we may reach an assessment of the o'Torall .1"vel of problems experienced by
the present series of coronary patients. Table 3 .15 shows that 37 of the
52 respondents (oVBr two-thirds of th" total) said at some stag') during the
follow-up period that they had a problem ui th their job or emplO']lMnt. ru':>out
half the respondents said they had a problem. at the second intervieu six weeks
after th'" infarct. This is a sOlOOHhat hig,her level of work-related problems
than Nported by Cay et al( 1972) and Finlayson and tkEwell (1971) in th'dr
hospital based studies. This m.i.ght bB expected as lifu and de'lth problems
recede in the patient's mind ,md Hork pr'oblems e!ll€rge. during recov'H'Y. The
table also shows that just over one-third of the respondents at each of the
subsequent intervieHs said that they had a work-~'i?lated problem. 1'his figure is
practically identical with that r"ported by Cay "t al for onc year aner the in-
farct, and by FinIayson and McJ:w",n for "continuing prob1<lms".
The present study provides cl"arer data about the nature of infarct
padcnts I work problems than has N>en r,fported in the British literature .
More peoph who were off sick than t<to had returned to work said they had,
or would have. a problem. Altogeth<1r 18 respondf'.Jlts (one-third of the total)
identified a problem with th"ir worK, because of the physical demands of their
job. because it Nas a heavy job, or because of the lifting involv'"d. Twelve
respcndents (one-quarter of the total) ",xpressed a f"ar that thf'y ,,/ould not
be able to do their job or that they would 10$" their job beca~S€ of their
illness. And six people were concerned about the 1OOnt:031 stress and distress
they experienced in their jobs. In addition to thBSe problems of sickness
absence mld v/ork, 13 respondents (onc-quarter of the total) cxpl;ri;)llccd
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unemploym0mt at some tillE after their infarct. In 10 cases, the
unemployment appeared to be caused by their illness. These people
experienced financial problems ~nd suffer~d f1'~~ mental distress in
a way that is known to occur among the unemploY''ld, but which has not
be&n documented previously among infarct patients.
We have shown in Tabl", 3.15 thi:lt there is quit" a high frequency
of work related problems at each point in time after the original infarct.
But the table does not make it clear whether it is the same people who
experienced prob1"ms at each point in time. or Hhetber it is diff0rent peoph'
at each point in time. In order to examine this quest).on mor", c10s"ly, it
is nec<-)ssary to study those liS respondents for ",horn a complete set of fiv"
intio,rviews is available. Table 3.16 shows th0 number of respond",nts who
identified work-related problems at different interviews and c01l'binations
of intervi~.lWs. 'rhe first impression that em.-,rges from this tab1" is one
of varhty and differences between individuals. Ten r6spondents rGported
problems at one interview only. but sev,'m report"d them at ,"11 four interviewl.
Fifteen respondents reported problems at cons'JctrtivQ sequence,s of interviaws,
but eight J:'eport<:!d them at two or three separ'lte inter"i",.s. It is clear
that there is no unifat'Jl\ pattern in the time, at which individuals el.'Perience
work related problems after myoca,I'dial infarction. The second main point
to be learnt from the table is that 20 of th<:; 24 wspond,mts t,ho id"llI:ified
problelr.5 at the third or fourth int<?-l'view had previously done so at the second.
For these p€ople an early vocational assesslllDnt shOUld b" feasible, The third
point is that, although most of the people 'Iho idE,ntific,d a problem at the
fifth interview had previeus1y done.. so.th<lI'e t~as no consistency in the time
,,,t which this had occlll'X"'d. From all this material it may be concluded that
early vocational assesslOOnt might d"tect most vlerk-re1ated pl'oblEnns in coronary
patients, but that it would not ootect them all. This study has raisHd questions
about the variations in the time at which individuals experience problems. but
more research would be needed to clari£\; the picture further and explain those
variations.
5. INCObE
In each of the follow-up interviews, the respondents were asked about the
effects of their illness on their income. This appei:lI'S to be the first time
that such data have been J:'epOrted from a British study. In each interview. the
respondents wel'C asked what their own income. after deducting tax and nation<-.l
insurance. was at that time. Table 3.17 ShO>IS that just under half the
respondents at each of the intervievls had incomes of between £20 and £'+0 per
week. The number of people with low incomes fell slightly between the infarct
and the second interview. Most of this fall was regained by the fifth interview.
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at one year, but not earlier. Table :3.18 paints a more detailed picture.
More than a third of the respondents at the second and third interviews had
incomes which "ere lass than 90 per cent of their pre-infarct level. Nineteen
respondents (one third of the totaJ.) reported incomes that were less than 70
per cent of theiI' pN-infarct level, at som", stage during the follow up period.
At the fourth and fifth interviews a substantial number of people repoI'ted
higher incomes than they had €lamed before their infarct. Most of these
appeared to be wage increases paid at a time of high inflation.
Unemployment was the factor most clearly related to !'€ductions in income.
Eight of the nineteen people with substantially reduced inccmes were unemployed
at the time. In each of these eight, their heart condition appeared to be the
cause of their unemployment and thus of their loss of income. six of them had
incomes of less than half their pro-infarct level, sometimes reduced to around
£10 per week. near the basic rate of unemployment benefit. Four of the un-
el!lp'loyed men did not experience reduced levels of incolllO after their infarct;
three of them because they had been unemployed previously, and one because his
income had been only £11 per week. Unemployment after myocardial infarction
was almost invariably associated with low or reduced incomes.
Dependence on national insurance sickness benefit, in the absence of an
occupational sick pay scheme, "as the sflcond factor that was related to reductions
in income. At the second interview, for ",,,ample, the income of ",mployees
receiving sick pay from their employers "aB on average 90 pCI' c,ent of its
pre-infarct level. The income of those not receiving sick pay \4aS 56 per cent
of its pre-infarct level. Twenty-four of the 28 employees receiving occupational
sick pay at the second interview had inCOl1lti!S of 70 per cent or more of their
pre-infarct level; five of the eight not receiving such sick pay had incomes of
less than 70 per cent of their pre-infact level. A few people receiving sick
pay from their employer has substantially reduced incomes, and a f~1 not
receiving it maintained their income. For the majority the presence or
absence of an occupational sick pay. schem'" was the decisive factor in determining
whether or not their income during their sickness absence stayed at its pre-
infarct level or not.
After being asked the amount of their income, the respondents were asked
in e"ch interview whether they had any problems OI' difficulties because of the
effect ef their illness on their income. Table 3.19 shows that half the
respondents said at one of the interviews thet they currently had 1\ problem of
this kind, and that several more said they would have in the future. About one
quarter of the respondents said at each interview that they currently had a
problem or difficulty because of the effect of the illness en their income.
This is a substantial numbeI' of people.
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Several factors wr~re related to the presence ef cUI'Z'ent prcblems with
income. Tb" most important was the relationship b"tween the respond~)nts'
pro-infarct income and their incom", at the time of the interview. For example.
six of the elQven peoplo. \~hos'!l income at the thirj intervielf was loss than
70 per cent of its pre-infarct level. said they had problems. Four of tho
28 people. whose income at the third intervie\-, was 90 pet' c<:mt or more of its
pre-infarct level. saB they had problems. flalf of the 18 people whose income
was substantially reduced at any point in time said they had problems at that
time. Four-fifths of the people, whose income was 90 per cent or more of its
previous level, said that they did not have a problem. Reductions L~ income,
t:t.emselves rslated to unemployment and the absence of occupational sickness
benefit schemes. accooot"d for many of the respondents' financial difficulties
and problems.
A number of respondents had substantially reduced incomes at particular
interviews, but said that they did not currently have any difficulties or
pJ.'oble.'Ils. Fourteen peeple had incomes of less than 70 per cent of their
pre-infarct level at some time during the follow-up period but no current
problems. This appeared largely to be a question of timing. Eight of them
either said that they would have problems in the fl.lture. or actually said at
a subsequent interview that they did have prOblems. Two p~~ple identified
problems they had experienced previously. Three-quarters of the respondents
with substantially reduced incomes, therefore. identified difficulties or
problems, caused by the effect of their illness on their income, either at or
around the time at which they reported the reduction in their income.
Four other respondents reported substantially reduced incomes but said
they did not have any difficulties bacuase of this. Three of these people
reported reduced incomes at the second intarview only. It may be, therefore,
that the impact of the reduction in income fOl' Cl few weeks after the acute
infarct was not gt'oot e.~ough to cause any problems.
Fourteen respondents said at sorn" time during the follow-up period
that they did have problems. because of the effect of the illness on their
incomes. although
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their incomes at the time were 90 per cent or more of their pre-infarct
level. Several factors appe,ared to be related to the existence of problems
in the absence of a :reducticm in income. Thre£, people reported a reduction
in their own income at an interview held earlier or later than that which they
said they had difficulties. unemployment. and particularly, a loo level of
income before the infarct seemed to be factors that predisposed rsspondents to
identify problems subsequently. Eight of the 13 respondents with pre-infarct
net incomes of less than £30 per week subsequer,tly said they bad problems although
their own incomes bad not been reduced. Three respondents' wives had stopped
work, apparently to look after their husbands. causing a drop in the household
income. Three respondents felt they had problems. in comparing their inoome
to something other than the immediate pro-infarct level; two reforred t,) their
incorr.es before they became ill at all, and one to what he would have been
earning if he had not had to give up his previous job. 'l'W0 responden1;s felt
1;hey had problems because they had increased expanses because of their illness.
and 1:\'10 simply because their incomes were not great enough to lOOet all their
requirements. We can see therefore that, although most people's financial
difficulties were caused by a straightforward reduction in their income, in
some cases there existod a more complex relationship bet~p-en the total level of
income, changes in it, expectations and expenditure, that caused the !'<)spon<J'~nts
to experience problems.
Table 3.20 shows the difficulties or problems identified by those
respondents who thcugh that they woulG, experience them in the future. Some
of these were rather general or vague statements, saying, for example, that
the person did not have problems now but might have if thc illness ~~nt on
much longer. One small group of people thought th·:'lt they would have problems
because they had used up or WeN using up their savings. A few people mentioned
ether items, such as the prospect of reduced sick pay, or difficulty with
particular bills. Of the 14 respondents at the second or third interview who
identified a problem that might arise in the future, six said at some later
interview that they had a curr<:mt preblem. Although we may not have identified
all the people who did actually experience financial difficulties. this suggests
that some reSpl)ndents may have felt concern that did not materialise in the form
of practical difficulties.
Table 3.21 shows the current difficulties or pl"oblems identified by
:respondents at each intervi...w. Many respondents identified morc than one item.
In comparison with those who anticip.ated problems in the future, those who were
experiencing them at the time of the interview focused not so much on their
reduced income and resources as on their reduced expenditure and consumption.
More than one third of the respondents made general comments about the kinds
of difficulties they were experiencing: that they were finding it difficult
to manage or that they had had to reduc,'l their standard of living. In the
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words of one unemployed man, whose ,life worked part-time:
"It's a str>uin, but we are not destitutG yet.
'Things are tight. We just about llk-anage."
Or in the wows of another man. who had been a heavy goods vehicle driver
and was unable to r>etur>n to his job:
"The money is insufficient. You can't live
on it. The earnings relat",d has finish,,!,!.•
I had that while I was off sick .•• There's
net enough to live on, we have to draw on OUr'
savings. They don't give you enough.
With rising costs you just can't manage."
More than a quarter> of the respondents were more specific, and identifi~-d
particular areas of expendi1:\lI'e that had bean affected: car>s, social activi-
ties and no%'mal household bills. One man. who had bean off wOI'k fo%' nine
months and had ret1JX'!led to his lc.t-paid job in an off-license, said at the
fifth interview:
"We don't eat as we'd like to. \{e have to wear old
shoes instead of buying new ones. No new clothes -
we have to make do with what we've got. J4~hle
sales come in useful, you just don' 1; have to bl!
proud. All the bills have to be kept to a minimum.
W" use the minimum of electricity and we can' t use
coal on the fire yet. "
And another man, who had become unemployed and suffered a sovere reduction in
il'lCOme after his heart attack, commented:
"Th" T. V. and 'phone at'El cut off. We can I t pay
the bills. I can't pay for my life insurances,
but I can't cancel them "ither, because after
this attack I'd never get any firm to give me
another ono. Generally eVE>%'ything. We can't
use the cat' very often. f!
Before he ret1JX'!led to work he had cancelled hi.s life insurance. Besides
these reductions in expenditure a few respondents identified difficulties
caused by the fcct that they were incurring greater> e:<penses than pr>evic,us.ly.
Some of these expenses were associated with changes b diet, others with
rising recreational expenditure during convalescence before return to work.
None of this range of problems appeared to be so severe as to constitute
destitution. Rathe%' the reductions of income and expenditure interfered
with well-established and accepted patterns of living. In this sense they
added to the personal or emotional problems of a few respondents. and were
felt to be an unpleasant consequence of the illness by about half ;;;f the
whole series.
We saw in Table 3.19 that about one quarter of the respondents at each
interview said that they cUl"t'ently had a problem because of the effect of theit'
illness on their income. This does not tell '..u; whether it is the same or
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different individuals at each interview reporting problems. The simplest
pattern that might possibly underlie the distribution of Table 3.19 is that
each of the respondents who reported a problem did so at two interviews.
In fact, as Table 3.22 shows. there was no clear pattern in the number or
distribution of interviews at which individuals reported problems. The
variety of factors, to do with the illness. employment, income and expenditure,
that result in financial difficulties, seem>to be so complicated that the pro-
blems do not occur in il uniform or regular pattern through time.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The findings presented in this chapter consolidate and extend those
from other studies. The data about timing of return to work and alterations
at work are broe.dly consisten"t with those ()f other British studies. But data,
about unemployment, problems connected ·..rith work. and income, have not been
reported previously in this detail. In addition the impOl'"ti".:nce of the
findings lies in the fact that they bring together data about a variety cf
different aspects of patients' work experience after myocardial infarction.
Previous studies have usually focused only on one or two aspects. The
iJll.j>ortance also lies in the fact that we have been able to J?l'esent data that
relate systematically to different points in time after the infarct. This
allows us to identify the changing nature of patients' experience and problems.
Some of the findings of the present study illustrate;; ways in which the
respondents' experience after myocardial infarction appeared to bu reasonably
satisfactory. Over four-fifths of the eligible respondents had returned to
work hy one year. This is in line \'Iith the findings of othar s"tudies and
with the recommendations of the Joint Working Party. When they were inter-
viewed after their return to wcrk, the large majority of respondents felt that
they had returned at about the right time. Once they hael returned to work,
about one-fifth ef the respondents at each in"terview were working less than
90 per cent of their pre-infarct hours. This is in the middle of the range
of findings of British studies on this matter. Similarly. jus"t lli~der one-fifth
of the respondents at each of th" "third and subsequent interviews, held between
three months and one year, said that their jobs had been altered because of
their illness. Although the data are not directly comparable, this is perhaps
a lower proportion than that D}und in othar British studies. These data suggest
that the majority of respondf<.nts returned Eliltisfactcrily to work.
In other- ways, the findings of the present study reveal unresolved
problems. Much of the emphasis in recent medical discussions has been c.n
the timing of return to work after myocardial infarction. In the present
series a substantially lower proportion of the eligible respondents had returned
111111
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to work thwe months after the infarct than has been reported i.n any other
recent British study; this is also lower than the proportion advocated by the
Joint Working Party. A slightly lower proportion had returned to work by six
months. than found in lOClst o1:her studies. About one-third of the respondents
who were on sick leave at the time of the six weeks and three months inter-
views said that they were ready to go back to work. Nearly all said that the
doctor's advice was the reason they had not <lone so. Nevertheless. most of
these people said later that they felt they had returned to work at about the
right time. It seems likely that a substantial proportion of the pf.'esent
series could have returned to work eariler than they di.d. Medical attitudes
and advice would be an important factor in influencing earlier return to work.
A second area of unwsolved difficulties c"ncerns the respondents'
subjective experience of problems connected with work. Over t<..ro-thirds of the
respon.dents reported such problems at s,::>me time after their infarct. In the
eariler interviews these were mostly people who were "ff sick, many of them
anticipating difficulties in the future. In these interviews respondents
were mainly concerned with their physical incapacity to do their jrj);,s. "..lthough
a number also mentioned lOOlltal problems c'r the fear of losing their jobs
altogether. In the later interviews respcndents at work reported problems
with the physical demands of their jobs or arising from mental stross. [is
mest of the respondents who antici.pated that they would hav~ problems did
experience them later, the issue is nDt simply one of initial a,')xiety pro1P.lked
by the illness. In many cases, the app!'Jpriate cotxr'se of action would appear
to consist of both a progra1lllOO of activity to restc!'€; physical capacity, and
an assessment of the dema.'lcls of the patient's job followed. if necessary, by
vocational readjustment measures. These w>,uld not necessarily consist of a
whole programme of retraining and resettlement. as might il" needed for a
severely disabled person. Instead. it is a question of restoring the indivi-
dual to as full a degree of fitness as may Le attained and ensurinr; that the
tasks he undertakes match his capacity.
A thiI'..l area of unresolved difficulties was unemployment. One quarter
cf the present series were unemployed at some time during the year after their
infarct. Most of them became unemployed hecause of their illness and the
physically heavy demands of their jobs. The financial problems and the
loss 'Jf self-esteem experienced by these people makes them a high priority
for further attention from the health and emjfloyment seI'vices. There would
not seem to h" any great barrier to the early identification of the possibility
of u.''lemployment. Barlier active job-seeking might prevent tho drift into
unemployment at the end of the initial period of sickness.
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A fOut'th area of difficulty was maney. One third of the respondents
in the present series reported that their inrome \<tas less than 70 per cent
of its pre-infarct level at some time during the year after the infarct.
Half the series reported that they had current problems because of the effect
of the illness on their income. Some of these problems appeared r,ot to be
very serious; they WN difficulties of adjusting to reduced income and
expenditure. In some cases of substantially reduced income or of persis-
tently low income - particularly when associated with unemployment or low levels
of sickness benefit - the problems were more serious. They led to substantial
reductions in standards of living or increased the levels of emotional and
social distress eKperienoed by the respondents. Finanoial difficulties
added to the medical rehabilitation problems experienced by the present series
of patients.
The research that has been reviewed in this chaptelo and the findings of
the present study provide a fairly consistent picture of patients' work~experience
after myocardial infarction. Statistical data about the frequency and timing of
return to work are well established. To a somewhat lesser extent. So too are
data about the frequency of changas in the hours wcrked and of chanW>S in the
tasks performed. Similarly, one begins to see a consistent picture emerging
about the frequency of subjectively experienced difficulties and problems. All
these aspects of work would obviously be subject tc variations due to local
circulIIStances. but the broad picture in Britain se\lll'lS clear enough.
Further research is needed in two related areas. First more res"arch
is needed into the causes of variations in the pattern et work eKperience and
into the causes of prcblems. Why do some people return to ~rork earlier than
others? Why do some people become unemployed er retire. but not others? Why
do some people anticipate problems in returning to work but not ethers? These
causes may range from physiological. thl'ough the psychological. to the social and
economic; or they may be a mixture of them all. \~hen the causes of difficulties
and pr;obl"ms are understood more fully, th<m it will be possible to specify and
plan developments in the treatments and s~rvices more rationally. S"condly,
more research is need~d into the appropriateness and effeetiven"ss c;·f p",rticular
treatments and services in the solution of these various problew,s. At present
much of the developmont of services is based only on tile intuition of practitioners.
As we saw in Chapter One. there has been virtually no research that has demonstra-
ted the effectiveness of rehabilitation programmes on patients' work experie.'lce
after myocardial infal'ction. Research of both kinds. into the oauses 1l!ld
sclution of problems, is required in order to promote the more effective planning
and development of rehabilitation serviQes.
CHAPTER 4
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LIFE AT HOME AFTER MYOCARDIAL INrAR~
This chapter examines the pattern of respondents' lives at home after
the myocardial infarction. It presents data about the respondents' expecta-
tions while in hospital of what they wouJ.d be able to do at home, and then
ex~~es the actual activities undertaken and difficulties experienced at home.
It examines in more detail the impact of the illness on the respondents' spare
time activities. And it then widens the perspective a little from the
respondents themselves, to describe the impact of the illness on their family
and friends. In all of this material we shall be concerned to describe the
effect of the illness on the respondents' day-to-day life at home. to identify
the difficulties and unresolved problems they experienced, and to begin to
specify their unmet needs for sarvices.
By way of introduction. we may recapitulate briefly some of the data.
presented in Chapter Two, about respondents' domestic circumstances at the
time of their heart attack. Forty-seven of the respondents were men and five
women. All but one were aged. between 40 and 59. Forty-seven weve employees
or self-employed. two were housewives and three were not employed. At home.
20 lived with their spouse only and 27 lived with their spouse and children.
Nearly all of the respondents lived in owner-occupied or local authority
rented houses or bungalows. The majority of respondents were middle-aged men.
living at home with their families in Canterbury or the surr01mding area. and
going out to work each day.
1. DOME:STIC ACTIVITY
During the last twenty years or more. there has been a steady growth of
medical interest in early mobilisation and progressive re-activisa~ion after'
myocardial infarction. The authors of numerous British studies have concluded
that early mobilisation is both safe and desirable. Similarly, a considerable
amount of research and professional discussion has stressed the advantages of
active exercise as a method of rehabilitating patients. In this context there
has been a certain amount of research examining the amount of different kinds
of activities that patients undertake after infarction. but very little about
patients' expectations about what they will do or should do. Patients' expeet-
ations are important, because it may be that medical staff and therapists
believe in the value of exercise and an active life. and that patients believe
that there are dangers attached to doing too much and that they should there-
fore do little.
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Although the respondents in the present study were not questioned syste-
matically about their beliefs about the advantages or disadvantages of exer-
cise, they were asked in the first interview. what they expected to do when
they first left hospital. This was an open-ended question; many respondents
mentioned more than one item. The overwhelming majority of respondents gave
rep~ies that included a mention of a minimum activity. Forty-six of the
fifty-two respondents mentioned such things as "Do nothing", "Sit about".
"Rest" or "Take it easy". These pe~le were not orientated towards reactiva-
tion. A number of respondents also mentioned specific activities that they
expected to undertake. These are shown in Table 4.1. Eleven respondents
mentioned jobs around the house; most of them said they would be doing only
a little of such activity. Sixteen respondents mentioned exercise; again the
large majority indicated that it would only be a little. Five respondents
mentioned physical recreation and eight other kinds of recreation; in these
instances the majority envisaged that they would be doing quite a lot of the
activities mentioned. Seventeen respondents said that what they would do at
home would depend on the advice they were given by the doctors or other staff.
From these data we can see that many respondents did not have very clear
expectations about what they would be able to do at home and many expected to
do very l:i.ttle. Among those who did have expectations of doing things. more
were orientated towards doing a little work around the house or a little
exercise than a lot. More were o!'ientated towards doing quite a lot of
recreational activities than a little. This suggests that recreational activ-
ities may be a useful point around which to build reactivation at home after'
myocardial infarction. Doctors and others may be able to encour'age patients
to look forward to and resume pleasurable recreational activities, which could
form part of a programme of progressive reactivation.
It is to be e&pected that many pe~le would experience substantial restric-
tions on their daily activities at home after myocardial infarction. A.lthough
there has been no research that has examined the frequency or nature of diffi-
culties that are experienced, the level. of incapacity that has been reported
in relation to work. recreation and sexual activity indicates that many other
activities would also be affected. In each of the follow-up interviews, the
respondents were asked whether they had diffiCUlty doing things round the
house because of their illness. Table 4.2 shows that nearly all the respond-
ents said that they had difficulty at some time after their infarct. At
least half the respondents at each intervie1;' said they had some difficulty.
In addition. a quarter of the r'espondents at the second interview said they
had no difficulties around the house because they were not doing anything yet.
For many people the effects of their illness lasted a long time after the
initial infarct.
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Although just over half the respondents at the third and subsequent inter-
views said they had difficulty around the house. it was not always the same
people at each interview who had difficulty. Table 4.3 shows that 1/.1 respond-
ents reported difficUlties, or that they were not doing anything around the
house. at all foul' follow-up interviews. Foul' people reported difficulties
at no interviews at all and six at the first interview only. Otherwise there
was great variability in the pattern of interviews at which difficulties were
reported, with respondents reporting difficulties at different times both
early and late in the follow-up period.
Those respondents, who said that they did have difficulty doing things
around the house because of their illness, were asked to identify the activi-
ties they found difficult. Some people may not have identified particular
activities as difficult because they were not undertaking them at alL This
question followed one about recreational activities, which may explain the
fact that very few people identified recreation in this question. Table 4./.1
shows that almost half the respondents said they had difficulty with every-
thing. The activities most frequently identified were house repairs and decora-
tion, outdoor activities such as gardening. lifting things. and other phys ical
activities such as bending. stretching or climbing steps. From the data. two
points may be noted. The first is the variety of activities identified as
difficult. These were identified both in functional terms - lifting, climbing,
bending - and in terms of activities of daily living - making beds, digging
the garden. The second is the absence of a very clear pattern in the number
of respondents reporting difficulties in each activity in each interview: for
some activities the numbers fell with time. for some they rose, and for some
they were variable.
After being asked in general terms about their difficulties around the
house. the respondents were asked specifically whether they had difficulty
going up stairs. Those who replied that they did have difficulty were then
asked what problems this caused. In considering the answers to these questions
it should be noted that 16 of the respondents lived in bungalows and two in
other accommodation without stairs. Table /.1.5 shows that about one quarter
of the respondents at each intervie~J said that they did have difficulty with
stairs. Only affew of these respondents said, when asked, that their diffi-
culty with stairs caused any problems. Of those who did have problems. each
mentioned two or three things. such as physical distress, emotional upset,
restriction of activities or disruption of the family routine. Although an
appl'eciable number of respondents reported difficulty with going upstairs.
many had found ways of coping with the stairs or with the difficulties.
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'fab~e 4.6 shows the number of respondents who, when asked whether they had
difficulty with stairs, made spontaneou.s comments about how they coped with
them. The most frequently mentioned method was that of going slowly, but
several people said that they did not use the stairs as much as previou.s~y,
especial~y during the day. In summary, it can be seen that half the respon-
dents reported difficulty with stairs at some time during the follow-up period
and that most had found ways of coping with this difficulty. For a few people,
however, the difficulties with stairs were associated with a variety of
personal problems.
2. RECREATION
There has, in recent yeers. been a certain amount of interest in recrea-
tional aspects of recovery and rehabilitation after nwocardial infarction.
Although there has been a movement among occupational therapists away from the
view that they should provide diversional therapy, some individuals have empha-
sized the importance of recreational activities, both as a means of rehabilita-
tion and as an end towards which rehabilitation should be aimed (Thompson,
1966). Research studies have found that the recreational activities of perhaps
one half of the survivors of myocardial infarction are affected at anyone
point in time several months after the infarct (Martin, 1967; Finlayson and
McEwen, 1977). The only infonnation in the research literature about the kinds
of recreational activities affected was presented by Finlayson and McEwen, who
found that 41 per cent of their series were undertaking less physical activi.ty
at six months than before their infarct, and that 37 per cent were undertaking
less social activity.
In the second interview. the respondents were asked what hobbies and spare-·
time activities they did before they became ill, and what they were doing at the
time of the interview. In each of the subsequent interviews. they were asked
again what they were doing currently. These were open-ended questions, and
presumably resulted in some variability between respondents in the nature and
amount of information they produced. The respondents varied considerably in
the number of activities they mentioned and in what they identified as distinct
activities. One person might have mentioned for exemple, cricket and tennis,
while another might simply have mentioned sport. but be playing the same amount
of the same two games. This has caused difficulties in comparing the replies
of different :respondents. The solution adopted was as follows. The replies
of a sample of respondents were scrutinised, and all the individual items
listed. These items were then classified into 24 fairly distinct activities
or groups of activitie.,; (as shown in Table 4.9). In the data processing, six
variables were allocated to each respondent. In each variable, anyone of the
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2'+ activities could be coded. Each activity could only be recorded once for
anyone respondent, even though two items (e.g. cricket and tennis) might have
been mentioned. If any respondent identified more than six activities, only
the first six were recorded. In the data analysis, the six variabJ.es were
combined, to produce a consolidated list of the number of respondents who
mentioned each activity. The activities were also grouped together, according
to whether they took place in the home, around the home or away from the home.
We are therefore able to count the total number of spare time activities under-
taken by respondents at different times, and to identify those activities.
Table 1f.7 shows the number of respondents who identified different num-
hers of spare-time activities at different times. The modal number of activi-
ties reported as being undertaken prior to the infarct was three. Before the
infarct there was a considerable variation in the number of activities under-
taken; six respondents undertook one activity only and six undertook six or
more. At the 'time of the second intel'View there was an appreciable reduction
in the overall number of activities. By the time of the third interview, the
number of activities had returned to the pre-infarct level, but it showed
another decline in the fourth and fifth interviews. It seems possible that
this rise and subsequent fall is associated with a resumption of activity at
about three months, before returning to work, and with a subsequent reduction
in the amount of time available for spare-time activities after returning to
work.
Table If.S shows the number of respondents who identified different num-
bers of spare-time activities that they undertook inside theit' homes, around
their homes and away from their homes. The number of activities in the home
rose between the time before the i.llness and the time of the Second interview,
and it fell again between the third and the fifth interview. The number
of activities undertaken in the immediate vicinity of the home fell appreci-
ably between the time before the illness and the second intel'View, and
it returned to its previous level by the fourth interview. The number of
activities undertaken away from the home fell very substantially between the
time before the illness and the time of the second interview, and it
increased again a little at the third and fourth interviews, but never to the
previous level. The overall picture, therefore is one of an increase in the
number of spare-time activities within the home during the fil'5t three months
after the infarct, with a subsequent reduction to just above the pre-infarct
level; of an initial reduction in the number of spare-time activities around
the home, that had returned almost to the pre-infarct level by six months; and
of a substantial reduction in the number of activities away from home, that
had not returned to its pre-infarct level one year later.
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Table 4.9 shows the number of respondents who said at each interview that
they were undertaking different spare-time activities. Even within the home
or around the home, different activities were taken up or relinquished by diff-
erent numbers of people at different times. Within the home, there ~las a group
of activities, which were undertaken by very few people before the infarct, by
an increased number at the time of the infarct, and a gradually reduced number
subsequently. These activities included reading (which was the most frequently
mentioned single activity), listening to music or watching television, letter-
writing or telephoning, and playing games. All of these require little physical
exertion. Within the hooe, the number of people undertaking do-it-yourself
activities, such as home repairs or decorations, showed systematic variations.
The number of people undertaking these more strenuous activities fell between
the time of the illness and the time of the second interview, and then rose
again, but not to the previous level. The activities undertaken around the
home varied in similar ways. The number of people undertaking do-it-yourself
activities, such as car maintenance and outside house repairs, and gardening
fell substantially between the time before the illness and the second interview
and then rose again. The number of people taking walks, however, rose up to
the time of the third interview and fell subsequently; in this, walks were an
activity of convalescence. Away from home, the numbers of people undertaking
each activity fell between the time before the illness and the time of the
second interview. The numbers rose again subsequently, hut never to their pre-
infarct level.
It is not so much the number of spare-time activities that are affected by
myocardial infarction as their nature. The effect of the illness was to reduce
the amount of physically strenuous activity in and around the home and of all
activity away frOlll the home, in the months immediately following the infarct.
These activities were replaced, during convalescence, by less demanding ones,
such as reading or listening to music. From the third month onwards, there
was a gradual resumption of the more strenuous activities and a relinquishing
of the less strenuous ones.
A further understanding of the activity of convalescence can be obtained
from a variety of unsolicited comments made by the respondents in reply to the
questions about their spare-time activities. Table q.10 shows the number of
respondents who made various comments that reflected the level or nature of
their spare-time activities. The lnain feature of this table is the fairly high
number of people, who said that they were doing nothing at the time of the
follow-up interviews. A comparison with Table 4.9 shows that most of these
people also identified one or more spare-time activity. Presumably, therefore.
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these replies should be interpreted as meaning that the respondents did not
have a great deal to do in their spare time. If we added the number of those
who said they were doing nothing to those who reported that their activities
were restricted or that they were not doing much. we find that between one-
quarter and two-fifths of the respondents at each interview made comments indi-
cating diminished activities. Furthermore. the table shows that a number of
respondents (11 in the second interview. diminishing to four in the fifth)
identified relaxing or just sitting among their spare-time activities. Clearly.
many people saw the l1lOnths after the infarct as a time of substantial diminution
of activity.
Table 4.11 shows the number of respondents who made comments that revealed
something of their attitude towards or their view of their spare-time activi-
ties. Overell. only a few respondents made such comments. At the second inter-
view. five respondents revealed boredom or dislike of their spare time. and
three said that they were unable to concentrate on their spare-time activities.
At each of the third and subsequent interviews. a few respondents commented
that they could not do 1llUch. because of their illness. or that they avoided
strenuous activities. These comments. which were unsolicited responses to a
specific question, suggest that recreation poses a significant personal problem
f"'Or a fairly small minority of patients after myocardial infarction. Although
the infarct appreciably affected the nature and amount of spare-time activities
of a majority of respondents. and although the majority said that this >ras
important to them. the evidence as to whether this constituted an important
problem is incomplete.
3. EFFECT ON THE FAMILY
The final aspect of the pattern of life at home to be examined in this
chapter concerns the effect of the infarct on other people. Logically. this
topic might be divided into two parts: the effect of the respondent's illness
on other people. and what other people did in order to adapt to the illness or
help the respondent. In this study we report both of these subjects together.
as the data were obtained in a single set of questions in the follow-up inter-
views. The emphasis here is on the practical arrangements made by the family
and other people. More detailed data. from the spouse's point of view. about
the personal and psycho-social effects of the illness, are available in the
complementary study of the wives of some of the men in this study.
In each interview the respot~ents were asked a series of questions about
the effect of the illness on their family or other people: whether anyone had
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come to stay; whether anyone had been coming in to help; whether anyone had
been staying off work or going out to wo~, who would not otherwise have been
doing so; and whether they ha<l made any other alterations or rearrangements
because of the illness. Table 4.12 shows the nUJriber of respondents who identi-
fied variO'.ls domestic alterations or rearrangements that had been made at home
because of their illness. The most frequent effect was someone - usually the
wife - staying off work or rearranging their work, because of the illness. A
nUJriber of people said that there had been alterations to the household's
domestic arrangements, either people coming to stay or coming in to help, or
moving a bed downstairs. Nearly all these changes and alterations were reported
at the first or second interviews. A substantial minority of respondents identi-
fied changes at home that occurred because of their illness; these
changes were concentrated a:t'OUnd the time of the respondents' return home after
discharge from hospital.
After being asked about the alterations that had been made, the respondents
were asked in each fullow-up interview whether there were any alterations or
rearrangements that needed to be made at home because of their illness. Table
4.13 shows that very few respondents identified such needs. The only distinc-
tive items were concerned with stairs or access to toilet facilities, which
were mentioned by two or three respondents in each interview. There did not
appear to be a high level of unmet needs for practical domestic arrangements.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Myocardial infarction caused substantial restrictions of activity among
the respondents; these restrictions pers isted for many respondents for much
of the subsequent year. More than half the respondents at each interview
reported difficulty with household activities, and a wide variety of activi-
ties were implicated. There h'ere substantial reductions in the nUJribers of
people undertaking the more stNnuouS spare-time activities in and around the
home, and in the numbers under1:al.:ing all kinds of spare time activities away
from home. There was only a gradUal and incomplete resumption of these activi-
ties during the year after the infarct. Corresponding with the inactivity, a
substantial minority of respondents identified alterations or changes in their
family's :t'OUtine that were caused by the illness, mainly around the time of
discharge from hospital.
Although we have evidence about the extent of respondents' incapacity, we
have less data to show that this incapacity constitutes problems severe enough
to warrant attention from the health or social services. Although about a
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quarter of the respondents said they had difficulty with stairs, most had
developed ways of coping with this (by going slowly or avoiding using them).
and very few stated that the difficulty caused them problems. JUthough more
than half the respondents at each interview said they had difficulty in various
activities around the house. very few identified any alterations or rearrange-
ments that were needed. The data therefore do not constitute an immediate
case for the development of services to improve the domestic cil'Cumstances of
patients with myocardial infal'Ction.
Argument in favour 0:1' the further development of services in this area
might be based on one or more of four considerations. First, it might be
thought that more systematic investigation of the personal and emotional prob-
lems associated with incapacity and inactivity at home might reveal unmet needs
felt by the respondents themselves. second. it might be argued that an increase
in the domestic and recreational activity of patients would in itself contribute
to an increase in their welfare. even though they themselves might not realise
that such an increase was feasible. Third, it might be argued the rehabilita-
tion process is an indivisible whole, and that an increase in the level of
patients' activity at home would have beneficial effects on their medical con-
dition. their morale and their working capabilities. Fourth, evidence may
become available to show that, although incapacity may not cause severe per-
sonal problems for the incapacitated individual, it does cause appreciable
problems and costs for other people, whether they be family members, relatives
or friends. The health and rehabilitation services are not closely involved in
patients' daily life at home after his heart attack. :further study might show




THE LEVEL at InCAPACITY
This chapter examines the overall level and the changing pattern of the
respondents' personal incapaclty during the year after their infarct. The
first section reports an attempt to measure systematically the effects of the
illness at different times after the infarct. This is the first time this
kind of systematic measurement has been undertaken in relation to infarct
patients. The intention is to obtain an indicator of the extent and severity
of incapacity, that is broader than the usuE1 return-to-work data, and that
shows where problems may exist Md where intervention may be needed. The
second section of this chapter exalnines in more detail the individual items
of incapaelty identified by the respondents. This will allow us to focus
on different kinds of problems in turn, and to discuss what kind of rehabili-
tation and aftercare services, if any, may be appropriate. Most of the
material on incapacity th"t is inclUded in this chapter has been drawn from
a single set of questions in each interview. It will set the specific data
on work, income and life at home in a broader context than was possible in the
last two chapters.
1. THE OVERALL LEVEL OF INCAPACITY
In Chapter one we reviewed the liteit'o;tture on recovery after n1yocardial
infarction. Although a certain amount of emphasis has been placed OIl the
importance of comprehensive rehabilitaticn (Hellerstein and Gol~~ton, 1954;
Groden et al, 1971a; Naughton, 1973), virtually no empirical research has
made use of correspondingly comprehensive measures of recovery. Spelman
a...,d Ley (1956) measured recovery in terms of thE) level of aotivity revealed
in patients' accounts of a usual day in their lives. They found that 61 per
cent of their subjects had returned to 90 per cent or more of their pre-infarct
level of activity six months after their infarct. This seems to be the only
study that has exa~ined the effect of the infarct on a cor&>ined set of patients'
activities. There have not been emy observations of the changes in the pattern
of recovery, as measured in this way, through time.
Many studies have examinod the impact of myocardial infarction on one or
mere individual aspects of patients' activities. These studies allow us to
predict something of the pattern of cveNJ.l incape.city. The Joint Working
Party (1975) suggested that return to work is the best available indicator of
recovery. on page 18 of this reporot we saw that most British studies had found
that between 10 and 50 per cant ef infarct patients had rCltu!'l'led to work by two
llY..>nths, between 35 and 45 per cent by three months, and between 65 and 85 peX'
cant by six months. There ten<".s to be a small decline in the proportion
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subsequently at work at anyone time. This suggests something of the total
pattern of returning capacity that might be expected. Other factors suggest
that a somewhat flatter curve would be found for total capacity than fer return
to work. Return to work is the I'esu1llJ?ti'.ln of a single activity and incapacity
scales are based on numerous different activities. Therefore, it is to be
expected that patients will have resumed some activities before they have
returned to work. Similarly, many people who have returned to work Hill not
have resumed all their activities and will be still affected by the illness
in many ways. Many examples can be given, from the literature reviewed in
Chapter One. Kushnir et al (1975b) found that 19 per cent of their series
were vlOrking shorter hours at ten months than before the infarct, and Cay et al
(1973) found that 34 per cent of their series had problems at work at one year.
Three of the four studies mentioned on page 21 found that between 2S and 35
per cent of patients had reduced levels of sexual activity at about one year.
Finlayson and McEwcn (l977) found at one year that there had heen long-term
alterations in the farJ'.ily responsibilities of 50 per cent ef their series.
And it was suggested, on page 26, that about one half of myocardial infarction
patients experience emctional distress for most of the first year after the
infarct. All this evidence suggests that the simplicity of the retum to WOI'k
figures may be misleading, and that we should expect the infarct to have an
appreciable and vaI'ied impact on many aspects of many patients' lives for at
least one year after the infarct.
There has been a substantial amount <:if researoh literatUI'e in recent
years that has reported. attempts to measure the impact of illness on sick
people's activities and well-being. These have included the assessm'ollt of
motor i1llJ?airment (Jefferys et al, 1969), of disability in activities of daily
living (Katz et al, 1963. Garrad and Bennett, 1971; a.p.c.s., 1971a), and cf
the c01llJ?rehensivo pattern of o..::lily life (G!?ogcno and Hoodgate, 1971). In the
present study it was decided tn use the last-mentioned of these scales - the
G1"ogcno Index - to provide data about patients' incapacity. This was one <.of
the brc'adest-based scales, that had been published at that ti!l'£, covering
such items as physical suffering, mental SUffering and communication, as well
as the more fr6quently studied activities of daily living. The Grogcno Index
was inclu<led in the study, both fur the sake of the substantive inform'l.':::ion
tbat it would. provide and to assess its potential usefulness in evaluating
rehabilitation seI'vices. The decision to include it was partioul~ly valuable,
in the light ef the subsequent statemtllnt by the Jcint Working Party (1975) of
the difficulty of finding a suitable measure of rehabilitation outcome other
than return to work.
The Grogcno Index originated in an attempt by Grogono and Woodgate to find
an index for measuring health. The index they published was concerned not so
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much with health as with the impact of ill health upon the sufferer. They
identified: ten aspects of daily life, which they thought were comprehensive but
without obvious redundan~v. These were work, recreation, physical suffering,
communicatJ.on,
mental sUffering,/sleep, dependency on others, feeding, excretion and sexual
activity. Each patient received a seON for each item, according to whether
his illness had a substantial or partial (harmful) impact. The total score
for each patient could than be calculated by simple addition. Gt'ogono and
Woodgate argued that the index could be used to assess priorities for treatment
or to examine the efficacy of treatment.
The scale has been used with very little modificaticn in the present stUdy.
The main cha...ge was that th., items in the scale were complGted in wri ting by the
respondents during each interview, rather the.n by the patient's doctor. This
should have reduced inaccuracies due to lack of information, but may have
increased variability due to differences of interpretation. Two other chang-"s
stell1lOOd from the first. One related to the classification of each item.
Grogcno and Woodgat& based their system on whether the patient was incapacitated,
impaired or normal; in the present study we aSked whether the illness or
anything to do with it interfered completely, slightly or not at all with each
activity. The second change related to the wording: malaise, micturition
and defaecation were phrased in everyday language. A further change related
to the arithmetical manipulation of each respondent' s score. Grogono and
Woodgate scored each item 0, ; or 1, added the total, and divided by 10 to give
each patient a score of between 0 and 1. In the present study we have scored
each item 0, 1 or 2. md added the total, to give each responGent a score of
between 0 and 20. Desfite these minor changes, the contents of the scale and
the han~lling of the data are basically the same as in the original publication.
The opportunity has been taken to add certain features to the scale, to
help assess its value and to increase its usefulness. Gt'ogono and Woodgate felt
that the scale coverec the main aspects and activities of daily living. while
avoiding the difficulties of trying to make use of the all-encornrassing World
Health Organisation definition of health, as a state ef complete physical, mental
and social well-being. I'!'()m the social scientist's point of view, however, the
scale is inclined towards the perf~rmance of personal activities and biological
functions, and away from such areas ~.s family activities, sc,cial relationships
and finance, on all of which illness and disahility may have a major impact
(Blaxter, 1976; Cunningham, 1977; Finlays'.m anG. McEwen. 1977). In the
pr€sent study, after completing the sc"..le, respondents were asked whether
there was anything else about their illness that was particularly ilIT['crtant tc
th€m or worried them. The answers to this questicn,31ld vthers in the inter-
view, allow us to make some assessment of the claim to cornpr-"hensiven<:;ss and
to consider whether oth",r items should 00 incluced in the sea1£!.
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The second major addition to the scale has heen an attempt to weight the
different items according to their importance. As CuJ.yer (1976) has pointed
out, the scoI'ing procedure devised by Grogono and Uoodgate allocates an equal
score for incapacity in each item. Yet it may he that a person's work is far
moI'e important than his recreation, or vice versa. In the present stuchJ, one
step has been taken towards establishing whether the system of equal '<eights
is ill defect and, if so, tOHards remedying it. Respondents were asked whether
their illness interfered with each item in the scale. Those who said that it
did interfere, fer any particular item, were then asked how important it was to
them. This question was deliberately phrased so that the respondent did not
have to make a fine distinction as to whether it was the item (e.g. work) OI'
the interference of the illness with the item, that was important. Those who
said it was Va"f important have had two points added to their score for that
item, those who said it was important have had one point added, and those who
said it was net important have had no points added. This IMds to a second
scale, ranging from nought to ~o points, which can be cc,mpared to the original.
A further addition, relevant to the weighting of the scale, was a qu"stion,
immediately afteI' it had been completed, ~,hich asked the respondent which vi
the things about the illness was most important. This information could be
used to provide an additional weighting fer different items; in the present
report it is used to provide supplementary ratheI' than m:ldificatcry information.
Table 5.1 shows respondents' scores on the Grogono Index at each intet'viE'w.
These scores take account only of thE' amount of interference with each activity.
and not of the respondents' assessments of too importance of each item. The
scores could range fTOm ne points, indicating no incapacity, to 20 points,
indicating complete incapacity. The scores have been grouped into classes for
ease of presentation, and the classes labelled "no incapacity", "little incapacity".
"moderate incapacity". "severe incapad.ty", and "very severe incapacity". The
Dle,om score at the fiI'St and second interviews >ras eight points - mOdlilI'ate incapa-
city. At the third interview, the mean score was six points, <'..lld, at ench of
the subsequent ones, it was five points - on the borderline between light and
ooderate incapacity. The scores of the respondents were fa.idy closely dis-
tributed around the mean. Most people experienced moderate, but not va"f seveI'e,
effects :Jf their illness at the time of the first intervierJ 10 days after their
infarct. The effects diminished gradually and slightly over the following weeks.
Seven months afteI' admission most respondents eXp',rienced little or no incapacity,
but about one-third experienced a moderate amount. One year after admission
the level of incapacity of a few respondents had risen i'igain, SV that the averagoa
level was slightly higher than it had been at seven months. The illness had
more long-term effects than t10uld be shown by the simple use of return-to-work
as indicator of incapacity. The findings are consistent with the continued
problems and restrictions of activity at work and at home. that we examined
in the previous two chapters. In many cases. some effects of the illness
persist for many months after the acute infarct.
There appeaI'ed to be very 1ittle relationship between respondents'
medical condition and their score on the Grogono Index. There was no rela-
tionship at all between the severity of the infarct, as measured by the NOI'ris
Coronary Prognostic Index. and the scores on the Gropo Index at any of the
five interviews. The severity of the initial infarct was not related to the
later personal and social effects of the illness. There was very little
relationship between medical symptoms or events, connected with or related to
the heart. which the respondents reported as having occurred since the previous
interview, and the scores on the Grogono Index at each follo\1·up interview.
The only exception to this was that the majority of those with a score of 11
or more points on the G:rogono Index reported symptoms or events directly
connected with their heart; only a minority of people with such symptoms were
severely incapacitated. We have no data to shC'! a clear positive rolationship
between the respondents' medical condition and the broader effects of their
illness.
The Joint Working Party (1975) assel'ted its belief in the importance of
returning to werk as Cl milestone on th" way to full recoYeI"J. By comparing
the resp'.:>ndents' work position with their scores on the Grogono Index, we caD
see whether return to work is closely related to other aspects cf recovery.
Table 5.2 shows that those people at work had, on average. lower SCl)reS than
people who were c:,ff sick. To some extent, therefore. return to work is a
good indicator of broadElX' aspects of recovery. It is, however, an incomplete
indicator. At each of the interviews. more than a quartElX' of the respondents
at work had scores of six 01' more - moderate incapacity . And at the first and
second interviews about a quarter of the respondents who wers off sick had scores
of less than six points - little incapacity. Some people have substantially
recovered before they return to work; others continue to feel the effects of
their illness after they have returned to ',<ark. This is enough to show that
it is not a single, clear-cut group of peop~e who experience all the problems
at any ene time after myocardial infarction. No single indicator of recovery
will identifY all the problems and other effeots of the illness.
Table 5.1 shows that, on average. the respondents' level of incapacit"J
tended to improve with time. This masks variations in the pattern of individuals'
recovery. In fact. 21 of the 45 respondents. fm' whom a complete set of intOI'·
view data is available. showed a straightfo;r"dard pattern of improvement between
the interviews. They reported. for e:{<'Ullple. moderate lev,-,ls of incapacity at
the first two interviews. and little incapacity subsequently. Another eight
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respondents stayed at about the same level of incapflcity at flll five inter-
views; they showed little ilnprovament or deteI'ioration during the f<.'llow-up
peried. Six respondents shewed a c.eterioration between the first and second
interviews. and a subsequent impwvement. This suggests that they may have
made an unrealistically low evaluation ef the effects of their illness while
they werE! in ho~pital. Four respondents improved between the fil'St and f0urth
interviews. but deteri"I'ated again b'J' the fifth interview. one year after their
infi!lI'ct. Md a further six people deteriorated at one other, or ,:'<t more than
one. of the follow-up interviews. for axample at the third or at the fourth and
fifth interviews. We elm see, theI'efore, th:tt the condition of two-thirds of
the respondents improved er stayod the same during the follow-up period. MC
the condition of one-fifth of the respondents deteriorated at some point in time
after the second interview at six weeks.
This far. we have been considering the sccres on the Grogono Index.
unweighted for the importance that the respondents attributed to each item.
Table 5.3 shows the effect of adding in scores for respondents' assess,'llents
of the importance ef each item. For each item where the illness was said to
have some impact. respondents scored t;,o points if they said it was very illl'.;>ortant,
one point if they said it was important. ".nd no points if they said it was not
important. This gives a theoI'etically possible range of scores from nought to
40 points. TheSE! scores have been grouped in the same way as previously,
indicating ne, little, moderate, severe or very severe incapacity. Table 5.3
shows that there was ve!"'J little lllCdification to the overall distributic)U of
incapacity scores, reSUlting fI'om the introduction of weighting for impoI'tance.
The only differences were a slight lowering of scores in the first two intor-;iews
and a slight raising of scor'os in the third end fourth interviews. This suggests
that. when the Index is being \lsed to assess the overflll level of incapa.city
among a series of patients, it may not be worth allocating different weights to
the separate items in the scale.
2. THE INDIVIDU1!L ACTIVITIES AND ITEt~S or INCAPACITY
The respondents experienced a considerable amount of ill hefllth and
incapacity duriniC the yellI' after th,'ir infe.rct. The illness af£.sctE'c. the work,
income, recrea'ti<>n and life at hom"" and resulted in moderately sevel"(" l€vGls ef
incapacity fcr many l'''-'Ople. This sectien of the chapter will use the information
collected systematioally in the Grogono Index to examine the individual items of
inoapacity identified by the respondents, er.cl to discuss their rel~tive impoI'tanec.
This will allow us to focus on the differ<:mt kinds ef prOblems experienced.an':
so to consideI' the nature of any unmet ne&Js for I'ehahilitation or af~arcare.
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The research literature reviewed in Chapter One of this report gives us
some indications of the personal activities that are mest frequently affected
by IIl'Jocardial infarction. The most obvious activity is work. The British
studies quoted on page IS (Sharland. 196'+; Wi!lcott and caird. 1966; Groden,
1967; Harpur et al. 1971; C"y et al. 1973; Shaw and McNiven. 1974; Kushnir
et al. 1975a; Finlayson and t1cEwen. 1977) suggested that about hl.'..lf the
eligible patients have not returned to work three months after their infarct.
and that one quarter have not return<ild six months after it. Studies quoted
on page 19 showed that some pati<ilnts who had r>eturned to w<)r>k >lore undertaking
reduced levels of activity at different times. Cay et al (1973) found th'1t
29 per cent were undertaking reduced levels of activity at six months; Kushnir
et al (1975b) found that 37 per cent were undertakil1g reduced levals of activity
at 10 months. The studies quoted on page 20 suggested that a sUbstantial
minority of patients exper>ienced problelllS at work: Cay et 011 (1973) reported
a figure of 35 pel:' cent for six months and for one year; Fin1ayson and McEwen (1977)
fcund that 40 per cent had experienced continuil1g difficulties when follo~led up
at six months. Adding these figures together, and making some allowances for
overlap, we might expect to find that the work ()f three-qu<lr>ters or more of
inferct patients would be affected by their illness tl1!"JC months after tho
infarct. that the work of two-thirds would be affectec at six months, and that
the work of half would be affected at ono y~ar.
The research Q"!ta about the effect of the illness on other> activities is
much less complete. The recreation of a substantial number ef patients is
affected. Martin (1957) report<>d that the outcome at three mcmths of leisure
rehabilitation was a failure in 48 per cent of patients. Finlayscn and HoEwen
(1977) found that 41 per cent of their series said that they wer" undertaking
less physical activity at six months than before their infarct. and that 37
per cent were 1JIlJertaking less social activit'J. The sexual activity of a
minority of patients is affected. Studies quoted on page 21 (Skelton anG
Domillian, 1973, Kus~~ir et a1 1975b; Stern et a1 1(76) suggest that between
25 ,ma 35 per cent cf patients have reduced levels of sexual activity about one
yeaI:' after the inf'"J:'ct. The studies quoted on page 22 indicated that ~;atients'
family anc!. financial circumstal'lCeS are affect,,(~ by the illUf~ss. but the propcJ:'tion
of patients so affected varied considerably between the studies. The emotional
and psychological condition of i'l, large number of l,atieuts may be affectsr! by
the infarct. Studies quoted on pages 25 wc. 26 (~lcG1'ath and Rcbinson. 1973,
Wishnie et al, 1971; l'.ar'tin. 1967; Finlayson and McE",,,,n, 1977) suggested that
all patients experienced some, broadly-dEifined "moticnal distress in the period
immediately aftor the infarct. and that al1;out l~,lf the patients expeI~enced
distress at anyone point il1 time between thr>ee months and one yailr. Similarly.
it was suggested (Cay et al. 1972; McGrath and Robinscn. 1973; Stern et al. 1976)
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that perhaps haJ.f the patients experienced more narrowly-defined anxiety
or depression in the period immediately after the infarct, and that pel'haps
one quarter experienced anxiety or depression at any point in time after
three months. Ta~ing all these data together, we might expect to find that
worlc and emotional distress ere the aspects of personal life most frequently
affected by the infarct, that recreation and psychological status are the next
most frequtlntly affected, and that family life, sexu,::tl activity ,md finance
are less frequently affected.
Table 5.'+ shows the effect of the infarct on the various aspects and
activities of daily life that were included in the Grogono Index. Th" respon-
dents were ask"d whether their illnesses or enything to do with it intet>fered
with the different activities, or caused dependence or physical or mental
suffering. They we:m <,.sked whether the effect was one of complete, slight
or no interfer",uce. A &ltlall number of respondents, who identified an effect
as being more than none, or less than complete, have been coeed as "slight".
The table shows that the work and recreation of the large majority of respondents
were affected by their illness for the year af'ter their infr.rct. Many people f s
sexual activity was affected to soma e>..'tent dUl"ing the follow-up period. Hore
than hulf th" respondents at each of the intervie.,s said their i11nes'" caused
them physical discomfort, and more th,m half said it caused worry er unhappiness.
Between one quarter and a half of the respondents at each interview said that
tr~ir illness interfered wi111 their sleep. Most people experienced a variety
of effects of their illness during th" year after the acute infarct.
These findings suggest that the effects of the illness '''.re more varied
and more frequent than has been reported in the research literatur<:l. For SOI[l<)
of the aspects of daily life, sleeping, eating and physical discomfort, there
are no comparable data available. The v'tlly item, for Hhich there ·"as a lower
frequency in the present study than in other studies, \1<'.5 mental distress, at
the time of the first interview in hospital. At the first and second interviews
the prcportions of respondents whe said that their illness affected their work
or their recreation were ab'lUt th" same as fnmd else.There. At the third and
Subsequent interviews, between three months and one year after the infarct,
more people than might have been expected repol~ed interference with trp-ir
work and recreation. Similarly, at the fourth enc fifth interne,rs, more
people than wculd have been expected suid that their illness caused worry or
unhappiness or that it interfered with sexual activity. The personal end
social after-effects of myocaridal infaretion i!!re more persistent and more
widespread thiJn had often heen appreciated.
In each intervi,m, those respondents, wh,~ said that their illnoss had an
impact on a."'y item in the Grogono Scale, were asked to say how important it 'ras
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to them. Table 5.5 shows the number of respond<lnts who reported each item
to be very importa:lt, important or not important. Because the number of
people who identifi",d an item as important is uG,;,.m:ient upon the number who
said that the item was affected by their illness in the first place, it is
necessa!'y to set the numbers in the context of the total who said that the
item was affected. On the ",hole, the number of people ..ho said that each
item was important was a straigbtfol:'\isN reflection of the nUll'.ber who identi-
fied some interferenoe in the first place. But there were sem<;; ex<"..eptions.
The proportions of people who said that physical discolllfort, sleep er sex
\-rere important to them were lower than the ;;>rcportions ..h" said other items
ware important. These items tended to be 1,,8"1 significant than the amount
of interference indicated. Th-. proportions of people whc said that their
work or the worry were important to them were higher than the proportions who
said other items were impc.rtant. Interforence with work and existence of
worry are the most significant after-effects of myocaI~ial infarction.
So far in this section we have used data from th" Grogono Index to identify
those aspects of the respondents' lives that were most affected by their illness.
We have seen that work, recreation and sex were the activities most fr€,quently
affected during the year after the infarct, and that many people experienced
physical discomfort and mental distress during that time. After th" respondents
had oompleted the Index in each interview, they were asked several questions that
elaborated en the information provided and set it in a broaclcr context. First,
they were asked which of the hems in the Index was most i!llJ?ortant to them; next
they were asked to say a bit more about it. And then they were asked if there
was anything else about their illness that was partioularly impcrtant to them Or'
worried them.
Table 5.6 shows the numbe!' c,f respondents at each interview whc said that
each item on the Grcgono Index was th" most important thing to the", about their
illness. The pr"dominant feeture of the table is the significance of work.
At each intervie.. , around half of the respondents said that their work or usual
daily tasks was the mest important thing. 'lcrk W<l.S identifiec as the most
important aspect of the illness much more i'requ6ntly th= any other single item.
The only other item to be i dent i fied ill each inte.>rview I'.s the most important by
one-tenth or more of the respondents was worry or unhappiness. The significi:lllce
of these data is that they raise the import,mce of these items, in compm:'ison
with others in the GrDgono Ind€x. Althcugh ccnsiderable numbers of respondents
said that their recreation, sexual activity -me physioal comfc'rt ware affected
by their illness. very few said that these were the most impcrtant i terns. The
maj or areas on which attention should he focused are HQ!'k and, to i'l lesser oxtent,
mental distress.
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After the respondents had identified the most important item on the
Grogono Index. they were as.1.:ed to my a bit more about it. This was a completely
open-ended question. that was intended to let the respondents express whatever
views they wished about the subject they had mentioned. A great variety of
views were expressed.
Table 5.7 shows the number of respond",.nts who identified their work as
the most important item and who made different comments about it. More than
one-third of those who identified work as the most important iteDl made some
coroment indicating that they had a positive attitude to work; they said they
liked working, that everyone needed to work, that they were actually thinking
about what they had to do at work, or something similar. These people showed
what appears to be a desire to return to or continue at work for its own sake.
A further group of respondents made other comments directly about the ir work.
Several respondents at each interview mad" comments expressing uncertainty
about when they would b" able to return to work, comments reve-::tling anxiety
about the insecurity of their jobs, or comments about some change in their job,
tasks, responsibilities or hours of work. A third group of respondents men-
tioned money or their standard of living. TIle number who mentioned money was
slightly sll>'lller than the nUJnber who expressed a positive attitl1de to work
itself. A final group of respondents made comments th~t reflected the
significance of their work in the context of the wider ;;>ersenal and social
aspects of their lives. They wondered, for example, whether they would ever
get back to normel; they commented on the effect of being off work on their
family life; or they mentioned the worry associated with being off work.
Often one person would re'l'<lal different attitudes during on,; answer. In the
words of a foreman paint-sprayer in a garage, who was off sick at the second
interview:
"I've never been one for being away from work
unnecessarily. I like being at work - I don't
want to stay at home. Also it's a necessity
for income. I know you pay in for social
security but that's for emergencies ~men you
need it. You must have it but you shouldn't
claim it for longer than is necess':lry."
And similarly. from a newspaper typesetter:
"I've got to get back to work to live. You get
a certain amount from the National H€alth but
you've got to get back. I t worries me becaus e
I W5Ilt to get back and do something. I don't
like this inactivity. I don't like hanging
about:. "
There was a strong positive involvement in work, both for its mm s<ike. and
because they financial and personal consequences of inactivity wore unpleasant.
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Table 5.8 shows the number of responcE>Jlts who identified worry as
the most important item and who made different comments about it. As
a small number of respondents identified worry in the first place, it is
necessary to be very cautious in the interpretation of this table. What
seems to emerge is that there was a tendency runong this group of respc,ndents
to mention the more immediately personal aspects of their illness. Some
made cOllllllents about their illness itself, some about their prospects of
recovering or dying, end some about their family. The err.phasis on personaJ.
matters differs scmewhat from the more outward orientation of many of those
who identified work as the most important item.
Table 5.9 shows the number of I'espondents who identified items other
than work and worry as the most important, and who made different comments
about them. The variety of items that were said to be the most important
- ranging fI'om recreation. through depending on others, to physicaJ. discomfort
- is reflected in the variety of comments made. rour main groups of comments
may be distil.guished. First, there were comments concerning the resumption
of activity, a number of respondents expressing a desire to be active again
in things besides their work. Second, there were cClnments (mainly in the
fil'st interview) concerned with the effect ,)f the illness on the respondent's
family or home life. Third, there were comments about the illness or
recovery. Anc fOUI'th, there were respondents who menti"Aled some kind of worry
or mental distress; when added to the number of respondents Ifho identified
worry as the most important item, these replies increas€d further the signifi-
cance of mental distress after myocardial infaI'cticn.
,1fter being asked to complete the Grogono Index and to id,mtify the most
importaat item, the respondents were asked whether anything elsa ilbout their
illness was par"ticulary important to them or worried them. This question
appears in retrospect to have contained an element of ambiguity. Some
respondents may have interpreted as referring to anything otheI' than the items
contained ;lithin the Grogono Index, and some as referring to anything other
than the itel1'J> they identified as thelllost important or mentioned in their
comments. Table 5.10 shows the nun:iber of respon,lents who said there was
something else important, and the nurr.ber who i(,lentified different items. A
substantiaJ. number ef respondents felt that there was something else about
their illness that was important to them or worried them - between a third and
a half of the respondents at each interview. A considerable variety of
different items were mentioned in relatively small numbers. These items
ranged from the illness itself, its future course and the possildlity of a
recurrence, thI'ough its effects on work, other activities and family life, to
wor!'y and distress. The most frequently mentioned pair (If items were recu.-
renoe and prognosis; the figures sUl'gest that they shOUld he considered
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alongside work and worry as the most frequently significant to the surVivors
of myocardial infarction. We will return to the respondents' knO!'11edge
and concern about their illness in Chapter Seven.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The impact of the illness on r~spondents' daily lives and activities
was measured by the Gt'ogono Index of Health. The majority scored between
six and 10 points on the scale at the first and second interViews; this
may be interpreted as a moderate level of incapacity. By the fourth and
fifth interviews the scot'es of the majority of respondents we're between one
and five points; this may be interpreted as low levels of incapi'lCity. Few
respondents suffered from severe affects of their illness in the first months
after their infarct. Sligh1: to moderate effects persisted for nearly all
respondents for one Whole year afterwards. The picture seems to be one of
moderate incapacity at first. followed by sligh1t. but persistent disabili1:'J.
There are no data from other studies that are directly comparable wi'1:h
these findings about incapcity. but the interpretation may be guided by studies
in which findings about partiCUlar aspects of incapacity have been reported.
Fivst. the finding of moderate levels of incapcity at the., time of the first
interview is intuitively reasonable ill the context of the prograllll1le of active
mobilisadon through which the respondents were passing. But it does modify
the picture that tends to emerge from studies which employ return to wot'k as
the primary indicator of capacity and recovery (Joint Working Party. 1975).
Because these studies tend to use return to work as an all-or-nothing measure.
they may leave the reader with the impressic.."Tl of higher levelS of incapacity
in the early weeks after the infarct than those reported here. Second. the
pevsistence of a small amount of incapacity among many patients during the
Subsequent months may not be revealed by the USe of return to work as the only
criterion of outcome; hut it is consistent with the findings of studies that
have used {jther measures. It is widely accepted that about 20 per cent of
survivors of myocardial infarcti<ln have not roturned to work at one year after
the infarct (Joint Working Party, 1975). Other studies have shown that a
further 20 to 30 per cent or meN ef infarct p.:ltients have ~turned to w,~rl<:.
but experience changes or prcblems at work at about one y~ar (Cay et al. 1973;
KushniI' et al. 1975b). This corresponds with the finding of Finlays{'ll an!~
McEwen (1977) that 50 per cent ef their subjects at one year had experienced
long-term alterations in their family responsibilities. In this context.
the findings of the present study, th-:at two-fifths of the respond<mts expel'i-
enced moderate or severe incapacity at one year. and that most of the remainder
experience a little incapacity. appear to be securely founded.
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The use of the Grogcuo InC:ex to measure the effects of illness on daily
life in this way has both advantages and disaclvantages. The main advantage is
that it is a composit,~ in<Jex, composed of different activities and aspects of
daily life. It results in a very diff-erent picture of incapacity, from that
which emerges frcm the use of a single indicator, such as cardiovasculal' capa-
city or return to work. It may prove to be of greater value than a single
indicator in assessing the needs for or effects of a comprehensive rehabilita-
tion programme. One major query that is unanswered is whether the scale, be-
cause of its breadth of coverage, would be sensitive enough to relatively
small changes in patients' condition that might be cf i1l1?ortance to prnviders
of particular rehabilitation programmes. The experience in the present study
suggests that certain modifications to the scale as pubHs."'ed >lould improve it.
First, there are ambiguities in some of the items as included. Some respondents,
fer example, indicated that they depended on other people for help in moving
about but not ill washing, feeding or dressing. Second. there 14ere diffioulties
in that some respondents wished to indicate an effect of an intensity that lay
between the alternatives available to them. With these considerations in
mind, tha scale as published seems to be both workable and valuable.
The modifications tc the Grogono Index introduced in the present study
also deserVE! some comment. first, the scale was completed by the resp:;ndent
rather than by their doctors. This change appeareJ to cause a S1Th."l.l1 number of
unexpected interpretations, such as respondents in hcspital saying that their
illness interfered slightly but not complBtely with their work. But these
drawbacks would probably be outweighed by the greater accuracy of information
in other respects. The second modification of the scale was the introduction
of the system of weighting the scores according to the importance the respondents
attached t,::> each item. This made little difference to the overall distributl.cn
of the scores, and therefore appeared to be of little value. in that respect.
But it was of considerable use in helping to clarify the relative significance
of each of the items inclUded in the index. Th... third modification was the
introduction of subsidiary questions and opportunity for comment, that allows
an assessment of whether additional aspects of <i~ily life should be included
in the Index. Three such items - money. the effect on family relationships,
and the patient's perception of his illness and its future course - were iden-
tified. Systematic exploration would presumably identify others. From these
considerations, w can see th':1t the Grogono Index is a workable toe,k, that is
capable of being improved, and that is potentially of great value for a variety
of purposes in research and the runnL.g of rehabilitation se~,ices.
The use 'ef a scale to measure the effects of the illness in this \,ay
suggests a varie~J of research studies that mif~t be needed. The first question
that arises is whether the overall levels of incapacity, at different times
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after the infarct, that have been reported in 'this study, would be found in
othar series. Then there are possible studies that would develop the material
presented here. In what way is the severity of patients' mediCal condition
related to the level of incapacity they experience? Why are the effects of
the illness so much more severe in some people than in otoors? Finally. the
use of a broadly based index of the impact of the illness on the individual
provides a potentially valuable tool for evaluating the effectiveness of
rehabilitation programmes. Do exercise programmes improve the quality of life
of patients as well as improving their cardiovascular function?
Two areas of interest in relation to the development of services are
emerging from the data about the overall im;pact of the illness. The first
concerns the question of who are the most appropriate persons to deliver the
care or services that may be required. This in turn depends on the terms in
which the problems of the patients are identified, defined and explained. We
have seen that many of the respondents identified medica~ symptoms of different
kinds. Many of these are of primary concern to the patient's doctor'; he will
assess their significance and provide the treatment. We have also seen that
most of the respondents reported the illness or something to do with it to have
appreciable and lasting effects on a varie~J of aspects of their daily lives.
The nature and leve~ of sick people's daily activities and persenal well-being
are a product not only of their medical condition, but also ~heir' perspnal and
psycho~ogica~ make··up, and of their' external physical Md social circumstances.
The resolution of these difficulties a.~d problems may depend ~pon help from
people with personal and social knowledge and expertise. as well as with
medical skills . Rehabilitation is not simply ill medical process.
The second area of concern in the development of services is connected
with the time at which services are available. The ilhless and its effects
continue long after the acute episode of myocardial infarction ,omd the
patient's discharge from hospJ.tal. There are many problems of ill-health and
incapacity during the year after the infarct~ It may be that more effective
medical care and rehabilitation during the early lie..ks and months would lessen
the subsequent prob~ems. On the nth"r hand, the condition ef some of the
respondents detericrated at SOIDiil point during the year after the infarct.
Fc!' this kind of person additiona~ later intervention. whether medieoal or
social. might be appropriate.
The second set of data presented in this chapter' showed the numbers of
respondents who reported that their illness affected different aspects of their
daily lives. Data were collects4 through the Grogono Index and subsidia.ry
questions. The findings showed th.. great significance of work ill this context.
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The work or usual daily tasks of all respondents were affected by their illness
at the time of the second interview, end the w;)rk of three-quarters of
them was still affecte~ oPe year after the inf~ct. Nine-tenths of the
respondents said that this was important to them at the second interview, and
one-half said at one year that it was important. Furthermore, two-fifths or
more of the respondents said that Nork was the l:l::>8t important single item in
the Index. These findings suggest that myocaxvlial infarction is assoeiated
with long-term l'roblems at work among a higher proportion of patients than has
previously heen indicated (Cay at al, 1973; KUElhnir et aI, 1975b; rinlayson
and MC£wen, 1977). Here, we have um.,hasized the fI'equ",ncy with whioh work is
affected by the illness, and the importance of this to respondents. Ho other
studies have systematically com;:,ared the effects of myocardial infarction on
work with its effects on other aspects of daily life. Nevertheless, the
fil'ldings of this study (c)f patients of working age) are in accord with the
emphasis placed on work (though not sim.,ly return to work) in the professional
literature (Joint Working Party, 1975). The effects of myocardial infarction
on the sufferer's work are of the highest priority.
Two aspects of daily life, besHes work. were identified in this study as
being frequently affected by the illness and aEl being imr.x:;rtant to the respondents.
Of these, hobbies and recreational aotivities were the most frequently affected.
A certain degree of mental distress waEl also reported by more than half of the
respondents during the year after the infarct. A substantial yroportion of
these people said that their distress was very importi:h"lt to them. nooh of the
worry appeared to focus on the illness itself - partiCUlarly on the prcgnosiEl
and the pxv~s](ects of a recurrenoe. but some of it was less clearly defined.
Recreation end worry app;;.ar. therefore. after ~lCrk. to be the most important
aspects of daily life that a."'e affected by myocardial infax'ction. This
conclusion agrees with the findings of Martin (l967) and Finlayson and McEwen
(1977) that the reoreation of a substantial number of patients is affected by
myocardial infarction, but also suggests that it ought to receive more attentior.
than it has previously done. The conclusion also agNes with the findings of
numerous studies about the extent and importance ef amction",l d.istress dUI'ing
the y_ ar after the infarct (Hartin, 1967; Wishnie et aI, J.971; McGrath and
Robinson,1973; Finlayson and 'lcEwen, 1977). It reinforces the view that
emotional well-being is not simply something to be manipulated in "I'der to
promote physical recovery. but is also an aspect of the patient f s condition
that should he attended to as important in its ~wn right.
Three other aspects cf daily life - ph}~ical discowsort, sexual activity
and sleep - stood out as being affected by the illness among un appreciable
number of respondents ani as being iut~tant to them. Physical discomfort is
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obviously l"Ellate'l to experience of ill-OOalth and symptoms. In the present
study. it was found that too sexual activity of almost half the respondents
was affected seven months and one yeax' after the infarot. This is a higher
proportion than that found in three of the studies quoted <earlier (Skelton
and Dominian. 1973; Kushnir et aI, 19751:>; Stern et aI, 1976), but appreciably
lower than the fourth (Bloch et aI, 1975). Although the prevalence of physical
discomfort and emotional distreSS mike it likely that patients' sleep would be
disturbed after infarct. and although Sleep disturbanc.s [,,-,S been reported among:
patients' wives (5keltoo and Dond.nian. 1973), the present study app<:HlI'S to be
the first in which the prevalence of this particular problem has been reported.
Physical discomfort. sex and sleep are all areas in which doctors may be able
to incvesse their contributions to patients' well-being.
This has been the first study that has attempted to make systematic
comparisons of the effects of myocardial infarction on several different aspects
of patients' lives. The pot$."ltial importance of this research. in identifying
problem areas and. hence, the r>elative priority of unmet needs. is such that
the work should be developed and extended. First. there should be a more
thorough se<:roh for items not included in the Gt'ogono Ind..x - money, the effect
on the family. and the illness itself are, obvious examples. Second, there
should be work to develop better measurements of the severity of the impact
of the illness on each item for each individual. With these improvements.
this kind of systematio comparison of the effects of the illness on different
aspects of personal life could become a major teol in the identification of
unmet needs and the development of services.
On the basis of this meterial, it is possible to make. suggestions about the
directions in which services might develop.
(i) The fairly high proportions of respondents. who experienced symptoms
and ill-health. or who reported physic~l discomfort, in the months after the
acute infarction. suggests that there may be a case for increa.sed m",dic"ll
attention dill'ing these months. Further W'~-rk would b.. needed to asta..">lish
Whether this might best be provided by specialists or general practitioners,
whether it should consist of clinical medical care or rehabilitation, and
whetOOr too needs al:'e greatest among those alroady in cont~ct "ith a doctor 01:'
those out of contact.
(ii) Thel:''' are problems that are less clearly medical in nature. Those
inclu...-Ja the interference of the illness with sexual activity and with sl'*lp.
Perhaps they aN problems ",ith dir'J,ct physi('",-,l causes in which me1ical advice
or drug therapy would be appropriate. Alt"rnatively. the restoraticn of
physical capacity and well-being, through programrues of physical exercise,
may Le the most effective course of action.
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(iii) Emotional and ;>ersonal problems might warrant the intervention of a
social worker. Casework~.y be needed for the resolution of personal anxieties,
such as the fear of dying. IInd it might Mlr: alleviate emotional G:istress,
sleep-interference ~r reduction in sexual activity.
(iv) The illness af~acted ~17 respondants' daily activities, particularly
their work, recNation and jobs arour,d the home. There aN various possible
ways of improving patients' performance in thee" areas. On the one hand it
might be aI'gued that improved medical care leading to impI'oved health Would
solve these pr::>blems. Alternatively. it could be argued th';t a Nhnbilitation
programme of :i1hysical exercise would improve patients' physical fitness (Rechnit-
ZGI' et '1.1, 1957; Grant anc Cohen, 1973; Kellerms."l, 1973; KiI'chheiner and
Pedersen-Bjergaard, 1973; Rassl et al, 1975) and perhaps their emotional status
(McPherson et al, 1967); it might be '"XJ?'lcted that it would ]..;,ad to improve-
ments in their ability to undertake working and recrcatbnal activiti",s. but
there is no evidence to show that it woul(: ].e.'!ld to improvements in actual
performance. As a further pessibility, it could be argued that emotional and
oecllt'ationill l'rv.;l!>lems are not prilnarily medical concerns. In this case, the
increased involvement of such staff as psychiatrists, social workers, Depart-
ment of Employment officials, employment medical staff, and occupational there--
pista becomea a possibility.
In examining these pc,ssiliilities. isslJ.as fundamental to the pr-:>visicn of
rehabilitation services arise. Hot~ can \~e clarify the boundaries of competence.
between doctors and ether pI'ofessicns? When arc< personal or social problems
serious enough to justify the involvement ef another profession? Hew effectiV&
are these professione in sol-nng their clients' or patients' problems? How
shoul::! the medical C:lre be coordinated with that of the other professions? The
aftGrruath of myoc,;crdial infarction is associated with a whole range of problems
- physiological, personal and socie-economic; it may be necessary te> JaVEl1o)?
furthel' not only medical Nhabilitation. but also a variety of psychological,
social and eCvn(Jmic services, to solve them.
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CHAPTER 6 USE OF AND NEEDS FOR HEALTH AND REHABILITATION SERVICES
In this chapter, the focus of attention moves away from the personal
aspects of the respondents' recovery. In the preceding chapters we have exam-
ined the respondents' ill health, incapacity, life at home and work experience,
as aspects of their recovery and well-being after myocardial infarction. These
are the aspects of patients' lives that the health and rehabilitation services
attempt to improve. In the next two chapters, we will examine the levels of
different kinds of services used by the respondents, theiI' comments about the
usefulness of these services, and their statements about needs for additional
services. In this chapter we will examine data about patients' use of hospital
services, about their contacts with their general practitioners, and about
their use of a variety of medical, vocational and social rehabilitation and
resettlement services.
1. HOSPITAL CARE
In presenting data about the respondents' receipt of hospital care, we
have two purposes. The first is simply to provide information about the use of
services, as background for the subsequent material. The second is to examine
more specific material, about treatments, services and communications, that is
directly related to the personal and social aspects of recovery. or has impli-
cations for them. The intention is not to comment on the acute hospital treat-
ment pel:' se, except insofar as actions then prepare the patient £Ol:' his J:>ecovery
and subsequent life. Much of what is done for and said to the patient in the
coronary care unit, in the medical waI'ds and in outpatients, affects his outlook
and behaV'ioul:' subsequently.
Data about the J:>espondents' stays in hospital were presented in Chapter
Two. Fifty of the 52 respondents were admitted to the Coronary Care Unit of
the Kent and Canterbury Hospital. The mean length of stay in the Unit was six
days. The respondents I total length of stay in the hospital ranged between
eight and 53 days; the modal length of stay was 12 days. This was a typical
length of stay in hospital £Ol:' patients with acute myocardial infarction in
1974/5, but was not as short as that J:>eported in some studies of early mobili-
et al
sation (Boyle /1~72; Tucker et al., 1973; Hayes et al., 1974). On dischaI."ge
from hospital all but one of the J:>e$pondents returned diJ:>ectly to their own
homes. The other person went to a convalescent home.
In the first interview, the respondents were asked about special a=ge-
ments foJ:> the way they would manage when they left hospital. Seven people said
that special arrangements had. been made. six identified their spouseol:' othel:'
family member as making the arrangements, and one his employer. Foul:' of these
people identified ways in which the family had been organising practical heJ.p
ea
for them. by changing their own work patterns. or by enlisting the aid of
neighbours or friends. Two said that beds and toilets had been installed down-
stairs for when they returned home. All the respondents were also asked
whether they were expecting to see anyone about the way they would manage when
they left hospital. Eleven people said that they were. Five of these identi-
fied members of the hospit"l staff; four of them said that they were expecting
to be told what they could and could not do 10Ihen they went home. Three said
that they were expecting to see people about problems to do with their work.
and one each identified their general practitioner. their landlord and the
British Legion. All the respondents were then asked whether there was anything
else that needed to be done to improve the way they would manage when they left
hospital. Eleven people said that there was. Five of these said that they
needed a change in job or .lighter work. Two said that they needed someone to
help with family problems. Two said that they needed advice about the activi-
ties they could undertake at home. and two identified other problems.
During the year after the infarct 11 respondents (one fifth of the total)
were readmitted to the Kent and Canterbury Hospital because of their heart.
Four of these people were admitted during the first month after their initial
discharge. and four more during the subsequent two months. During the year.
two other respondents were admitted to hospital for other conditions.
Data were presented in Chapter Two about the respondents' outpatient
consultations. All respondents had at least one outpatient consultation after
their discharge from hospital; the large majority had two or three consulta-
tions. The consultations were spread widely in time after the initial infarct,
but were held most frequently in the third and fourth months. No data were
collected about the contents of the consultations.
2. GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
Data were collected in each of the follow-up interviews about respondents'
contacts with their general practitioners. The general practitioner may well
be an important person during recovery and rehabilitetion after myocardial
infarction. Mayou et al. (1976b) found that 90 per cent of their series of
infarct patients saw a general practitioner after discharge from hospitaL
They concluded that "General practitioners may have great opportunities for
organising a graded programme of rehabilitation and may often communicate ideas
more easily to their patients than hospital staff. n The general practitioner
is well placed to keep an eye on changes in the patient's physical condition
on a week-to-week basis. He may be the most appropriate person to provide emo-
tional support to the patient and his family. And he may be the best person
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to discuss the illness with the patient and advise him about its effects on
his normal daily activities, such as work and recreation. It has sometimes
been felt, by cardiologists and others, that some general practitioners have
not been sUfficiently aware of the growth of active exercise in coronary rehab-
ilitation , and that they have therefore delayed the patient's recovery unnecess-
arily (Joint Working Party, 1975). Despite the potential importance of these
ideas. there has been little research that has examined systematically the con-
tributions of general practitioners to recovery and rehabilitation after
myocardial infarction.
The respondents were asked in each of the follow-up interviews about their
contacts with their general practitioners. Table 2.17 shows that 45 respondents
(nine-tenths of the total) saw their general practitioner about their heart
between their discharge from hospital and the second interview. These people
were also asked when they first saw him. Fourteen said they first saw him on
the day of their discharge or one day later; 15 first saw him two or three days
afterwards; seven first saw him four or fil/El days afterwards; four saw him six
or seven days afterwards; and five first saw him eight or more days afterwards.
Table 2.17 also shows that the majority of respondents at the third and subse-
quent interviews had seen their G.P. about their heart. More people had seen
their G.P. than had had outpatient consultations.
At each of the follow-up interviews respondents were asked how frequently
they had been seeing their general practitioner. Some of the respondents
replied in terms of the frequency within a specified time period. others
simply gave the total number of times they had seen him. Table 6.1 shows the
number of respondents Who reported different frequencies of contact with thei~
general practitioner. Without relating the reported frequency to the actual
times after the infarct of discharge and of each interview for each respondent.
it is only possible to provide only a very broad and tentative picture of the
amount of contact with general prac'li.tioners. Three respondents said at the
second interview that they had seen their G.P. once per week since their dis-
charge. and three had seen him three or more times. The large majority of
respondents saw their G.P. once or twice only, or relatively infrequently at
this time. Between the second interview and third interview a total of 10
respondents said that they had seen their G.P. more than once a month ol' three
or more times in total. Again, the large majority gave replies indicating that
they had seen him less frequently: once a month; or once or twice in total.
After the third interview, the frequency of contact was reduced still further.
with very few respondents seeing their G.P. more than once per month. The
general practitioner is 1lIOre readily accessible to the patient than are hospital
medical staff. and is seen more frequently by the patient than they are.
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Nevertheless, for the large majority of respondents contacts with the G.P.
occurred at intervals of weeks or months, rather than days.
In each of the follow-up interviews respondents who had seen their general
practitioners were asked what the G.P. had been doing for them. Table 6.2
shows the number of respondents who identified different activities; 11: refers
not only to those respondents who consulted their G.P. about their heart only,
but also to those few respondents who consulted about their heart and another
illness. The activities most frequently identified were physical examination
and the prescription of drugs. Slightly smaller numbers of respondents said
that their G.P. had discussed their illness or recovery with them, or had taken
some action in relation to sickness absence certification. In the second and
third interviews nearly all of these were the provision of sick notes. but at
the third interview, most said that their G.P. had certified them as fit to
return to work. A small number of respondents said that their G.P. had given
them advice about some aspect of their daily activities. Physical examination,
prescription of drugs, sickness absence certification and discussion of the
illness are the tasks undertaken by general practitioners with the greatest
number of patients after myocardial inferction.
Table 6.3 shows in sOllle detail the subjects that the respondents said
their general practitioners had discussed with them. The most frequently ident-
ified subject was the nature of the illness or the progress being made by the
respondent in his recovery. The discussions varied f'!'Om quite detailed explana-
tions by the G.P. about the infarct to brief coments after an examination
about the patient's progress. Many of the comments seemed to be assurances by
the G.? that satisfactory progress was being made. The second most frequently
identified subject was that the G.P. had asked the respondent about his progress.
Table 6.4 shows the subjects about which the raspondents said they had
received advice from their general practitioners. The main impression that
emerges from the table is of the variety of different subjects mentioned by
one or two respondents each; they included exercise. rest, diet, travel. and
work. Four respondents at the second interview said that they had been advised
by their G.P. to rest or take it easy. This was more than had been encouraged
to take more exercise, but still was a very small number in total. General
practitioners did not usually provide systematic advice about the resumption
of activities that would contribute to a graded programme of rehabilitation.
3. REMEDIAL THERAPY
The major development oYer the last 30 years in medical rehabilitation
after myocardial infarction has been the increasing acceptance of physical
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exeroise. This has taken the form both of specific exercise programmes and of
general encouragement to patients to reactivate themselves. The research
studies quoted in Chapter One have shown that properly run programmes of exer-
cise are safe for infarct patients, and that they are associated with improve-
ments in a variety of aspects of the patient's physical condition: cardiovas-
culiU' function, complications. fitness and physical work capacity. There is
very little evidence resulting from controlled studies to show that exercise
programmes have any effect on patients' psychological status. work or other
daily activities. Nevertheless it is widely believed that they are beneficial
in these areas. At the time of the fieldwork of the present study, no programme
of physical exercise. designed specifically for cardiac patients. was provided
in the Kent and Canterbury Hospital. although one has been introduced since.
Nor was occupational therapy available in the hospital. Medical rehabilitation
was undertaken by doctors and nursing staff. in the normal clinical context.
and occasionally by the use of physiotherapy.
In each interview. the respondents were asked whether they had had any
contact at all with a physiotherapist. Those who reported any contact were
then asked subsidiary questions about the amount and nature of the physio-
therapy. Table 6.5 shO\<fs the number of respondents who had received different
physiotherapy treatments. Ten respondents at the first interview and four at
the second said that they had had breathing exercises. Only one or two respon-
dents at each interview said that they had received other forms of physiotherapy;
not all of these were directly related to the heart or cardiovascular system.
In each interview the respondents. who had not received any physiotherapy, were
asked whether they had needed any. One respondent at each of the first three
interviews said that they had needed scme physiotherapy to help their remobili-
sation or recovery after the heart attack. Apa:t>t. thell'efore, from breathing
exercises, few respondents had received any physiotberapy and few expressed
any need for it.
In each interview, the respondents were asked whether they had had any
contact with an occupational therapist. None had done so. They were also
asked whether they had needed any occupational therapy. Tl<o respondents at
each of the first two intervie~1S. one at the third and three at the fourth
said that they had needed occupational therapy. because of boredom or lack of
anything to do. One respondent at the fifth interview sdd he needed edvice
about what actiVities he could do. because his G.P. would not give him any




The growth of interest in patients' emotional and social problems after
myocardial infarction has been accompanied by increasing attention paid to
social work for these patients. McGrath and Robinson (1973) and Clarke (1974)
reported studies in which specialist social workers worked in coronary care
units. They noted the different tasks undertaken by the social workers:
reducing anxiety. dealing with marital and family problems. assistance with
employment. discussing the nature of the illness and the pattern of recovery.
and ensuring that the treatment was understood. Both these studies. and an
earlier article by Jefferson (1966). concluded by emphasizing the importance
and necessity of sccial workers in the care and rehabilitation of myocardial
infarction patients.
In the present study, the respondents were asked in each interview whether
they had had any contact with a social worker. Those who reported any contact
were asked subsidiary questions about the amo\lllt of contact and what was being
done. Fourteen respondents reported contact with a social worker. Table 6.6
shows the number of respondents who reported contact with different kinds of
social workers. The social workers were employed in a variety of contexts in
hospital. in social services area teams. and as works' welfare officers.
Nearly all the respondents. who said that they had been in contact with the
social worker, reported one contact only. They identified a considerable
variety of tasks undertaken by the social workers. One or two respondents said
that the social worker had simply asked them if they had any problems or had
asked them questions. Four mentioned money: in two cases the social worker
provided a form for claiming benefits; in the other two the respondents reported
only an intention to help with money. Eight respondents mentioned things to
do with their work: in two cases, the social worker offered to help with work
problems; in five cases the social woiker said he would help in a particular
way, by arranging training, Heing the employer or finding a new job. 'f1.ro
respondents said that the social worker had offered them home helps; they found
this reassuring, but had not wanted the home helps. 'f1.ro others mentioned other
aspects of their home life; one had wanted a telephone and another had wanted
help in dealing with his children; these were not providad. 'f1.ro respondents
mentioned discussions about becoming registered as disabled persons. One said
the social worker had made arrangements for him to go to a convalescent home.
From these fin~ings two points stand out. First, the respondents reported that
W1.th
their contacts I social workel:'s were primarily concerned with practical arrange-
ments. particularly to do with work and money. This contrasts quite stpongly
with the emphasis placed in other studies on dealing with emotional problems
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and helping the patient to come to terms with the illness. Second. the respon-
dents reported the contacts primarily in terms of their own requests for help.
the social workers' offers of help, or the social workers t statements of inten--
tioo to help. Very few identified specific ways in which the social workers
had actually helped them.
After being asked what the social worker was doing for them, the respond-
ents were asked if it had been useful, and why. Two respondents at the first
interview, and one at each of the second and third interviews. said that they
did not know. or that the question was not applicable, because the social
worker had not done anything yet. Three respondents at the first interview.
two at each of the second and third. and one at the fourth interview said that
the contact with the social worker was very useful. One of these identified
a specific practical arrangement that was useful; all the others said the ,Offer
of help was appreciated, or that they had obtained reassurance or emotional
support from the contact. One or two of the respondents at each of the fo11o..-
up interviews said that the contact was partly useful or not useful. All but
one of these people identified specific items. with which they had wanted help,
or with which the social worker had said she could help 'them. and with which
no help had in fact be.m provided. These items included the p<fj'1llent of
expenses connected with the illness. help with children. and finding work.
Offers of help or reassurance couched in general terms are felt to be useful.
but failure to provide specific items of help causes dissatisfaction among
clients.
The respondents were asked in each interview about their needs for social
work. Those who had been in contact with a social worker were asked whether
they needed the social worker to help them with anything else. in addition to
what she had been doing. Those who had not heen in contact were asked whether
they were waiting to see a social worker; two respondents at the second inter-
view said that they were waiting to see one. Those not waiting were then asked
whether they had needed to see a social worker and. if so. why. Table 6.8
shows that between one and fi"'" respondents at each interview said that they
needed social work or more social work. Seven people altogether said they
needed some help. They identified a wide variety of different problems': how
to cope financially on a reduced income; information about social security
benefits; how to find a new job; how to have a downstairs lavatory and bath-
room installed; difficulty with children; "someone to cheer me up". These
respondents were on the whole realistic about the advice that a social worker
might provide. The level of expressed need for social work among the present
series was as high as the level of successful social work intervention.
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5. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT
The health services in Britain contribute in many ways to the vocational
rehabilitation of patients after myocardial infarction. The attitudes and out-
look of doctors and others help determine the patient's own view about return-
ing to work. The existence of programmes of physical exercise, and the whole
pace of recovery, may affect the extent of residual disability and the timing
of return to work, and hence the need for specific measures of vocational
rehabilitation. The Joint Working Party (1975) suggested th<lt doctors should
encourage positive attitudes towards work, identify problems early on in the
illness, institute rehabilitation and cooperate with other services, and review
continued sickness absence. We saw earlier in this chapter that sickness
absence certification was one of the tasks undertaken most frequently by general
practitioners for the present series of infarct patients. There has been little
empirical research in Britain into vocational rehabilitation after myocardial
infarction. Studies (Groden and Cheyne, 1972; Wilkinson and Mattingly, 1973)
have described the different kinds of patients treated in different institutions,
and have shown the proportions returning successfully to work. There appears
to have been no general descriptions of the nature and range of vocational
rehabilitation services used by myocardial infarction pa"tients.
In each of the follow-up interviews in the present study, the respondents
were asked about vocational rehabilitation. Those who were employed or unem-
ployed were asked whether they had been in contact with anyone about training
or other special help in getting back to work. Table 6.9 shows that four
respondents at the second interview said that they had received help. Ten
respondents at the third interview and 12 at the fourth said that they had'
received help since the previous interview, as did five at the fifth. Table
6.10 shows the sources of the help received. Employers were the earliest and
the most frequent source identified. They helped their employees in tlN0 ways.
In the earlier stages of the illness they enquired about their health atld' )lIade
them reel that they had not been forgotten. Later they discussed and agreed
such aspects of returning to work as the nature of the job, the hours to be
worked. and the timing of the return. All but one of these respon<1ents said
that they found the help that they received from their employer completely use-
ful. Some said that they found the employeI"s concel'll for their welfare
reassuring; others said that the practical arrangements made their ret-urn to
work easier than it would otherwise have been.
Five respondents said that they had seen a disablement resettlement
officer. Two of the respondents said that the D.R.O. had discussed thepossi~
biUties of work, rehabilitation. retraining and registering as disabled.
Another said that the D.R.O. had sent him back to the labour exchange. Three
I1111I
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had seen a D.R.a. in connection with attending an Industrial Rehabilitation
Unit. In one case, the n.R.C. had suggested an I.R.U., but the respondent had
refused, on the grounds that he had been before and not settled. In another
case. the n.R.C. arranged attendance at an I.R.U., but the respondent said he
collapsed after four days and spent the next three months in bed. In the third.
the respondent was attending an l.R.U. while in contact with the D.R.a. None
of these respondents said that the help they had received from the n.R.a. was
completely useful. Those who said it was partly useful explained this by say-
ing that he had not yet finished helping them. so that they did not really know
yet if it was going to be useful. Two of the four who said this help was not
useful explained by saying that his suggestions for rehabilitation or retrain-
ing were not appropriate for themsel'lles. The other two said that, although
they had followed his suggestions, this had not resulted in a successful return
to work for them. This very small number of cases appears to conform to the
pattern discussed earlier in relation to the research literature. People with-
out severe employment problems are coped with routinely by the health services
and enq:>loyers and are satisfied with the services they receive. Those with
more severe problems may receive help from specialised rehabilitation agencies,
but these agencies frequently do not produce satisfactory outcomes.
In the follow-up interviews, the respondents were asked about their needs
for vocational l:'ehabilitation. Those people, who said that they had received
some help in getting back to work, were asked if they had needed any extra help
of this kind. Those. who had not received any, were asked whether they were
waiting to see anyone of this kind. Four respondents at the second interview
and one at the fourth said that they were waiting. Those, who were not waiting
to see anyone. were then asked whether they had needed any help at all in gett-
ing back to work. Table 6.11 shows that between four and six respondents at
each interview said that they hed needed some help, or some extra help, in gett-
ing back to work. Thirteen people altogether said they needed help. They
expressed a variety of different needs. Some had wanted help from their employ-
ers to find a new job suited to their capacity. Some said they needed to be
assessed, in ordet' to find out what they could do. Some said that they needed
help from the enq:>loyment services, for retraining Ot' to find a lighter job.
Some said they needed jobs with less travelling. And some said that they simply
needed a new job, er help from someone in getting back to work. The respondents'
needs arose from their illnesses, from jobs that had become unsuitable, and from
unemployment. Focusing simply on the individuals involved, rather than their
economic enviromnent, the problems would not seem to present insurmountable
difficulties. When we consider the level of unmet needs for help in returning
to work and the cautious assessments of the usefulness of the vocational
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rehabilitation services, it is apparent that further consideration should be
given to the relationship ben,een the contributions of the health and the
employment services to the rehabilitation of coronary patients.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have seen that the main item of care received by the
respondents was their treatment as hospital in-patients. This episode. which
usually lasted between one and two weeks. was oriented more towards the acute
treatment of the infarct, than towards rehabilitation or aftercare. The
respondents were mobilised fairly quickly after their infaJ:'Ct. They were given
a sheet. advising them about the activities they should be undertaking at diff-
erent points in time, by the haspital staff, but did not undergo a fOl'lllal pro-
granme of physical rehabilitation. Afte!' their discharge from hospital. very
nea!'ly all the respondents had one or more out-patient appointments and saw
thei!' gene!'al practitioners one or more times. Few respondents had any contact
with physiotherapists, social workers or the vocational rehabilitation services.
The emphasis was clearly on medical care rather than rehabilitation. In this
respect, the services were probably typical of the situation in England in
1974 and 1975, though there has probably been a growth of physical rehabilita-
tion programmes since then.
In general, the respondents expressed a low level of unmet needs for
personal or domestic help from rehabilitation or aftercare services. Despite
the emotional distress and the effect of the illness on the respondents' home
life and recreation, the large majority of peoPle appeared to accept their
situation. Very few identified improvements that might be achieved, or con-
sidered that they needed anything more in the way of rehabilitation or after-
care services to improve their life at home.
A quarter of the respondents said that they needed help or extra he~p in
returning to work. We have seen that the present series of patients was, on
average, s~ower to return to work than others in Britain. In addition, one-
fifth of the series experienced unemployment after their infarct that was
associated with their illness. When considered together, those factors suggest
an appreciable level of work-related difficulties and problems, that might
be solved IIlOre satisfactorily.
There is a need to review the ways in which doctors are involved in
activities which a:r>e not purely medical. This is a problem fundamental to
medical rehabilitation. It concerns general practitioners and hospital speci-
alists. At its most rest:t'icted, medicine is concerned with the elucidation
and treatment of disease processes in the anatomy and physiology of the body.
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The issues concern the location of the boundaries of the intellectual model
that doctors bring to their work, and of the boundaries of the actions that
doctors take in diagnosing and treating patients. These questions arise in
many contexts: sickness absence certification; advising patients about the
nature of work for which they may be fit; advice about recreation, sex, house-
work and other activities; psychological treatment and emotional reassurance;
family difficulties, and housing or financial problems. There has recently
been some discussion and official policy on this question. in so far as it is
concerned with the relationship between doctors and the remedial professions
(Brunel Institute of Organisation and Social Studies, 1977; D.H.S.S., 1977b).
The question is not simply one of professional autonOll\7 or interprofessional
relationships. Rather, it is a question of the nature and definition of medical
tasks in rehabilitation in the National Health service.
There is also a need to develop further the organisation of rehabilitation
services. In the present study we could observe two routine systems, relevant
to the after-care and rehabilitation of patients. The first system was centred
around medical care. It involved discharge from hospital, communication and
contact with the general practitioner, and visits to out-patients. This system
was concerned largely with monitoring the patient's medical condition and pro-
viding the appropriate treatment. The second system was centred around absence
from work. It involved sickness absence certification, payment of social
security benefits, and certification of fitness to return to work. These two
systems operated routinely for the majority of respondents; the major decisions
were about the nature of treatment and timing of action. In other aspects of
recovery, however, there was less evidence of routine procedures and systems to
identifY and tackle particular problems. PatieLts were given notes advising
them about daily activities by the hospital, and many also discussed their
illness and activities with their general practitioner; but information from
these two sources was not coordinated. Respondents who experienced particularly
severe v.ocational problems did not have these assessed early in their illness,
and many problems persisted for months. There was little regular assessment
of emotional or family problems by social workers. Little consideration was
given to the possibility of therapy to overcome inactivity at home afterdis-
charge from hospital.. These are all problems which are difficult to pin down
and quantify. The disorganisation, lack of coordination and lack of leadership
of rehabilitation services at the local level were problems about which the
Tunbridge Committee felt strongly (D.H.S.S •• 1972a, Chapters 3 and 5). Since
the non-acceptance of the Tunbl:'idge Committee's recommendations, no new, sub-
stantial national policies about the local organisation of rehabilitation ser-
vices as a whole have been published. The problems remain, and the local
organisation of rehabilitation services still needs to be developed.
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From this material we may indicate two areas in which further research
may be desirable.
First. there are questions about the nature of needs for services. This
is a topic on which. there is a substantial social administration literature.
The points that are of particular illlportance here are "On what criteria do
people judge unmet needs to exist?" and "In what ways. and why, do different
groups of people make differing judgements about the existence and nature of
unmet needs?" These questions underlie problems such as "Why is it that
cardiologists see a need to develop programmes of physical exercise as part
of the rehabilitation of coronary patients, but that very few patients feel a
need for the improved recovery that such programmes might produce?" and "Why
is it that the patient can identify substantial restrictions of activity and
well-being following an illness, but does not translate these into "problems"
that could be solved or into "needs" for services?" A fuller understanding of
these issues is essential if the planning and development of health and rehab-
ilitation services is to proceed rationally rather than on the basis of clinical
intuition or political strength.
Second, there are questions about variations in and the development of
professional practice in rehabilitation. Much of Chapter One of this report
has demonstrated that different emphases within coronary rehabilitation have
held the stage in different places and at different times: comprehensive rehab-
ilitation centres, physical exercise, early mobilization and vocational rehab-
ilitation. It is easy to see that other programmes could come to be equally
strongly advocated and developed: work placement schemes. psychological treat-
ment. social work counselling, recreational therapy, education fol:' self-care.
From the litel:'ature reviewed it is very difficult to tell how far these differ-
ent activities are actually carried out in different places at different times.
Nor do we know why these variations and developments occur. In a mar:K;et
economy or a privately.organised health service these questions may only be of
academic interest. llut in a publicly provided health service. they have impli-
cations for profess ional education. for the relationship of the N. H. S. with
other services, for the allocation of resources to meet professional commitments.
and for the very nature of health service Objectives and the efficient use of
resources in achieving them. For these reasons, research into the development




ADVICE AND INroRt~TION AFTtR !~YOCARDIAL INfARCTION
In this chapter we e:xamine in some detail one aspect of the servioes and
care received by the respondents: education and advice about aotivities of
daily living. The respondents were asked a series of questions about the
advice they hed recei-;ed after their infarct about exercise, rest, sex and
smoking. Exercise, rest and sexual activity are considered mainly as of
concern in recovery and rehabilitation. Advica about smoking is significant
in terms of the prevention of further coronary 'episodes.
During the last twenty-five years there hes been a substantial amount of
professional interest in the advice given to patients after myocardial
infarction, but much less empirical research. l1any physicians (e.g. Heller-
stain and Goldston. 1954; Naughton et al, 1969; Semple, 1970; Wenger, 1975)
have identified the advice giv"'tl to patients about exercise or other activities
as an important part of a broader rehebilitation programme. In discussions of
physical exercise programmes. advice is sometimes seen as an implicit adjunct
to the physical training, and in vocational rehabilitation it is a necessary
component. Some authot's have argued that better advice should be given to
patients and their families about various daily activities. such as exercise.
diet. smoking and sex (d", la Chappella, 1964; Sibley.1965; Parsons. 1974;
Cohen et al. 1976).
The main lin", of research into education and advice Ms been to describe
the contents of the programmes from the staff point of view. and to examine its
effectiveness in terms of the patient's recovery. Advice given in a variety
of contexts is effective in improving patients' work performance, and in reducing
disability and smoking (Shaw and McNiven, 197'+; Woodwark and Gauthier, 1972;
Burt et aI, 197,+). Advice on its own is not as effective as El comprehensive
rehabilitation programme in promoting patients' fitness for work (Singh et al,
1970). In the research, there has been very little cystemntic study of the
exact nature of the advice given to patients by differing people. both profess-
ional and lay. and bow the patients react to that advice. These data are
important, because they would allow us to develop programmes of advice with
knowladge ()f what the patients identify as significant. and of what thGy feel
that they need to know.
In the present study. th<" :respondents weN asked in each of the follow-up
interviews a series of questions about the advice they had received about
exercise. rest, smoking and sex. They were asked whethar any health service,
staff had given them any advice about each item. If they had received any
advice. they were asked who had given it, what advice had been given, whether
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they had followed it, and why. Each respondent was asked whethel' any fl'iends,
relatives Ol' other people had given them any advice about each item end, if so,
who and what advice. All WElre than asked whethel' they would like any (moVEl)
advice about each item. At the end of the sequence of questions, all the
l'espondents wel'e asked whethar there was anything else to do with their illness
about which they would have liked any more advice.
It was medical policy in the K"nt and Canterbuvy Hospital at th" time of
the study to give each infarct patient a stencilled advice sheet, at about the
time of their discltarge. This was a brief guide intended to help patients
plan their activities during the weeks after their discharge. It covered
such items as daily l'outine at home, exercise, recreat:i.on and Hork. It
suggested that the level of activity should be gradually increased during the
first few weeks. and implied that nOl'mal activity should be resumed at about
three months aftar discharge. A copy of the advice sheet is reprociuced in
Appendix A.
1.. EXERCISE
Cardiologists in Britain believe that coronary patients should be
encouraged to take active exercise in order to promotEl a fu1.1. recovery.
Semple (1970) argued that dcctors should. emphasize the safety of exercise to
patients, in order to l'educe their e:axiety ,md invalidism. The Joint Working
Party (1975) stressed the importance of physiC<'l.l cor:ditioning af1:er myocardial
infarction and the need for advice and education to overcolOO over-protective
attitUdes and delay",d recovery. In these circumstances, it is illlporti.l.'lt to
know whether patients are, in fact, encouraged to take exercise and how thoy
react to such encouragement.
The respondents were asked in each interview whether they had been given
any advice by health service staff about taking exercise. anc!. if so, who had
given them it. Table 7.1 sh'.-ws that nearly al.l the respondents said they had
been given some advice about exard5-". The most i'roquent sc?urces of advice
were the advice sheet, gen",ral pretctitioners and hospital doctors. Tables
7.2(a) to (d) show the nature of the ad.vice received from each health
service source. The most frequent advice was to take SO!llG exercise, to take
more exercise, or to increase th& anY~unt of exercise taken. This was true
of all the main sources of advice at each of the interviews. A few respondents
at each interview said that thoy had been advised to take no exercise or a
little exercise, to take less exercise, ,?r to take it easy. Several respondents
at each interview said that they had been given ether advice. This inCluded
items such as to take gentle exercise and not to overdo it, or to use th",ir
common sense, or to take short walks but otherwise taka it easy. The overall
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impression that emerges from these data is that the majority of respondents at
the second and third interviews felt that they had been encouraged to increase
the amount of physical exercise they weN taking, but that this was to be a
gradual process.
In each inteI"liew, the reapondents were asked whether they had. followed
the advice that they had been given about -taking exercise. The o?erwhelrning
majority in each instance said that th"y had followed it conr;,letely. V"ry
few said that they had only partly followed it, or had not followed it at all.
These includel ane respondent at the sec')nd interview, 1:''''0 at tho third and
one at the fifth who said that they had not followed advice to take more
exercise.
It is sometimes believed that an over-cautious sPPI'O<-"1ch to the patient's
illness, by his family or other lay people. ia a major cause of delayed recovery
and failure to resume full activities (Joint Working Party, 1975). In the
context of the present st~dy. it was thought that tho advice the respondents
received from lay people about exercise and rest might influence their reacti,;;n
to advice from health service staff. Th" respo."1c!ents Were asked what advice
friends. relatives or ether people had given them about ta.1<ing exercise.
Table 7.3 shows that far fewer respondents racei"led advice about exercise fr<.)m
lay people than from health service staff. P.bout one-quarter of the Ns;?ondents
at each of the s,~cond and third inteI"liaws had received advice from one or more
lay sources. They i10ntif1",1 quite a variety of diffet'oot advice. Approxi-
mately equal numbers were encouraged to take mot'f.; exercise. diacouragec. h'Om
taking exercise. or adviaed to undertake or not to undartake particular
activities. According to the reapondents' testimony. the advice they received
from lay sources did not have tha effect that they did not follow the aclvice
they received from health service staff.
In elach intorvi",l'1. those respondents ~Tho had. not receive,j any advice about
exercise weN asked if they WQulJ h<!ve llkec. any; those who lnd received some
were asked if they would have liked any mCJ:'El. Exactly half the respondents
said at some tirn<; during the follow-u;' period that they wculd h~.ve liked more
advice about exercise. Table 7.4 shows that most of them sairl that they
wanted m::>re detailed or specific guidance. They wanted precis,') infot'!lli'\tion
about the activities that th"y should or shoUld n~,t undertake. or advice that
t4aS not stereotyped but was ayplicable t,) their particular circumstances cor
state of recovery.
2. REST
Thirty or more years ago prolc,nged rest was the standard treatment fOI'
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myocardial infarction. It waS felt, in developing this study, that the advice
that the respondents received, from professional and. especially, lay sources,
encouraging them to rest, might counteract any advice encouraging them to take
mere exercise. The respondents were therefcre asked a series of questions
about th" advice about resting that they had been given.
Table 7.5 shows that nearly all the respondents at the second interview
said that they had received some advice fTOm health service staff about" takL.g
rest. The majority of these said they had obtained it from the advice shoot,
but appreciable numbers had also been advised bya hospital doctor or their
general practitioner. A minority of rsspondents said at the later interviews
that they had rsceived any advice about resting. On these occasions the
general practitioner was the !!lOSt frequent source of advice. Tables 7.6 (a)
to (d) show the nature of the advice received. The piece of advice reported
most frequently was to take a rest, <lither in bed or in a Chair, for a defin"d
period during the day. Advice tc take a defined perbd of rest is compatible
with advice to take exercisa at other times of th" eay or to increase the
amount of exercise taken. Relatively few respondents in the second interview,
and hardly any subsequently, said that they had been advised to rest generally
during the day or to take it easy. This advice, given only to a minority ef
respondents, might be inconsistent with advice to increase the amount of
exercise or ~ctivity.
In each interview, the respondents were ask..d whether they had follo1'll~d
the advice that they had been given about taking rest. Very nearly all the
respondents saB that they had follow::! it completely. Oil only three occasions
did a respondent say that he had partly followed the acvice; 'Xl only two
occasions did sorooone say he had net £'<>llowed it. Nearly all the respondents
said that they had followed the advice they bad been given.
Lay people's advice about rest ~~y be a significunt influence on pati~nts'
behaviour. In each interview, the Nspondents were asked what a1vice fto-.nnds,
relatives or other people had given them abcut taking rest. Ta::>l" 7.7 shows
that fewer respondents received advicB about rest from lay people than from
health service staff. The advice sometiroos tended to be in conflict with
that given by health service staff. .~ut half tco respondents who had been
given lay advice about rest said that they had been a.dvised t") rest genevally,
to ta1<:e it easy. or not to overd·) it. Th,)se people constituted about ouo-fifth
of the total respondents at th", second intervi::lw, but f,,1'.'8!' subsequently. Thoy
1:'ec;:;ived the advica in alm')st equal nUllll:~rs frcm their spouses, other relatives
and friends. 110st of the other acvice about resting was concerned with taking
a I'i$st during the day; this appeared to reinforce what had been said by the
health service staff. Th" need to provide education for patients' relatives
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and other people, about rest and exel"cbe after myocardial in£al"ction
appears to be relevant only for a minority of patients. In the large majority
of cases lay people's advice was consistent with the professionals' advice,
and the respondents said that they had followed the professionaJ.s· advice.
In each interview, those respr)ndents who had not received any advice about
rest were ask€ld if they v/ould have liked any; those who had riOceived some
were asked if they would have liked any more. Fifteen respondents said that
they would have liked more advice. The small number, compared with those
saying they wanted more 'advice about exercise, presumably reflects the
l"elatively straightforward advice to take a daily rest, and the fact that
resting d0es not give rise to immediate caraiac symptoms in the sa.'OO way as
exel"dse may. Table 7.8 shows th<"lt the majority said that they wa'1.tad more
detailed or specific information: how long should their daily l"est be? If
th"y were supposed to rest, how much wel"e they allowed to do? As with
exercise, it appears that it is not the patient's illness ana rec"very them-
selves that generate questions about the pro;,er regime to be followed. Instead,
the provision of a certain amount of advice <4.,j gu1cJance appears to stimulate
a desire fol" more specific instruction.
3. SEXUAL ACTIVITY
We saw in Chapter Five that about half the respondents in the :,resent
series said that their illness bterfeNd t::> some extent with their sexual
activity durbg the year· after their infarct. Various other stUdies have
found that ::>ne"'quarter or more of bfarct cases experience redl.lCed levels 2.f
sexual activity abc,ut;:,ne year after the infarct (see page 21). A number
of authors (Naughton, 1973; Kent, 1975, Gl~en, 1975) have emphasized the need
for better communicrltion between doctorS and patients a');:,ut sex, but there do
not appear to have been any previous stUdies of the nature of the communication
that does occur, or of patients' reactions to it.
In the present study, the res;J0ndents were asked b each of the follow-u~)
interviews whether a~ybody had given them any advice about their illness and
sexual activity. Those, who said that thay hc:ld, WCr<:l then asked who had
advised them, whet advice th"y had been given <4'1.1 whether it was useful advice.
Table 7.9 shows that just over two-thirds of the resI>onc~ents at the second
interview said that they had been given advice about sex. All of theSe people
said they had o!:>tained advice from the advice sheet. A few respondents at
the second and third interviews said t~at they had obtained advice from other
heaJ.th service sources, mainly from a hospital doctol" or from their generaJ.
practitioner. When asked what advioe they had heen given, some of those who
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identified the advice sheet as the source replied that they should resume sex
when they were back to normaJ.; others sim-ply sai,!. that they ha::l been given
the a:lvice contained in the advice sheet. The respondents who identified
other sources identified a considerable variet'.! of kinds of advice, Two or
three people said that they had been advised to resume seXual activity when
they were back to normaJ., to do what they felt like doing, not to undertake
anything that caused synr,;>toms or distress, or t,) Hmit their sexual activity.
With the exception of one brief sentence in the advice sheet, only a few
respondents were given any advice about sexual activity, and what they were
givan varied consideraJ)ly in nature.
In each interview, the Nspondents were asked whether the advice they
had received was useful. Very nearly all the respondents \1ho had been given
advice personally by the health service staff sahl that it was completely
useful. only one person said th:rt their G.P. 's advic,," was not useful, and
one each said that a hospital docter's and a G.P.'s advioe w"'-s ;;artly useful.
Many m:>re X'espondents saie! that the advice contained in the a(;v1c" sheet was
less than useful. Nineteen respondents at the secene interview said it was
cOll'(pletely useful, 11 said it was partly useful an:l seven said it was not
useful. Some of those who found it useful expressed acceI)tance or
satisfaction.
"1 think it's sensible enough to know."
''It's n"t really troubled me. If it's all j;Jart of t he recovery
process, then I'll accept it."
!hos" who found the advice only partly us"ful made a variety of comments.
Four said that it was just comman sensa, er that they could use their own
knowledge or jUdgement aJ:;out what to do or not to do.
"I suppose so. I should think on this one you know yourself what to do. n
Two said that the advice was only partly useful zJecause of their age:
"I'm 55, se r don't know. I don't chase sex like I would if I
was 30,,11
Others cOl1llOOnted that they wouldn't have known what te> Qv without the advice,
that the advice was vague, or they just followed the advice. Five of the
respondents who said that the advice sOOet was not useful commented that it
was vague, iIDgersonalor inappropriate to them.
"It's a bit ambiguous what is normal physical activity?
I assume it's going back to work."
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Some of them rEk"1cted quite strongly to it:
"It f s so nebul·;>us that you can put whatever construction on it
that you choose. Useless ad:vice. :leg':l.tiVG advice!"
Others commented that the: advice was not useful, .':>ecause they would net
bother with sex anyway, whether because of theiI' age OI' their illness. It is
clear toot advice about sexual activity after myocardial infarction is
appreciated by many patients. But, if the advice is so bl'ief that it is
impersonal and vague, then it may not be appreciated by a significant minority.
In each interview, the respondents were asked about the advice they had
receiv<3d, frOl!l lay people, about sexual activity. In the second interview.
two p"ople said that they had had advice from theiI' snouse. one from a bI'other,
atld one fI'om a friend. In the thiI'd intervi,m, only one person said he had
rbceived lay advice, from a friend. Very little advice is pt'ovBed from lay
sources about sex to coronary patients.
In each of the interviews, the respondents ~rare asked whether they wouJ.d
have liked any advice. OI' any more advice about their illIless and saxual
activity. 1Wenty-one respondents said that they ;lanted more advice about sex.
Table 7.10 shows the nature of the advice that was desired. Five people at
the second interview said that they ~Ianted some elaboration on the advice sheet:
how did it apply to them? When lia$ "hack to nOI'mal"?
"More specific advic<:l. T1'.at advice goes tc <:lverybody.
You :ion't know if it applies to you. They say go hack t,) nOl'llIal
when you have returned to your nOI'1lk,l physicOll activities, but we
don't know when that is. \~e don't know what applies to us 01'
others who've had a different type of heart attack."
!·lost 'of the queI'ies at all of the interviews seemed to be c::mcerned with the
fundamental question of whether or not to have sexual inteI'course. The queries
were phrased in a numJJer of ways; they related to the time at which sexual
activity should be resumed, whether or not to have sexual intercourse, and
what to do 01' net to do. One man who had not been given an advice sheet said
at the secon';' intel'view:
"The last two times I've had intercourse, I' 11',) 11<:0. a pain in my chest.
So I think I shouJ.d have been told s<">mathing about it. They've told
me nothing. 11
Anothel', who had found the advice sh,~et ambiguous said he wanted to know:
"What the limitations on sexual activity are.
start sgain ,"
H0W long before you
In this way, a fairly substantial minority of the resp'.mdents wanted more
guidanc" about seXU-:ll activity. As with exercise, they wanted t) know more
precisely what they should have ::'een doing at diffel'ent stages of their recovery.
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4. SMOKING
In recent years much attention has been paid to the dangers of smoking
and to methods of persuading people to stop smoking. Smoking in general, and
heavy cigarette smoking in particular, is strongly associated with high mortality
from coronary heart disease (JOi..'lt ~Iorking Party, 1976). Recently attention
has been paid to the usefulness of stopping smoking as a measure of secondary
prevention after myocarol''ll infarction. The aim is to reduce the incidence
of further infarets and proLJng the lives of people with established coronary
heart disease. Two studies (Mulcahy et al, 1975; WiL~e1msson et a1, 1975)
have shown that people who continue smoking after myocardial infarction
elC'J?erience higher mortalit'J rates than those who stop. There is therofore a
substantial case for the pI'ovisicn of anti-smoking advice, as advccated by th"
Joint Working Party (1975). This is rainforced by the work of Bl..Tt et a1
(1974), who found that 63 per cent of their pest -infilrct males who had been
given intensive anti-smoking advice, and only 27 per cent of those who had
been given conventional advice, no longer smcked one year Ot' more later. With
this evidence, it is t'easonable to believe thet advice against smoking is a
valuable method of secondary prevention after !l1:fccaroial infarction.
In the present study detailed qUf,stions were asked about the res~;')ndentsf
smoking habits and the advice they had receivad ahout smoking. In each of the
follow-ult interviews th€l respondents .'ere aske:J whothor th"y ,,",,re smoking at
that time, and, if so, how much they smoked a day. Table 7.11 shows the
numb"r o:f people who smoked and the form in which they srr.::>ked. Thirty-six
respondents smoktl<i before their infarct. Twent'J-six stopped smoking at some
time between their infarct and the time of th<iir s"conJ inte:<:>view. Two more
gave up smoking between three months and one yeaI' after their infarct. The
large majority of those who gave up smoking did so in the immediate aftermath
of their infarct rather than in the subsequent months. An a:'prodab1e numher
of respondents rosumed smoking, after they hal given it up. Eight, of the
26 who had stopped sm'king at the tilOO of the second interview, Nsumed later.
The problem is therefor,; not only one of stopping smOking, but als" one of
preventing people from starting again. Those changes meant that. at the time
of the fifth interview. 13 of the 36 original smokors still smoked. Twenty·'
three (two-thirds of the smoker,,) were rot smoking at Cl)" year. This is very
c10s~ to the proportion of thoSG pa.tients in Bwt 15 saries, who t"ec\;lived.
in'tensivtJ .:"lnti·~sm.;:;king a,.lvicc and then sto~:ped.
There were changes in the form in which the tobacco ,ms smoked, and in
the emoUllt. Table 7.11 shows that there was an initial fall in the oyeral1
number of people who smoked manufactur~d ci::;<n'ottes, ar"i that the numhers fell
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sligntly in the later interviews. There were also ralls in the number of
respondents smoking self-rolled cigarettes and cigars, fOllowed subsequently
by a S1IIclll increase. The nu."Ilber of people who smoked a pipe fell between
the time of the infarct and the second interview, and rose again subsequently
to its previous level. Theve were similar vaviations in the amount of
tobacco smoked. Before theit' ififaI'Ct, most smoker'S of manufactut'ed cigarettes
smoked 20 or more per day. At the time of the second interview, most of the
cigarette-smokers had reduced to between one and nine a day, but the alllOunt
subsequently rose again to around 20. Similarly, there were reductions,
followed by small increases, in the amounts of tobacco consulMd by smokers
in otner forms.
From these data, it can be seen that advice about smoking should be aimed
not only at p<lrsuading people to step, but als'~ at helping them not to start
again. In the present study, the respondents were csked about the advice
about slllOking they had received. In each fellow-up intervieN, those respon-
dents, who had been identified as smoking bafore their illness or at the time
of the previous interview, wer" asked whether any health ser'vic", staff had
given them any advice about smoking. Those who s,..,l<1 they had been given any
advice were then asked. who had given it, and ;rhat advice was given. Ti'.ble 7.12
shows that, at the seccnd interview, 31 of the 36 responr:ents who had smoke:!
previously said that they had been given advice about smcking. The most
frequently identified sources of advice were hospital d()ctors, fol1Ol~eJ by
general practitioners and the advice sheet. Thirteen respondents said they
had be·:m given advice from on~ source only, nine from t',,"(), and nine from
three or llY.ore. All respondents said. th"y had been advised to stop smoking.
At the third and the fifth interviews, well over half the respondents wh<:> had
smoked at the time ;;f the previous interview, saU that they had been advised
about smoking. At the fourth interview, one-third of the smokers said they
had been given any advice. On vary nearly all occasions, hospital dootors
or gener,,,l practitioners had advised the respondents t('} stop smoking. Very
little other advice was identified hy the respondents. Nearly all the
respondents who smoke,j veceiv",1 clear medical adviCe to st,,].) smoking.
The respondents were also asked ill each interview whether any friends,
relatives or other people hael given them any advice about sm:.)king. Table 7.13
shows that, at the sece-nd interview, one-third of the resI'ondents \-Iho had
previously smoked, hal j,.en given advice by some, lay 1,crson. Between
one-third and two-thirds of the respondents who had previously smoked said
in each of the subsequent interviews that they had :O"en given some advic:.l :Oy
a lay person. The respondents' wives, and their brothers and sisters, were
the main sources of advic€;l. Again, almost all the advice was tv stop smoking.
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It is likely trlerefore. that the advice given by health service staff and by
lay pe<Yple was mutually reinforcing for the majority of respondents who
received it.
The data, wout respon'.'.ents' smoking habits a"le the advice they were
given. have been ex;;unined to see whether any relationship !Jetween the two
could t-e found. There is no evidence that variations in the pattern of advice,
from health service or lay sources, Wlill'S associated with variations in stopping
or resuming smoking. This suggests that specially established intensive
programmes of advice are net necessary in order to persuade the majority of
people to stop smoki."'1g after myocardial infarction. It also suggests that
it is insufficient simply to increase the a"'nount or frequency r,f advice, in
order to persuade those who c{)ntinue smoking to stop.
In each interview, all the rej;lpondents who had smoked at the l'revic>us
interview wer", asked whethm;> they would have liked any advice. or any more
advice, about smoking. Ten people altogether said they wanted more advice
about smoking. .As suggested in Ta11e 7.13, most were pe':Jpl" wh;: accepted the
need to stop smoking. and wanted to know how to stop. The simple advice t:;,
stop smoking was not, in itself, enough; they wanted more help to manage it.
A few respondents wanted advice about other matters. Two said they wanted
to know whether changing from cigarettes to a pipe would be satisfactory.
5. HEEDS FOR OTHER INFOR1MtTIall AND ADVICE
It is well esta~lished that people in Britain are generally satisfied
by the care they receive from the health services, but that they experience
a considerable amount of dissatisfaction about infornetion and communicati~m
relating to their illnesses. Cart~l!'ight (196~) bund that '+2 per cent of her
sample of ho~~ital patients reported dissatisfaction with the information they
had received in hospital. R'llf of these wer" unalile to find out all they
wanted to know 'lbout their con<1ition, their treatment 01' their progress, but
many gave only 8!"neral indications of dissatisfaction. Caratairs (1970)
also fuun<1 that most i'atiants were satisfied with their hospital care. She
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found that the physical environment attracte<l most comments indicating
dissatisfaction. and thst nille par cent of in-patients and four I'er cent of
out-patients were dissatisfiEd ldth information and communication. Comments
.Iere made both about the lac.'< of information an" the lack of opr,ortunity to
obtain it. From these findings we would e~~ect that a considerable proportion
of coronary patients might be dissatisfied witl, the information they had
received about their illness, 01' would wish to know m;,re about it.
In each interview. after being asked about their contact with the health
and rehabilitation services, the respondents were asked whether there was
anything at all to do with their illness or treatment that they would like to
have been told more about. In each of thG follow-up interviews. after being
asked about the advice they ha::l received, the res;londGnts were asked whether
there was anything else to do with their illness, that they would ha"e liked
mc~ advice about. The replies to these two questions have been consolidated
into Table 7.14. Mere than tb:i:'Ete-quarters or the x'espondE!fJts said. they
wanted more advice OX' information about their illness or its "ffects. It
may not be possible to satisfy this desire, when medical knowhdge. a1:>;;ut the
causes of coronary hc.art disease for eXaJIl')le, is limited. But the wish fer
more information was the most frequent]:; expressed unmet need ic:entified in
the present study.
Two-thirds of the respondents wanted to knc)W mON about their illness Qr
recovery. Some wanted to know about the causes of the heart attack.
"1 would like to know what had caused it. I thousht that it might
have been the gardening."
Other'S wanted to know about the nature of their illness:
"I want to know what it's all about. what's actually happened."
"If someone oould explain exactly what the trou!;;le is.
is that I've uot heart trouble and 1,,1'1 blco::l pressure.
actually told me what's wrDng."
All 1 k-n,)w
No one h!l.s
Most l'"ol'ls knew what was the 1l1-'\tter with them, but some wi'mt",d t" know about
the severity of th'dr illness:
HJust about how $t~vere it was t h,:)l'1 much damage was done ~ 11
"You ere never told the alllCunt of ,lamaga that h"s been d'one 'JI' ,..hether
it will have any 13sting effect."
Later on during ree<>very. attention shifted from the severity of the initial
infarct to current sym;>t<;n-ns and problems:
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"Why it should have an effect on me one day and not anothet'.
One day I can go upstairs and nothing happens, and anothet' day
undet' the same circumstances I get a tightness in my chest."
"What pains to expect and rut up with, or Whi:lt pains should cause
me concet'n (so that I should) do sQlOOthing about them."
Thet'S was a clear and substantial desire among the majority of t'espondents to
know more about their illness, its causes and its lll€dical consequences.
A second group ef I'Bspondents, eSp'.acially at the second and third
interviews, wanted advice not so much about the natUI'e or severity of their
illness as about theit' future prospects. They wanted to know more about
the possibility of a recurrence ef the heart att,acl<. ~bst of these people
were concet'Ded to know whether they would get better or gi-,t wot'se; h"" long it
it would take to get better or whether their illness would last for the rest
of their life.
"r felt very \4eak after my discharge. How long is it before I'm
normally si:rong again? How much care am I going to need? r'
"no you get any better as time goes on? Does y,~Ul~ h"8r1; get better
or does it deteriorate?"
rtAbout the heart part. If it heals up Ot' if it's going to keep me
down all the time."
These people seemed to aBSUlIle they tqould carry on living; they wanted to
know mOt'e about how their illness would affect them in future.
Two-fifths ;.>f the respondents wanted more information about their treat-
ment. Some people did not know much abr)ut their treatment at all; others
wanted to know why they weN given a particulat' treatm"nt.
"In hospital, Why one bottle was dextrose and the next bottle insulin?
Why they we!'e alternated."
"Also I'm un six different d!'ugs and it would be nice to knew what
each one is for. H
Some people wanted to know how long their tt'eatment would last; this related
to their prospects c>f recovery.
"I'd like to kn()W if it's e. cure or a part cure. They said. these
tablets were for the damage to the heart wall. I don't kn0l4 if
it's cUt'ed or if I have to keep taking the tablets fot' the rest of
my life."
And so~ wantad advice about how to get treatm"nt if they nee:1ed it.
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"What to do if I had a recurrence? What's the quickest way of
getting help?"
Some of these people >ranted information about past or present treatment,
some wanted t;:; know about their futu:re treatment, and soma wanted advice
about what to do in the futilI'''.
A quarter of the respondents said they wanted more advice or infol'1llation
about their work. SOloo people wanted to know if they would be able to rettlI'n
to their own jobs. A farm tractor-driver said:
"Can I go back to my job? It is sometimes a heavy job. but !
like it. Is it advisable? That's what I woulc like to know."
At the later interviews, lX'cple wanted acvica about the kind of work they
would be able to co, or should b" doing.
at the fourth interview.
A foreman gas-m::.Jns ).,.:lyer said
"There are times at work when I have to get stuck in and do the
work as there are only two in my gang. I don't know if this is
all ri ght. "
And some people wanted. tnC)N advice about th€l tiroi..T).8 of their return to work.
A post office telegraph operator said, tlwee montr$ after his initial heart
attack:
"Also my docter says he thinks I might go back to <.lark in five weeks.
Be must be mad. Be doesn't even know where I work."
Most of these respondents wanted specific advice about their work; they wanted
advice that related their illness to the circ~~tances of the particular job
that they mirpt be doing.
'l'lto-fifths of the respondents said that they wanted ",.ere information
about the effects ()f the illness on their daily activities other than work,
or advice about what they should be doing. Ab-.:>ut half these people identifie:l
specific activities.
"I want to know if ! can have a bath. I '11 ask my doctor when he
comes next."
"Is it gning to last f,)r ever? for instance, !' ve taken up
sailing and ! don't know if I can still do that."
Th" otheI's did not identify specific activities, but said. they ",SIlted advice,
for example about:
"Everything. They haven't told m" anything.




"A list of what I can do to use as a "yardstick" as to what I will
be able to do. The specialist said I'd only had a slight heart
attack. and yet I'm not able to 10 this or that. So if anyone
had a bad attack. they rn'..1St be frightened to move."
Many of these comments revealed considerable uncertainty on the part of the
respondents, as to what they should be doing, ancl a cOl'I'esponding dependence
on the doctors f advice.
El few respondents said that they wanted advice about their diet. It was
medical policy in the Kent and Canterbury Hospital at the time of the study
not to give dietary advice until the wsults of blood chemistry tests were
available. Scme respondonts sil1lJ?ly said they wanted some advice about
what they should eat.
"Diet. I don't knO\{ if I should be on a diet or not. They haven't
said what 1 can or can't eat."
"Just the diet. Knowing what type of food it· s advisabhl :2!. to eat."
Some people had been given some advice. but wanted mOl~ specific or detailed
guidanc".
"The doctors s ay I'm too fat, but they den' t say how. I don't eat
much, I den't eat bread, cakes, potatoes <L'lythL"1f;,; lik" that. I
don't eat much at all. They just say eat less. I can't eat
much less. They s hcul:l give you a diet sheet."
"Just diet. I thought it might be useful to know what to eat.
The only thing I've been told is to layoff animal fats. But
I don't know. It'd b" useful to have a diet sheet. So the..t 1',1
really know what to eat. They are pretty vi!Lv-U€ about it. II
Others had been given advice or put on a c.iet, and then foun,] that this
caused them difficulties.
"Diet. Much more advice. I'm on two diets. One - low cholesterol.
1'",,~ - 750 calories a day diat. What I ca.. have on one diet 1 can't
have on the ()toor. I don I t really know enough about the die t5 to
know what I can eat. I'm just eating t~hat I think is right. cottage
cheese:t lettuc~, tomatoes. Very limitee.. li
"The c'.J.et she"t. I'm on 500 cal(;ries but 1 don't want a diet sheet
but a list of calorific valueS of each food. But I ha'/e just been
given a diet s.'1e",t which is useless. as I don't intend to each fish
",.d that's the first thing on the list. They also tell you whflt
to have for tea. 1 c.on' t have tea. Just :.!inner ",t night. All
I wa.'lted was a list of the calorific values of each food."
As with other iteQs~ the provision of some ad~lice tc respondents had tha
result that some ef them wanted further advice that was mOl~ s~~cific or more
closely suited to their personal. specific needs.
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A final group of respondents identified other ways in l~hich they wanted
more advice. A few r;eople identified specific topics on which they wanted
more advice.
"Is there anything I can do or
this irritability I'm getting?
want to get away from people.
taJ(e, - or see someone about -
I'm driving people mad. I just
I worry too much, I know."
nIt would be a help if there was some way you
sort of money yeu will get when you retire.
where to go to find out."
could find out what
You just don't knew
Others made more general comments about the advice they had received "r wented.
"I don't even know what I've had.
or Where to get it."
I don't know what advice I need
"If they gave you a card telling you where you went for advice on
all different things."
As with many of the specific areas in which advice was desired, different
indivldua.LS h"d u:tffal'en1: llooes.
6. CONCLUSIONS
M3ny doctors have argued that the education end advice given to coronary
?aHents is en import,mt part of their rl'lhiibilitation progra.'TIf(lCJ. Many have
also argued that there is a need fer bettar advice to be given to patients
and their families. There ha'le been a few studios that ]v::!ve shown that th"
special provision of advioe end guida."lce can be effective in pri~moting patients t
recovery or changing their behaviour. But there have not been any previous
attem"ts, reported in the research literature, to descrilie the nature and
amount ef advice given to coronary patients, and to 'JSe this as a baseline
for identifying unmet needs. The present study is the first to provide
systematic data of this kind.
Nearly all the respondents in the present study received advice about
exercise from health service staff. Hest sai·:1 that they hee'. b"e:n advised to
increase the amount of exercise they took during the weeks after their
discharge from hospital. In general, they appeared to feel that they should
be taking moderate, rather then vigorous, exercise. Nearly all the respondents
said that they had followed th" advice they hac'. been given by hGalth service
staff, even thoug,'1, on some occasions, advice from lay sources had conflicted
with it. Half the respondents said that they wanted mON advice about
exercise; most of these people wanted more detailed or specific advice
about what they should or should not do.
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Nearly all the respondents also received advice from health service staff
about taking rest. Most said that they had been advised to take a NSt during
the day, but a few said that they Md been told tn rest m"re generally. Nee.rly
all said that they had followed,the advice they had been given. A nun6er of
respondents also said that they had received advice from lay sources about
resting. Much of this lay advice was to rest generally or take it easy.
Just over a quarter of the respondents said that they wanted more advice a~out
resting.
We have little direct evidence on the relationship between the advice
about rest and that about exercise. A few respondents said that they had been
advised to take it easy or not to do too much exercisa, but that this had not
dissuaded them fr"m following medical advice to increase their activity.
In general, ene may only speculate whether the general tone of advice to people
to take a rest during the day er to rest in other ways reduced the amount of
activity that was undertaken. This kind of effect might occur as the direct
product of c,>Uflicting advice. or as a by-product for example of the patient
still considering himself an invalid if he has to wst during the day. In
general. the result seems to have been that the r'.lsp;.1n"~ents felt tbat they
should r,ursue a moderate, or gradual. resullll'ticn of acdvit'!. but not a
vigorous one.
Most of the respondents said that they had been given advice about sexual
activity. The main source was the advice sheet. distributed by the hospital
staff. This advised the patients that sexual intercourse might be resumed
normally wh"n they r...ad returned to their normal physical activity. Two-fifths
of the res;?ondents said that they would h,we liked m:.>r" advice about resuming
seXUill activity. On this topic, there appears to :)e ct:) appreciable need for
more personal advice, suited to the particular circumstancGs of individuals.
of health sarvice and lay sources.
Thirt-J-six of the respondents smoked
of them ~lere given advice. from a variety
before their infarct. Nearly all
to stop smoking. Two-thirds (,f them diel se,. Thc$.f'; c,:.:~nstitute the samE~
proportion as those who stoppo1 after being given intensive anti-smoking
advice in the research study r'aported by llurt et al (1974). There \</as no
evidence in the present study that different intensities or amcunts of advice
bad diff'i;rent effects on smoking beh.wiour. There is no case £(,1' th",
immediate widespread introductiou;:,f intensive anti-smoking programmes after
myocardial infarction. Inst<lad the advice should 2Je maintained at its present
levels. Research is needed on three topics. m1ether intensiv0 advice
raises the prO'J?ortion of people who stop smoking still further? Nhy some
people stO'",,; smoking ,uld others do nA? And why some pe<:>1'le, wl'w have stvppecl,
resume slOOkins hut others do not?
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Nearly all the resp<lndents identified other subjects about which they
wanted more or information. They wanted to know more about a consider-abl;;;
variety of subjects: the nature and severity of their illness, the~ pros-
pects of future recovery, their tr,eatment, what they should be doing in the
way of work and other daily activities, and their diet. Even within these
broad areas, most of the respondents brought their o~m individual query or
approach to th::. subject. This suggests that standardised packages of advice
or infornation would not be wholly successful in meeting patients' needs.
Ins1:ead, it would be necessary for a member of the staff to talk to each
patient individually, to find out his particular problems or queries, and to
answer them tar.ing into account Doth the patient's medical condition and the
circumstances of his daily life. II number d benefits might flow from
impt'oved education and advice: expectations of higher standard,s of servictl;
reduced anxiety and uncertainty ab;;;ut the illness; gr-eater rapport between
doctors and patients; more and better decision-making by the sick person
about their own activities anJ resettlement; reduced depen,jency cm services;
and hence less need for for_l rehabilita.tion services anl the consequent
expenditure. But these are untested hT;otheses; at present w~ are simply
faced with the strong c.esire ef coronary patients to !m::ow mora about the
iUnes,,; and its possble effects.
We ~"y now draw together soma ideas about the more general development
of l'r'ogralll1llas of ed1Jcation and advice after myocardial infarctic)fJ. In Britain,
there is probably not much in the way of formal programmes ef ;~lvice i\fter
myocarrlial infarction. Som" locters illllphasize this sid" of th"il:' work more
than others. A few dev"lopments have been reported in the r"search liter3tuJ:'e.
Advice must be ,"-'.lite widely given in the ward, clinic and surgery. Some
doctors prOVide written advice, and~thers yresumaLly tell patients what th"y
shQuld be doing, in the course of l'hysic';ll exercise rehabilitati'm progralll1lles.
Beside all this, there is a tr'adition in British medicine of concern ,dth the
overall well-being '~f patients. This twin base, of a variety ')f educational
and advisory activities, 3f.El"of concet"n with ~atients as individuals, is of
great importance to the fut1.ll:'e davelopment of advice.
Professional :involvement in this area should develo? in two ways. First
much of the advice Should be suit0d to individuill needs and ;oresented individ-
ually. It shculd take aoc"u.'.t of the individual characteristics cf the
patient 1 s illness and of his daily life at work and at horn". .\nd it should be
pres<;lnted in such n way that the patient C,;lU seE; and f""l that it is based cr,
his individual ne",15. Seccmd, there may be er",a:;; in which the eloctor wants
the patient to pursu", a definite Or' preplann..d course of action. These could
include the resumption of physical actiVity Or> stopping smoking. In t008e
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circumstances patients seem to want advice that is quite detailed and specific,
even though this increases the chances that some l}articular detail will be
inappropriate or irritating for any given individual. It is also necessary
that, once the adviser has given the advice, he should keep in quite close
contact with the patient. He would then know what the patient is actually
doing, and would be able to reinforce or adjust his advice appropriately.
There are no obvious indications as tf") which is the most apprOl)riate
profession er part of a I>rofession to give this kind of advice tv coronilry
patients. Goneral practitioners sometimes claim greatest knOWledge of the
patient's personal life, but they may be little involved in the manasement of
the acute e1'iso'1e or the subsequent physical Nhabilitation. The c,)nsultant
physician is well-placed t:; direct the programme from the cardiological point
of view, but frequently might not have the time to tec'~'me personally involved
in assessing and advising about the personal life of each patient. Junior
hospital doctors might be able to provide this kind of personal advice, but
it seems likely that the Jemands of professional exams. and the pressuriils OIl-
them to focus on the organic aspects of disease, would a~sorb the attention of
most. Nurses in Britain are usually restricted to giving care and treatment;
they may assist in rehabilitation but rarely take primary responsibility for a
part of a rehabilitation programme. Health visitors have a maj(~ eJucati,mal
role in primary care, but h-"'''''' not been greatly inv<Jlved in r"habilitaticn.
The provision of education and advice is not central to the work of the
remedial professions, although they might well have CCintributions to make in
discussing the functional implications of the disease. From the pdnt of
view of medical t>ehallilitation, many of the problems ab,'ut which the patients
t>equir" advice are too closely relat"d to their continuing illness or treat-
ment, or too small, t" justify the involvemsnt of f~ specialist in medical
rehabilit"tion. It has been ,srgu"d that h"sl'it,~l social workers <'Ire the Dost
people to give this kind of advice. But from the evidence presented here,
it seems that much of the desired inform'lticn is a!:Jout the illness itS€lf or
the effects of the i11n05s on daily activities. This suggests that the best
person would have a ;;rofessiorel educati;;;n and background ccmce."11ed pritlV3!'ily
with disease and hed.lth. There is no single" Dutstanding candiclate for the
job of prQviding advice and ~ducation to Ci)rOnary patients.
If it is agreed tl.,t there are unmet needs for advice anl education, and
if it is decided that these activities should be developed further, then there
are a seri"s of consequent issues to bo faced. Is it "hsirable' for a single
professional group to tako the lead in this devel,::>pment, or is it sufficient
for different people to give their advice at c.ifferent times, as at present?
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If different contributions are acceptable. is it desirable to coordinate them
at local level, as the Tunbridge Committee (D.H.S.S •• 1972a) argued. and to
exchange ideas at a pOlicy level about the way they relate? If these
questions about coordination and int"r-prof",ssiona1 relationships should be
discussed, should the initiative be left to the professions themselves or
should the Department of Health encourage a particular profession to identify
its contribution in this area? In considering these issues, it is open to the
Department to determine whethor to take a more or loss active role in
encouraging the development of services to meet the needs, among coronary
patients, for advice and information, that have been described in this chapter.
At the same time it is clear that the problems give rise to a wide range
of.. research questions, that are relevant to the development of services and
therefore of concern to the Department. From the present study. we begin te-
have SOme understanding of the advice that people are given. the way they react
to it. and of what more they want. It would be useful to kno>,. from further
research or from informed COmment. whether the present findings aI''' unique
to one hospital only or typical of the country more widely. In additbn
there are a number of further issues.
(i) We have studied ",hat advice patients are given. But what
knowler:ge do patients ha"," about their illness and wc,ut what they
should be doing in the first place? '~lere do they get this knowledge
from'l Why do some people know more than others? This understanding,
of patients' knOWledge about their illness and what they should do,
should be th~ basis of any rational attemr,t to provide them with
more knowledge or advice.
(ii) The knOWledge that patients have and the advice they are given
are important largely because of the ",ays in which they affect behaviour.
But we know virtually nothing of the way in which patients r<'aTIs1i"te
this kind ef advice into actic;,. VI" kno,,~ little for example of the
amoUl1t of exercise$ rest or activity ~hat ~eoFlc take wl1ile recovering
from a heart attack, and littl" about what stimulates th(~m to) stop or
restart mnoking, to resume sexual activity or to chang" their diet.
(Hi) The present stu,.1y. in common with others, has reported high levels
of uumet needs for information and advice. Why does this occur? Do
patients f,li1 to express their needs ,Juring consultations? Or de
h,,,-"llth service staff fail to res~'ond when th" needs are expressed?
Or is it that. by providing some advic,~, staff scmohe,," stimulate the
desire for more? Or is it that the social researcheI', by r"quiring
his respondents to articu~lte ideas about the ilL~ess and information,
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raises questions in 'the respondent's mind for the first time and
thus stimulates the desire for more information?
(ill') While the answers to ths previous questions are being sought.
it will Enren S,) be possible to prc,osed with the experimental development
and evaluation of services. Properly organisod randomized control
trials of giving advice to oot'OUilry patients are m~eded. There are
many aspects of the advice (Le. the treatment) that could be examined:
the subject matter (exercise. smoking or diet); who gives th~ alvice
(specialist. G.P •• ot' therapist); ~I the advice is given (verbally
Or' in writing; individually Or' in a standard programme; dic.actically
or informally); to whom the advice is given (patient. famHy Or' others).
It would be necessary to a",sess the outcome of such interventions in
terms of the pati<mt's knowledgil about his illness and what he shOUld
do, the unmet needs he expresses, and his actu.l behaviour.
Th~re are substantial programmes ·of research waiting to be done.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMl-lCNDATIONS
In this chaptelo 'A'll will draw together some of the main llI<-"lterial and
themes from the p~ceding pages. In so doing, we will organize OUI' conclu:sions
into three main areas. First, we will ~'liew the findings of the present study
in the context of other pecple' s reooarch and ideas about recovery a.~d rehabili-
tation after myocaroial infarction. Second we will examine the implications of
our findings for the develo~ment of rehabilitation and after-care services for
coronary patients. Third, we will exa.'lline ·~hat fUI'ther research, relevant to
the development of rehabilitation and after-care services £,r coro~~ patients,
may he needed.
1. THE RESEARCH FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
-.. . _ ...
My:;>cardial infarction is an acute episode of a physical illness, tbat
results in :;:>hysical incapacity ,and many personal and social problems fer thG
sufferers. Just as th" patient lIlay recover fl'om th-. illness in a physical
sense, so may he recover from th", ptlI'scnal and social damag" it has caused.
There are many diffewnt aspects of recovory. This fact leads to t110 sets of
questions. The first set is diwctly about recovery. "lhich aspects of
recovery aI'<) most i~ortCU1t? Dc patients recoVer more satisfactorily in some
ways than in others? If so, in what ways do they ma.'w the most successful,
and the least successful, recovery? The s"cond set of quo'lstions is ahout
the relationship of health services to recovery. In 11hat ways do different
aspects d medical treatment and rehabilitation relate to different aspects
of Ncovery? How a;>propriat" are different kinds of retwbilitation tc, the
different kinds of problems that occur during the lIlonths after myocardial
infarction? These two sets of qu'estions form the themes ,:,f this section of
the chapter.
Recovery aftm> llrjocardial infarction is a multi-faceted process. The
present stUdy has been one of the first to collect syst,,:;atic data over a Idd",
J:¥.mge ef the personal and social aspects of recov;lry. We have shGWU that
myocaroial infarctLn affects =y aspects 'of th6 sufferer 1s daily lifa for
many months after the acute infarct. These aspects can ba ,ex<'mined in terms
of the n1Jlll1x,r of psop1e affected, the length of time involved. and th" severity
of the impact.
The research studies quote,;i in Chapter One ef this I'eyort showed that
~Jocardial infarction effects m3nY different aspects of the Sufferers' daily
lives and personal ;l(~ll-being. They showed that the; work, home life and.
mnotional status of most, if not all, sufferers were affected in the period
immediately after too infarct. They also showed that perhaps half 0f the
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sufferers continued to experience the effects of the illness not only on these
aspects of their lives, but alse on their :rv"creation and saxual activity,
during much of the year after the infarct. ['bst of these studies have
concentrated on single aspects of the illness; they have net attempted to
assess the overaJ.l im;::act of the illness on ths sufferers. The pNsent
study, by collecting systematic data in the Grogon,') Ind.:,,: about the effect
of the illness on different aspects of the respondents' daily lives, has made
an assessment of changing overall im;act of the illness. The Index made USe
of a scale that ranged between nought points, indicating no incapacity, to
20 points, indicating complete inc,"pacity. The mean score of the respondents
fell gradually from eight pAnts at the first intervi<?w (indic-"ting moderate
incapacity) to five points at the fifth (little incapacity). The effects of
th<? infarct are moderately, but not ovel'wh"lmingly, seve::-e fO::' the majority
of people 10 days after the acute eyisode. Some effects persist for most
peo]?le fer most of the following year. These findings provide an indicator of
the broad effects of myocardial infarction upon the sUl:'Vivors. They:me a
baseline against which the needs for, and the effectivElness of, a cor:1prehensive
coronary rehcibilitation programme should be assosset.
Previous research studies l~ve provided data about different aspects of
recovery at diffet'ent points in time, but have not l'rovided sufficiently
comparable data to allow us to assess which asp",cts of patients' daily lives
are affected most frequently and most signific:mtly. We can see, fer exa'l!I;le,
that all patients >lork and emoti0oo1 status ar(~ probably affected in thCl
immediate aftermath of the infarct, but it is impossible to tell which is
most frequently affected ona y;;;ar later, or how illlportant these effects are
then. In the present study we can begin to assess the relative sienificance
of the effects of the illness on the respcndents' d,,:lily lives. He have seen
that the .. ffects on responder.ts' work are at the mest significant. All the
respondents at the first two intarviews, and thr"e-quarters at the foUX'th and
fifth, said that their il1.nGSS affGctod their ~,ork - m:ore than saU any ether
individual item was affected. The effects were greater than in other areas,
both in keeping pecple off worK and in the limitJ.ticns ililJ:'osed after th"1 had
r,,,t1Jrned to worK. And more people sai-:l that their worK and the effect of the
illness vn it WClI'e very im],)O::'tant to them, tlun sail that other itelllS were
important. Although worK emerged as the most illl'J?O::'tant sinsle as,,<;ct of
recovery, a number of others were net far behind. They included recreation
and the perforoonce of ether activities around the heuso, which are quite
closely related to each other. These were followecl by the respondents'
emctional state and a desire for more inforootion or advic", about the illness
or its effects. These, in turn, wore follo;1e'1 by the effects :of the illness
on the respond"nts' physical Hell-being, seKUal ''lctivity an:1 sleep. This
attempt to assess the relative f~equency and importance of the different
consequences of lliYocar>dial infa~ction confirms some of th", broad trends that
wero emerging in the .professiom"l literature and from p~evious researoh. It
also adds new items to the list and, for the first time, prOVides an explicit
ordering of them. In those IIays, it may be useful in suggesting where the
attention and prioritios of those conca..~ned with rehabilitation and after-care
might be focused.
These widespread and persistent effects have implications f~ the way we
consider rehabilitation services. The first, and most important, point
ocncerns the objective of the rehabilitation services for patients. The
objectives, whether explicitly formulated in policy-statements or implicit
in the minds of practitioners, should talce account of the -,rhole range of the
effects of the illness. The objectives might be expressed in such terms as:
"to restore patients to as full a state of health and well-b,.ing
as possible, and to return them t~ as full a range of activities
as possible. t1
Because there are many a<;pects of reco'/ery, the objectives should be stated
in comprehensive terms.
Although no data ~Iet"e collected in the present study. about the ways in
which health service staff thought about the recovery of patients or express~
the objectives of their actions, we do have some data about the kincis of
treatments i)nd sel'vices providei. There is a lc,ck of cClJl'Jarabl'" j;.ta, about
the services that are generally used by coronary p'ltients, either in the
research literature or in routine health service statistics. Our fin:lings
showei that health service staff, t<>slles their primary c.Jncern ,11th the
patients I illness and physical p:rogress, wore most involved in "dvising
patients about exercise and the resumption of physic~.l activity. These
concerns aX'e similar to the emphasis in the Joint 'lo1.'king Party X'eport on
coronary rehabilitation. Othe'l:' aspects of r"covery wet'e discussel, but
apl'arently either infrequently, such as 1iot OX' amotion, or im;;;crsoually,
such as sex. Df:spite the contact of som,,, of the respondents with socicl
I-lorkers, employ",rs or the employment services, there appeared. to be relatively
little pene~ation of the h<:;alth or Nhabilitation ser'vices into the actual
daily activities, d.ifficulties or problems of the respondents at W;;Jrk or home.
If the objeotives of rehabilitation services ,~re expressed in com::?X'ooen-
sive terms, the next issue to be c:msidered is W!c"lt kind of services are
needed to achieve those ohjectives. Does the existence of comprehensive
objectives mean that we shOUld considor the establlstlllent of a full range of
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services, with one particular service for each aspect of the ?<ltient's
recovery that we wish to affect? or is it ];lossible that th'3 development of
one kind of service (e.g. gt'aded exercises as a ;?rogt'amme of physical rehabili-
tstion) would :improve se many i!l.S",;>ects ,::>f the patients' recovery that is. multi-
plicity of services are unnecessary. The answers to these ql.1estions depend in
turn on the answers to othel's. If we want to ];llan CUI' interventions rationally,
we need to know the causes of the pl:'oblems we are facing. Is, fQl:' example,
delayed retUl:'n te work caused by physical incapacity, psychological fears,
j;Y::ltients' dislike of the,ir work, a low demand fer labour, Cl' some c:lmbinaticn
of these and other factors? H,my professionals and politicians have beliefs
about these nutters, but there is not a great dl;)al of evidence ab",ut causes
of variations in <lifferent aspects of ;>atients f prog;rGss and recovery.
Additionally. we need to know more about the effectiveness of different kinds
of treatments and services in promoting recovery in different ways. As we
saw in Chapter One, much of the evidence is inconclusive. It is likely that
diffaI'ent kinds of reh:ibilittrt:ion ;>rogrammes promote different aspects of
patients' recovel'y. For example, an exercis(~ ]!rogt'amme may imr..rove fitness
and have a lesser effect on morale end wCil'king performance; er an educational
programme may improve patients t ootloo.1< and level of knowledge. and thus
increase their level of activity and fitness. If this is correct, it is mc"i:
unlikely thtrt: any single kind. of rehabilitation progt'a'llme will come close to
promoting comr,lete recovery, in all its physical. p'Jrsonal, social and
economic aspects. It would be necessary, therefore. to have a cOlDJ?renensiv(j
reha!lilitation sel'vice, consisting of different kinds ef treatments to deal
wi th different kin::s of problems.
horn the multiplicity of the aspects of recovery and from the notion of
comprehensive rehabilitation, we may turn to a number of the individual aspects
and the related services.
The subjective as~ects of the physic~l illness were important to many of
the responJents in the present study. 'le found that between one-third and
one-half of the respondents at each interview reported. that th",y had
elt~erienced sine"", the previous inter'dew SOmEl Sjllupt"m or event, directly
related to their heart. These were usually "ains i.."l the chest m' arm,
bre"thlessness or' tiredness. The resiJ'ondellts identified the subjective
aspects of their illness as important in other ways. From the second inter-
vi"w onwards, around half the res?ondents at any one time felt that they wero
not making very good progress. Of those people, who identified worry or
unhappiness as th", most important item in the Grogono index, mol';:; related this
to thiOir illness, recovery or possible death than to any :'>ther item. When
asked at each interview whether therE! was anything else besides the items
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contained in the Grogono index that was ilJilortant to them, more people identified
their prospects of recovery or the possibility of a recurrence than
anything else. lfuen asked ~lhether there were other items, about which they
wanted more information o~ advice. more people identified their illness or
present state of recovery than any other item, and an appreciable number said
that they wanted to know more about their future prospects of recovery.
There appears to be rolatively little research that has been undeI1:aken
on patients' subjective eKPerience of their illness and recovery after myo=-
dial infarction. I,-'hat patients oxperienca personally and what they understand
about their illness may be ilJilortant in the context of their ~~covery and
rehabilitation. These factors will influence the woy patients seek medical
care, and hence their continued dependence on, or their growing inoopendence of,
the health services. They will influance what pati",nts th.i.nk i1: is safe or
desirable to do; and hence they will affect the) whole range of daily activities,
at work, at homo, >rHh the family and in recreation. And they will influence
the patients' morale and emotional status, both dir»:?ctly, and indirectly through
their effect on the pc:tients' daily lives.
If this emphasis, on the patients' own "xporience and knowledwo> of their
illness is correct. then there are implications for the develQp~nt of health
and rehabilitation services. At present there aN two relevant 'trends in
cardiac rehabilitation. The first is the emphasis on the psychological nature
of patients' problems, as defined in terms Df anxiety or depression. This
leads to the arg\JlOClnt that psychiatric intervention is needed to alleviate
these sytn;?toms. I:I; instead. wo accept Garrity' s (1973) evidence ab'Jut the
close relationship of :patients' perClilption of their' health to their moral",.
and focus on what the patients are worried or anxious ab-Jut, then He ar',"
concerned with the interpretation of medical symptoms er events. The second
trend is the emphasis on advice about practical activities, such as exercise,
work or sex. The afforts of the doctor ')r adviser a:N directed towards
telling the patient i.'l SOlhQ detail as to what h", shGuld or should not do at
particu},"'lI' stagf"s of his recovery. And, as 101'" have seen, many of the patients
want more personal advice or more detailed advice. New, it may be that the
need for these two <iivergont trends, towards psychiatric intervontbn e>u the
one hand and praetical advic<: en the other. could be reduced substantially by
attempting first tc educ.,te th" patient moro fully about his illness and its
effects. An educational activity of this kind would provide the patient with
factual knOWledge about his Ulness, its causes and its lik"ly effects. And,
most itn;?crtantly, it would teach the patient ho,{ to tmderstand the symptoms h",
experiencas, and then tc: relOlte th..m to the progress ,of his illness en the one
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hand and his daily activities en the other. If this "as successful, it t<Ould
be a programme that educatEld patients in self-management and t.elped them to
achieve the :i.ndGpendenca that is one of the goals of rehabilitation. As
Wenger (1975b) has 1lrgood: " ••••••• educational programmes must ba designed
to enable (coronary patients) to fulfil an optimal role as participants in the
health care te1lffi."
The second m,ain aspect of the rec<,very process is the patients' performance
of daily activities. The most SUbstantially affected activity was work. Half
the respondents wer", off work for four months or longer. Even after they had
returned to work many continued to feel the effects of their illness, in terms
of limitativns of the tasks they could do or thE: hours they Horked. These
things have beiln studi<ild before; the prosent study gives a n,m significance
t;o them, because it demonstrates the importance att'.lcnGd to their I>1Crk by the
majority of respon...ents and the ·~xt:ent of their :;JOsitive involverr.ent in their
work. Other activities were affected among a substanti~l number of respondents.
Recreation was affected dram'?tically during the fh'st thre·c months ;)r So and
faiI'ly substantially for the whole of the year after the infarct. This was
to be expected, from other research studies; ',le helve detailed the reduction
in physically demanding activitios around the IleUS"', such as garJening and
home maintenance and improvements, and in all kinds of activities away from
home. Similarly, walk,v" Seen nr:my aspects of daily life at heme, such as
getting upstairs and lifting things, were affected, as was sexual activity.
All of the,sCl activities are, first of all, important in themselves. They
were things that the respondents felt were important, and things that they
liked doing. Many of the respondonts said the.t the;,' liked working or that
they liked to bo active. Others said that they fe,It obligations to work or
be independent. And others, though off sick, ~lere actively inVOlved in
thinking about their work. Similarly, many of the problems anticipated by
respondents revolved around their ;;;ossihle inability to do their job Cl'
particular tasks. But these activities are not only important for thomselves.
W'",rk is obviously a dilterminant of !!flny other ,,"spects of daily life, relation-
ships with family, workmatos ,m:l other people; income, hence conSUllll,tion,
household ex:xanditure and its concerns and status. Similarly, recreatbn,
sexual activity and the performance of daily tasks at home all are the
char.nels through which social relatio!l<'lhips with other people ar,~ constructed
and altered. Alterations in these physical activities would have substantial
social effects. Additionally, ~'lch !eim of activity would have effects on
the individual hims",lf. The perfornance of enjoyable and worthwhile
activities presumably raises people's morale, their feelings ef well-being and
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their self-esteem, thus helping overcome some of the psychological problems we
have discuss~~. Furthermore, insofar as these activities are physically
demanding. the performance of them may incI'€l<."lse patients' fitnef;s, thereby
reducing the frequency of sYl'l?tcms and" perha?s morbidity. In many rClspects,
therefore. it is appropriate to consider the :performance of everyday activities
as an important and central aspect of recovery after myocardial infarction.
In the present study, we can identify a number)f ~rays in which the doctors
and ether health service staff pres1JJJ}3.bly influenced the patients' resumption of
daily activities. Firet, a substantial amount of information "rill ha"IO been
conveyed. b::>th in hospital and afterwards, about the patient's illness and
progress. This will have had both direct and indirect implications for how
the patient is getting on and what he could expect to do. Second, too
programme of mobilisation in hospital, and the oversight provided. by the
general practitioner aftex'wards, will have affected the rate CJf ?rogress.
Third, a fairly substantial amount of direct advice was provided. bc.<th through
the advice sheet and by personal contact with hospital doctors and general
practitioners. This advice covered the amount of exet'Cise to be taken, the
daily routine to be followed, er!'l the kind of activities tc be ulrlertaken.
The staff were telling the patients directly. but in general terms. 1!hat
and what not to do. FO\lI'thly, there will presumably have ooen a certain
amount of mora specific disC'..lssion ab::>ut the patients t return to work. if only
in the context of signing sick notes. For the majority of the respondents
these four activitbs seem likely to have constitutad the main part of their
treatment influencing their rosumpt1-:>n of daily activitias.
If the emphasis OIl the patients' resumption of every<l.::LY activithls is
correct. then t.l,ere are implications for the d'Nelopment of health an:l l'ehabili-
tation sm-vices. In Cha;>ter One we discussed definitions of rehabili tatian in
tlr'ms of the restorati:m of patients to activi'ty. If the focus c'iscussc-d here
is appro;;>riate, then the ohjectives of rehabilitation should be expressed, rot
primarily in tet'OlS of the rostol'ati"n of :;>hysical fitness, functional capacity
or the ability to undertake certain levels of activity. R-sther, the objectives
should be e,.x;;>ressed in tlr'ms of enablingthe p"tient to resume, satisfactorily.
certain specified activities, such as work, household tasks, recreation, sex.
This, howev",r. ro,is"s questions about the mathods of reh-~ilitation that are
most apprC"priate, llnd hence about the knOWledge and skills of those rroviding
the rehabilitation. The dilemma emerges in the following ter'ms: if a doctor,
or remedial ther::lpist. h'ants to return a patient to a particular kind of
activity, such as mending his car or going swimming, does th.'lt mean that the
doctor has to guide the patient as to the specific level of exertion and ths
tasks that he should be undertaking at each PQint in time? If 50, the doctor'
;;>resumably has to know quite a lot about each of the everyiay activiti"s thet
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may be signific-:lnt in the pationt' s recovery, an1 the way in ,,:hich the patient
performs theIr. in different ciI'cu.<nstances. If not, then the ::loctcr has to fin::!
some more ga-,eral W3.y of guicinC the .,atients, that is based on his medical
knowledge, rather than on inevitably incom;(lete inf')I'mation about all kincls :>f
<'''Ieryday jobs and activities. In theSe circumstances, we can identify thr"""
main strategies for the invv1vement of health sm'vice staff in rehabilitation.
( 1) Medical rehabilitation could focus on the rest,.;ration of physical
caj?acity. This is the primary target of GXlilt'cise j;)ro,;:rammes in c~'rona!"J
rehabilitation an::! much of physio1:herapy. The working assump1:ion hahin::! this
ldn<.1 of therapy is that t'he r,,,storatLm of functional capacity is usoolly
a sufficient condition for the resum;(tion of <.1ai1y activities such as work
an::! recreation. This lIJ,::lY be cOt'rect, but, as we saw in Ch3.;>ter One. ther" is
no evidenc'J available to support it. Indeed, it is ro-:l!~offible t:> argue that
as yerfol'mance of the activities ,:If daily living is influenced. 1y a variety
of psychological, social and economic factors a rehabilitatLm programme with
a broadlilt' base th3.n the restoration of physical fitooss will be lY~""ssary.
tu) The rehabilitation couH focus on the l'esumption of ,)articular daily
activities. The mc4el here "would be the training of:>ld pe.)]!lc, in activiti"s
of daily living, that is undertaken in ca::upational therapy del'artments, or the
t'es loration of the capacity to do particul.-:\r kinds of jobs that is undertaken
;in in::!ustrial rehabilitation units. It is at this point that car::liac :reh-::bili-
tation units, staffed by aoct:lrs, remedial therapists and oth"r pt'0fessions,
cOtOC! inm consideration. A reh3.bilitation programme, in which the docmr or
iherapillt relat"d his knowlodg'il of the patient' s medical condition to detailed
information about the patient's work. home li;ll:l and recreatLn, an::! us,,,,l both
10 ]/lan the patient '8 ]/rogpess seems in l'rinci?le feasible. It might however,
be exlfii nsive, in terms of staff time and attention, in rolation to the benefits.
<iil) Moclical rehabilitation would be based not only on the rest,ll;'ltion of
physioal fitness, but also on the education of the ;,'ationt. At present,
patknts relate inforrnstion about their illness and its e fhcts to ideas
about 10hat they sb::mld 1>e doing, .,ut only one sus?eets with uncertainty and
without much guidance from doctors or thera~dsts as to what that I'lllationship
should be. 'Jhe ed.ucatimal progt'amme could aim to hel;,' the j?atient unlerstand
the na tu<:<> of his pwticulaI' illness and the principles tr.at should gC""crn the
relationship beUlaen his illness and the lJllffi&'OUS aspects of his daily life.
'lhe patient ""uld be the plilt'SOn to appl)' his understa:r.ding in his daily life.
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It is at this point that the two aspects of recovery. which we have
been discussing, come into a close relationship with each other. On the
one hand we have been considering the subjective aspects of the physical
illness: what the patient experiences in the way of symptoms and what he
knows about its causes, se verity and effects. On the other hand we have
been considering the effects of the illness on the patient's daily activities,
end have argued that they are a major aspect of his recovery. In this report
we have been examining recovery after myocardial infarction largely in terms
of the sufferer's perception of his condition and his activities in his daily
life. If this is El viable model, we presume that the sufferer bases his
actions in his daily life on his perception of his illness, and that his
actions and activities in turn affect both his perception of his state of
health and his "objective" condition. We are, therefore, advancing a model,
that is not simply medical such as doctors are sometimes said to hold; nor
is it simply psychological or sociological; nor does the emphasis fall
exclusively on work and vocational rehabilitation. Our emphasis on people's
perceptions of their illness, requires contributions from medicine, psycho-
logy and socic,logy. and our emphasis on the physical performance of everyday
activities is potentially the subject matter of many sciences and professions.
The fccus of the rehabilitation services should be on patients' understanding
of their illnesses and the ways in which they translate this into action, in
their everyday activities and lives.
However >Ie define a model of recovery after myocardial infarction, and
however we develop the implications for rehabilitation, there will inevitably
be limitations to the effectiveness of rehabilitation services based on a
single medel of recovery or on a single objective. We have emphasized the
problems of understanding and the limitations in the performance of daily
activities, experienced by the respondents in the present study. These
were the most significant aspects of recovery to emerge from OUI' data.
Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that many respondents experienced
ether problems, medical, psychological, social and economic. In whatever
form health service rehabilitation is cast, health s£I'vice staff must remain
aware of other problems that their patients experience, rold must be prepared
to communicate and collaborate with other rehabilitation and resettlement
agencies. Whatever model of l~coverJ and rehabilitation is used in the
health s£I'vice, doctors and the remedial professions ce~ only contribute
to a comprehensive rehabilitation service.
2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF REHABILITATlffi{ A~D AFTERCJl~ SERVICES FOR CORONARY
PATIENtS ----.------- ---------.--.---------
In the earlier chapters of this report we have made El number of specific
suggestions about the development of rehabilitation and aftercare services for
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coronary patients. In the previous section of this chapter, we attempted to
develop some more general ideas about the significant aspects of the recovery
process for coronary patients, and oogan to explore the implications of these
ideas for the development of services. In this section we will draw this
material together, and attempt to present systematically our conclusions on
the main objoctive of the study: the exploration of coronary patients' needs
for rehabilitation and aftercare services. We will present our conclusions
about the ways in which these services might develop at th" professional level
of the National Health Service. First we will review the particular areas
in which developments may be needed, and then we will discuss some more
general implications.
The first area, in which there may be a need far the development of
services, is work. The respondents experienced a variety of difficulties
and problems. As a whole, the series returned to work later than is con-
sidered desirable. A few people failed to return to ·,qork at all. Some
became unell'.ployed. Many people expected that they would have difficulties
in their work end actually experienced them; these related to the physical
and mental aspects of their jobs. A few experienced alterations in their
jobs, such as reductions in the number of hours worked or in the tasks under-
taken. And a number experienced fairly subst"..ntial Nductions in their
incomes. In general, it seems likely that these kinds of experience are
typical of coronary patients in the country as a whole. The problems were
rarely of overwhelming severity for anyone individual. Usually, tJ-",y did
not seem to demand the full range ef intensive, specialised vocational rehab-
ilitation measures. Rather, it seems that thell'El was an aggrege.tion of problems
of secondary importance, which. "hen taken cumulatively, probably would have
had an appreciable impact on the patient's well-being and ecenomic performance.
There was some scope v.::r the devEllopment of services to deal with these problems.
This might take the form either of more aggressive medical management in
relation to work, or of the institution of routine therapeutic measures in
medical rehabilitation cr vocational resettlement.
Second, the respondents experienced many difficulties in the performance
of a wide range of daily activities at home in the early ~Jnths after the
infarct. These activities include going upstairs, lifting, hous<<w()rk,
recreation and sexual intercourse. While the rehabilitation services have
concGlltrated mainly on pt'oblems of returning patient~ to work, these other
activities are also important. First, they are important to the patients,
and contribute stgnificantly to their personal welfare Md family life.
Second, they are the activities through which the patient builds up his
strength in preparation for his return to work. These activities have been
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inappropriately neglected by the rehabilitation services. While not wishing
that the health service should run patients' daily lives for them, we can
suggest that, if more attention were paid to these daily activities, there
might be substantial benefits in terrns of patients' overall recovery.
Third, wo have seen that many of the respondents would have liked mOl'e
infor'lllation or advice about their illness or its effects. A large number of
topics were identified: the causes, nature and severity of the heilrt attack;
prognosis; treatment; exercise; work; and ether daily activities at home.
These were direct requests for information by the respondents. It is not clear
that the provision of this information would necessarily improve their recovery
as measured in medical or functional terms. But, if the right information and
advic," was provided in the right way, tben it might increase the patients' capa-
city for self-management, reJuce their dependency on the health services, and
enable them to make the most of their own state of health.
Fourth. many of thE;! patients exp€ri,mcad soIDe emotional distress. This
was revt1aled partly through feelings that they w<>re making poor progress in
their recovery, and partly in response to direct questioning about ,'orry and
tmhappiness. On the whole, the distress was focused around the illness and
prospects of recovery. More study is needed in this area, but it is at least
arguable that a psychiatric interpretation of those proolems as "anxiety" or
"depression" is inappropriate. If this is correct, a three-pronged attack might
be the most effective: more effective medical tNatment of the symptoms and
other after-effects of the heart attack; helping the patient to understand
his heart attack better; orientating the patient more towards recovery and
the resumption of daily activities. In these terms, medical care and the
rehabilitation services may help deal with problems of emotional distress.
In addition to these particular areas in which some development of
ser'vices may be needed, there are some more general implications.
First, there is the question of the objectives of rehabilitation. We
saw in Chapter One that the objectives of medical rehabilitation tond to
be expressed in terms of the restoration of physical fitness or functional
capacity. And yet doctors and therapists are often equally involved in
patients' performance of particular activities of daily living, such as wo~,
and housework. The emphasis in this report has been on the resumption of
particular activities and the restoration of patients' well-being. Because
the restoration of physical fitness is no guarantee of a full recovery in
this wider senSe, it is essential that doctors and others involved see the
overall objectives of rehabilitation in terms of patients' daily lives &~d
circumstances. Only if they do sO"'l'Ii11 their own contributions be effective
and their relationships with other staff satisfactory.
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Second, we may note several aspects of recovery t~hich complicate the
rehabilitation task. First, ~H) may recall the va1:'iety of people's needs
and problems. In discussing their 1-101'1:, lives at home, their worries and
their needs for advice and infot'mation, the respondents all had individual
concerns that related to their particular ci!'cumstances. Second, many of
these problems emerged not in the acute stage of the illness. but late1:' when
the patients had returned horne and werG facing real-life situations and demands.
Third, many of the difficulties either persisted for several months after the
acute episode or emerged later on with variations in the patient's medical
condition. All of these faetors make it essential that those providing
rehabilitation and aftercare do not simply prOVide a standard programme of
services, but assess, and respond to, the needs of individual patients where'ler
they arise.
Finally, we may consider' the implications fot' the work of the professional
staff involved. Corona~J rehabilitation programmes are pt'Obably usually provided
directly by doctor's at present. The main lead has come from cardiologists,
with considerable attention being paid to the monitoring and assessment of
physiological aspects of patients' cardiac performance. There has been a
growing interest among cardiologists in rehabilitation during the last few years,
and some are closely involved in the personal and social aspects of recovery. If
this tt'end continues, it would be sensible to build on this position of strength
and develop doctors' involvement in coronary t'ehabilitation. In this report
we have discussed the extension of ideas about cot'Onary rehabilitation fl:'orn con-
cern with f~~ctional capacity to concern with the activities of everyday life.
and from programmes of physical exercise to programmes of exercise and education.
In these circumstances cal:'diologists, and other physicians who provide the medical
care after the acute infarct, may wish to develop their work in several ways.
(i) By helping patients understand theit' illness and its likely
effects better.
(ii) By attempting to overcome more of the worry and dist!'eSs felt by
patients.
(iii) By eat'ly identification ~j discussion of possible employment
problems, and eal:'ly refewal to the appropri ate agenc!es.
(iv) By encout'aging patients to undet'take more activity at home
during their recovery.
All of this \~ould imply that, doctors should sae recovery not only in terns
of physiological pt'Ocesses inside the body but also in terns of the patient's
outlook and performance in his normal daily environment. It would mean that
cardiologists would need to develop expertise in the psychological and social
aspects of illness and recovery.
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If cardiologists take more of a lead in developing broader aspects
of coronary rehabilitation. this Hould affect their relationships with other
staff and agencies. Perhaps the most sensitive area would be relationships
with general practitioners. Specialists sometimes feel that G.P.s are out
of touch with current trends in a specialty and that they do not complement
specialists' work satisfactorily. General practitioners sometimes feel that
they know more than hospital doctors about the patients' home lives and that
they are best placed to proVide care for the whole person. Discussion of
these problems should precede developments in coronary rehabilitation. Equally
important are the relationships between medical staff on the one hand and social
workers and employment agencies on the other. The need is for the early ident-
ification and assessment of problems, easy and quick referral, and ready
co-operation. These contacts may be provided by hospital sodal workers and
hospital resettlement officers, but the effectiveness of these staff in rehabi-
litation has not been proven. In any case. hospital is only the starting point
of the recovery for coronary patients; the need for collaboration extends also
into patients' horn" and working environment. The development of comprehensive
coronary rehabilitation would involve cardiologists more with other staff and
agencies, both inside and outside hospital.
3. ~URTHER RESEARCH
--~._---.
In this section we shall consider what further research may be needed.
It is obvious that a multitude of partiCUlar questions arise from a research
study of this kind. A simple list of researc.":l questions would overwhelm the
reader and provide no help with assessing the relative priority of the different
items. There are four main areas in which research. of interest to D.H.S.S ••
could be devaloped.
First, there are questions about the different aspects of recovery after
myocardial infarction and the causes of partiCUlar problems. These questions
are very important in the development of coronary rehabilitation services.
because the answers will help us understand IDOre about the difficulties and
problems which patients face and with which the rehabilitation and aftercare
services have to deal.
(i) There are questions about the symptoms and other medical events
that occur in the months following a heart attack. How dOes the classification
used in this study, and the prevalence reported here. compare with other studies?
To what extent does the occurrence of symptoms and other events account for
patients' incapacity, low morale and feeling; of lack of progress? How would
doctors assess the significance of these events? Do these symptoms constitute
a need for more medical care?
Illlll
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(ii) Questions about patients' emotional status after myocardial
infarction. What is the relationship between 1ofOrI"'J and unhappiness, defined
in broad terms as in this study, and more na.~ow1y defined psychiatric disorder?
Why do some people experience emotional distress and others net? Why does the
prevalence change through time?
(iB) Questions about patients' kno~;ledge and understanding of their
illness and recovery. More research is required to establish what, in fact,
people do know and believe about their il1.'1es5. Then questions 1<ill arise
about why some know more than others and why peeple believe different things;
and about the ways people use their knowledge and the ways in which they
translate it into action and activities, such as taking exercise or returning
to work.
(iv) Questions about patients' resumption of work after myocardial
infarction. IIhat is an appropriate target, in terms of the propor-tion of
patients returned to work by say two or three months after the infa.""Ct?
What are the causes of variations in wOt'k experience - the patient's medical
condition. his psychological state and personal outlook, his social relationships
at home and work, his economic environment?
(v) Questions about life at home after myocardial infarction. If we
have reasonable data about the difficulties experienced and the resumption of
activities at home, questions arise about the relationship of these with other
aspects of the patient's reoovery. Does the r-esumption of activities help or
hinder improvements in the patient's medical condition and mental state? Does
it help or hinder an early return to work? If these activities art! significant,
why do some people make better pt'Ogress than others?
and
(vi) We have a fairly good idea of the prevalence of partiCUlar
difficulties, much less work has been done to examine the causes.
problems
In
particular, when we are considering recovery in its broad personal and social
aspects, studies are needed to examine the relationships between medical,
psychological, social and economic factors that cause perticular- problems.
Is it possible to develop Cohel"'ellt modals of the recovery pt'Ocess, that identirJ
the interrelationships between different aspects of rocovery? Only when we
have knowledge about the causes of problems can rehabilitation services be
planned rationally.
The second main ar-ea for research concerns not so muoh pat'ticular diffi-
culties or recovery in themselV€s, but the relationship between these difficulties
and "needs" for rehabilitation. These questions constitute the logical
foundation on which all proposals and plans for the development of rehabilitation
services are built.
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(i) There aN questions about the nature of coronary patients' needs.
Would, for exalllple, a bronder more systematic search for particular effects of
the illness identify unsolved problems that were not identified by the Grogono
Index? Is it possible to obtain a deeper understanding of the relative
importance of different problems and hence of the relative priority of different
needs? If people have such individual problems ,and such varied combinations
of needs, as seems possible from the present research, how do we best plan the
provision of services to meet those needs most sensitively and most efficiently?
(ii) There are crucial questions about the definition of needs, i.e. questions
about the procedures and rat ionales used to translate statements about particular
difficulties ov problems into statements about the skills and tasks needed to
solve the problems. There are questions about how this is done at present by
laymen and by professional staff. Why, for example. do many patients express
a desire for mere knowledge or advice, and others do not? Why do a few patients
express a desire for more help in returning to work but others do not? Why do
doctors, by contrast. see returning to work as a priority area? If returning
to work is a problem, what kind of services are needed to deal with it - medical,
physical rehabilitation, psychiatric. vocational resettlement - and how do we
judge which is needed? tnderlying these issues there are questions about the
knowledge and beliefs of different people about the nature of the problems they
are facing and the effectiveness of particular romedi.,s in dealing with them.
When we have more knowledge about the ways in which these judgements aI'''' made
at present, it should be possible to indicate with more realism the criteria
on which needs should be judged in futuve.
The third main area fol' research concerns the nature of the rehabilitation
and aftevcare services. The main lack is of basic descriptive and quantitative
material, on which to build our understanding of how the services wovk at preSElllt.
It is only on the basis of a clear knowledgE, cf current practice that sensible
plans and policies, whethel' th(~y be for example to increase the role of the
vemedial professions, or to shift the emphasis from physical exercise to advice
and education, can be created. And it is only when we knOH in detail what
services and treatments are provided that we can say which it is most important
to evaluate in tevms of their effectiveness in promoting patients' recovery.
1\/0 main sets of questions arise from the present study.
(i) There ave questions about the contributions of diffel'ent kinds of
staff to the recovery process. In what ways does the l'outine medical and
nursing cave pvovided for coronar>;! patients contribute to their rehabilitation?
In what ways are general practitioners involved in the solution of lll<..>dical,
personal and social p:roblems after patients' discharge from hospital? What
is the relationship between the emotional and interpretative role claimed by
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social workers. and patients' and doctors' views of what social workers do?
(ii) There are particular questions about the extent to which doctors,
and others, contribute to aspects of rehabilitation and recovery that arise
from but are not exclusively concerned with disease, illneSs alld health. Do
doctors believe that they should know and be concerned about aspects of
patients' daily lives, such as work, recreation, and family relationships?
'What do doctors and other people do about problems in this kind of area, both
in terms of the general attitudes they convey to patients, and in te!'lllS of
specific advice they give or therapies that they provide or recommend?
It is only with this kind of.knowledge that professional pOlicies and
health service plans can be developed coherently.
The fourth main area for research is the effects and the effectiveness
of rehabilitation services. If the services GO not achieve their objecti%s
they are not worth having. If we know more about the ways in which the
services promote ptttients' well-being and recovery, then we can say which
services should be developed further and whe!'::> there arc likely to he gaps
remaining. There are three sets of questions.
(i) There are questions about the ways in which patients react to and
take action upon what is provided in the form of rehabilitation services.
Patients may undertake strenuous physical activity under th,' direct guidance
of remedial staff, but do they transfer it to their everday lives and continue
it after the rehabilitation progre~e has ended? Patients may receive advice
about taking exercise and acknowledge that it is useful, but do they follow it
in practice?
(ii) There are questions about Jl';tients' satisfaction with the services.
It is known that people in Britain are g~nerally satisfied with health services;
but we have shown that people may be dissatisfied with particular aspects of
their care, such as certain items of advice and information, social work,
disablement resettlement officers. t4hy is there satisfaction in some areas
but dissatisfaction in others? Is there scope for more systematic use of
patients' assessments of services to help identify problem aI'€as and develop
priorities in new developments?
(iii) There is a clear need for thorough evaluations of a whole range of
rehabilitation treatments and services. The coronary rehabilitation programmes
that need to be evaluated include programmes of physical exercise, education
and advice, psYchological or social work intervention, vocational rehabilitation
and comprehensive rehabilitation. In each evaluation it is imnortant that
recovery is measured in a number of different ways: the patient's medical
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condition. as assessed by a doctor, and as assessed subjectively by the patient
in terms of his syrr~toms and progress; physical fitness and functional
capacity; the patient's "ell-being and emotional or psychological status;
and the patient's performance of daily activities, such as work. recreation
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APPENDIX A
Advice Sbi;et Distributed to Myocardial InfZlI'Ct
Patients in Xunt and Canterbury Hospital
As a result of your heart attack a part of the heart muscle has been damaged
temporarily. This has already healed but it is profen:>ble not to make any undue
demand on the heal"t for the next few weeks.
This guide is to help y:>u plan your activity when you lM'ro hospital.
It has been suggested that the first two weeks following your discharge
fram the hospital be an extension of your hospital routine, i.e. you should rest
following breakfast and two hours following lunch. You may climb one flight of
stairs per day, but on the whole you should take things gently and relax at beme,
preferal:>ly wearing your night attire.
In the third week you can move al:>out freely in the house and if feeling
well you may go for short walks.
In the fourth week the "llllOunt >.:>f exerci.se may be increased gradually,
i.e. you may tak(; longer walks, but at a gentle, even paoe.
The fifth and sixth weeks should be geared to\>Clrds preparing yours6lf for
a return to your normaJ. routine, se if possible. may wo suggest that you take
a relaxing holiday.
It should JJ" emphasised that if you are a smoker you should 8t01/ smoking
altogether. If you are oVel.'w"ight the doct:>r in charge of yeu will instruct
you regarding weight reduction. Alcohol may be consumed in moderation. For
the first t~~ months it is not advisable to subject yourself to the stress of
driving. Sexual intercourse may be resumed normally When you have ret\lr'ned to
your normal r,hysical activity.
All patients are encouraged to return to their previous occupations, or in
the case of a housetdfe ti;) normal househ'.ild activity, but obviously there are
some exceptions.. The doctor in chcw,J.e of y')U and your own general practitioner
will be able to prov:1.de further guidance on this :')oint.
Exorcise is ""cfJut'aged but should be k"pt within personal limitation. You
should not go beyond the first signs ef fatigu&;8xercise such as ~,;1inming,
c:;lcling. £01£ and walking are recom!!J;,nded, wheN!')s lifting heavy static 0bjects
is ~liscQU!'aged. This exercise should of C(;U!'Sii' be in mo:ieratio-n. commensuratf;;
with your ~>hysical well-being and sh0uld be regular.
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TABLES
Table 1.1 (a-i) Time of Return to lIork after
W':lcar::lial Infarction. Sritish Studies
(a) Shar1and (1964) London





! '+ 736 82I
~ 12 86
I,
(b) Wineott and caird ( 1956) Oxford





27 83 I52 88 I
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(c) Grodan (1967) Gl~sgow
I1cnths after Proportion of Series









(d) liaI"J?ur at. al. (1971) Chelmsford
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(c) Royston (1972) Barnet
I
Months after PropQrtion of Series
Admission i<eturn,,,d to Horl<:
% I
1 23 I2 773 , 90,
L











(g) Shaw and l-lcNiven (1974) Glasgow
I ~lonths after Proportion of Series








(h) Kushnir et.al. (1975a) Hull






(i) Finlayson and l>lcEwJn (1977) Dundee
! I
l10nths aft"r I ProJ?ortion of Series j; Admission et W"rk Ii, % i~ I
< 77 Iv12 7,+
!
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Table 2.1 Sex and Age
Age 110. of Respondents
Male female
.
Under 40 1 0
40 - 44 , 3~
1+5 - 49 12 0
I 50 - 55 16
2
55 - 59 I 17 0!
I 47 5Total I.






Spouse + 1 child 9 I
Spouso + 2 childl'en 11 IISpouse + 3 or ttE)re children 7
Spcuse + others 3 II
Sibling I 1 I
I ITotal I 52
I
Tehle 2.4 Schoc1-1aaving l)&e
Age Ne .. Respondents
Less than 14 3
14 34























lable 2.6 Social Class
I
I Resvond~ntsSocial Class ,I No. %,
I Professional I 3 6
I
II Intermadiate 13 25
Uili Skilled, non-mam.1al 8 15
IIIH Skilled, manual 14 27
I IV Partly skilled I 12 23V Unskilled 2 ,.I





Table 2.7 Economic ?Qsition at Time of Infarct
Economic I No.Position Respondents
•
Self-employed I 5E1lIlJ1oyee I 42Housewife 2Not employed 3
Total 52
Table 2. e Estimate ,~f Proportion of Survivors with
Different Corona!}' Prognostic IndeX Scores
(Norris et aI, 1969)
• I % jI Score No. I1crtality in Survivor'SI cases Each Gt-oup No. %! I
I ! I I<4 I BO 3 Ut. 234 - 5.99 200 9 la4 34I I
1
6 - 7.99 I 159 23 I 122 22
8 9.99 130 39 I 79 l'!I 10 - 11.99 56 65 I 22 '+i 12+ I 72 78 15 3! ~
I I II Total 757 549 100
Table 2.9 Coronary Prognostic Index Scows
Subjects IScore No•. "..
<4 16 36
4 - 5.99 18 41
6 - 7.99 9 20
8 - 9.99 1 2
10 - 11.99 0 0
12+ 0 0 i
Total 44 100 r
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Table :2.12 Number of Respondents. Iclenti;fying Illnesses or SYmptoms.
Related to the Heart or Treatment. Experienced sine,," Pr"vious Interview
Illness No. Respondentsor
Symptom 2nd 3rd I+th 5th At any
interview interview ini;e I'view interview intarview
Ij
Giddy; Blackouts; CoUapsed! 2 3 1 2 6
!Ngs heavy, ache, swellen i 1 4 1 :2 0IThrombi 1 2 0 , 1+...
, Depressed 1. 2 0 1 '+IWorried; Anxious;Lack oonfidence :2 n 1 0 5I ~I Tense; Irritable :2 0 0 0 2
Other I 2 1 0 0 3
ITotal IDth any of these I B 11 3 6 :20 1, iTotal Respondents ! 52 40 47 4f1I , !
t l
Table 2.13 Number of ReSpondents, Identif;zi1'lg Symptoms or Illnesses,





2nd 3rd 4th :>tn ! At any
I
interview interview int€irviow interview I interview
Cold; Flu; Se""" throat 2 D 7 5 I lLlHeadaches 2 0 :2 0 j I.f IOther ~ (3 (i 11 17 i 29I I
I ITotal with any ef these I 10 12 17 1') 34I I
I ! ITotal Respondents 52 4fJ 47 4H • -, •
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Table 2.14 Humber of Respondents Showin& Different Feelings
a'bot..-t their Rate of?rogryss
i Progress { No. Respondents II I ,lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 1At any !~ interview interview interview inteI"viel<i' interview interview
•
,




I TotalRespondents 52 52 48 47 48
,
I
Table 2.15 Contact with Health Services in Four Weeks













Table 2.16 Length of Stay in Hospital
No. No. IDays Rospondents,t
I 3 - 10 8 I11 - 13 19
14 .... 16 9
17 - 19 6
20 - 22 2
23 25 0






Table 2.17 Contact with General Practitioner, After
Discharge from Hospital and Since Previous Intel."view
No. Respondents !Contact and !
Reason I I2nd 3rd 4th 5th At anyinterview interview interview interview interview .!I ,
Heart only ~2 ~3 33 28 52 I
Heart and other
j
Iillness 3 1 4 3 10
Other illness only 0 2 1 6 I 7 ~,No contact 7 2 9 11 0 I1 t,
, I
Total 52 48 47 48 I
Table 2.18 Outpatient Consultations, After Discharge
from Hospital and Since Previous Interview
Consultation No. Res:;londents
and Reason
5t.'1 1At any I2nd 3rd 4th
interview interview interview interview . interv:lElI< '
Consultation: Heart 11 39 27 18 50
ConSUltation: Other
Illness 2 1 3 2 6
~,
I Total Respondents 52 48 47 48I
Table 2.19 Contact with Rehabilitation Services
Since Pwvious Interview
Ho. Res-'ondents
4th 5th At any i




6 0 2 2 12
,
I
5 4 3 1 14 I
1 4 6 :; 12 j






I ITotal Respondents 52
IPhysiotherapy I 11Social work 5I Em;:>loymant services I
16B


























































Table 3.. 4 Numbe!~ of Respondents Identifying Different
Problems Associated ~rlth Unemployment
I I tNo. Respondents I1'l:'ob1em 2nd 3rd I.Ith 5th At any I
I ! interview intervim~ intervii)w intf,;i~yieN interview I
Lack of money 6 4 7 8 13
Mentnl distress 3 3 5 6 9 I1
I
Future work 1 " 1 1 3 l" j
Other 0 0 1 1 2
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Table 3.5 NUI'1',ber of Eligible Respondents Who Had Returned
to WO!:,Y; i'lfter f1yoCer--dial Infarction
I Respcnd.e:ntsIMonths after Infarct ! Nr;:. %
I I
I I3 ! 111 316 31 69
':3 35 78 Il 12 , 37 82I Not returned b'J 12 mrmtus I 8 18 I! II IT,:>tal Eligible Respondents 45 100 II,
Table 3.6 Number of Res-f'ondents on Sick Leave Indicatbg
Re.adiness to Return to t'1ork
No .. Res;)ondents ir ,Readin.iio:ss , I1 I 2nd 3r<1 4th 5th1 interview intervie\1 inter-vie\? intervie\11 I
I !
,
IReady I 13 10 3 0




I Tot~=al on sicy; leave 42 26 c 1"~
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Table 3.7













DoctQI' says not 12 9 0 0
Other 1 1 3 0
Total ready to return I 13 10 3 0
,
!
Table 3.8 Number of Respondents, GivinG Different !\Swssments
of the Appropriateness of the Timing of their Return to Work
0 3 3 1 7
0 11 13 6 '-~."'".... '.)





















first time o 14 17 40
Tct31 Respondents 52 43 48
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Table 3.9 Number of R~$pondents ,~t Each Follow-up Interview
Working Different PI'Ci?CJ!'tions of their Pre-Infarct W"rldnBj \<leek
Proportion of Pro-Infarct, No. Res'pondents
Hours 2nd 3rd 4th 5th IAt any 1
interview interview interview interview interview!
Not at work ! 52 36 20 13 52 I
- 69% I 0 3 2 5 S t
I ~70% - 89% 0 0 3 2 4
I90% - 109% f 0 5 16 2lt 28110% - 129% i 0 0 1 1 2! I
130% + I 0 1 0 ,", 1 ,~Don't know/
Not available ~ 3 5 3 e'.,'
I
I Total Res?ondents 52 48 47 49
I,
Table 3.10 NUlllber of Respondents at W01'k who Identified Alte1'ations





2nd 3rd 4th 5th I
intervie10r interview interview .i.ntervie-I'l II
i Alteration - "in at,,,"'" I 0 8 9 8





I Total at work 0 12 27 35
I
I Total f«Jspondents 52 48 47 48
!
Tab~a 3.12 Number of Rel$j:>0nuants, on Sick or Other Leave,
Identifying Different Prob~ems with their Jobs
No. Res:':crdents t
PNb~em --_. I,
, II 2nd Src 4th 5th At anyinterview interview interview interviEiw interview!I
Lifting I 7 5 1 0 I10 ,I
Heavy w(,lrk I 3 3 2 0 7 ,~Not able to de job, ,,
may lose job 7 5 '+ 1 "! 12 ~Need ~ighter job ,
f 2 3
\) 0 3
Travel I 3 1 U r, I 11I .,•Worry, stI"eSS, ! Iwritabi1ity I 3 0 0 a 3, I
Depends on doctors I 1 J .J IJ I 1I
EJllployer t S medical
, Iexam_I 3 0 , 1 3...Other ~ 1 .:) ;'. 2
- I
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Table 3.13 NUIliber of Respondents, at ,,,,I'll: or on Holiday,
Hho Said They h1ld Prcblems fiLth their Job
'1'abl<:> 3.14 Number of Res~,(m:lents, at ,Ierk or on HOliday,
Identifyinji; Different Problems with their Job
t No. RGs?ondents II jProblem i t II 2nd 3rd 4th 5th IAt any :~ . . int(=!rviaw interview interview interview'~ ~nterv~ew
I I • ILif;;ing ; ! '0 c, 2 C ' 2 II I ......' , ,
I Heavy work CO D 2 2 4 IINot able to Jo j00#
may lose job (1 0 ...... 1 1 I.....' INeed lighter job 0 1 () 1 1 I
1'ra"...l 0 =..; 1 Cl 1
1
Worry • stress,
irritability G 0 1 5 5
Depends doctors ~ ~I on >J ,j () Cl (;Eur)loyal' t s medical ex.:1.m 0 0 Cl [) 0I Other 0 1 1 0 2
--
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Table 3.15 Total N~mber of Respondents I~entifYing Problems
with their Jobs or EQPloJTlilil?t
No. Respondents
Problem ~1
2nd 3r'd 4th 5th I\t any
intCl'I'view intervi~~w interview interview interview
--..-.;
In past 0 1 0 1 1
Now 11 11 16 17 31
Expected in futUJ:'€ 16 6 3 {) 19
-..-,.;
Total with problems 27 16 19 18 37
No problems 25 30 28 30 15
.~ ..~..!
Total Respondents 52 '+8 47 48
_....i
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Table 3.16 Number of Respondents Identifying Any Problems with their





































... ... ... 1




Sub-total ... ... f, 7
Total 24 17 19 18 1+5
.i.-- -'- ..J.... ,
!iote: An ast"risk in this tabl", and in similar subsequent tables indicates
an interviaw in which a positive reply was given. for eY.ample, the
table shows that foUl' respondents identified a problem I.ith their j:ob
at the second it1terview onl:f, and ttmt soven did so at all four
f(,l1ow-up interviews.
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Table 3.17 Nu.'l'lber of Respondents with Different Levels ·;:,f
Personal Income (after deduction of tax and national insurance)
No. Respondents (
Income 1, ,
Pounds per week i Befcre 2nd 3rd 4th 5thI illness interview interview intervic>1 interview
Not answered. don't know I 3 5 1+ 6 5
Housewife 2 3 2 1 1
More than £0. but less than £20 5 9 8 !3 6
£20. " " " £40 24 25 20 19 1[1I
£40. " 11 " £60 ! 11 7 10 11 12
£60 or more 7 3 4 2 6
Total Respondents 52 52 4£J 47
'----------------''----------------------,
Table 3.18 Number of Resrcndents Whose Post-Infarct Income was
Different Pro120rtion ·::>f its Pre-'Infarct Level
-"',
i
Post-infarct Income Nc) .. ResfJondents
At an~-1as %of 2nd 3rd 4th 5thFrs-infarct Income interview inte1'view inte1'Vi",w interview intervie~! 1
:1q
49 6 6 3 3 11 i
50
-
69 6 5 3 3 14 j~
70 .- G9 7 4 5 5 11 j!
90
-
109 21+ 21 Hl 11 33 ~
"
110 129 1 2 6 16 17 1,
130 149 0 2 3 1 5 !j
150+ 0 2 2 3 4 I,
,,
Total for whom Idata available 1+4 '+2 40 42
--i,,
Total Respondents 52 48 47 l+C ~
_..1
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Table 3.19 Nu:nb-;;no of Res?ondents Who Said They had Pr,'blems




I Problem i2nd :'!rei 4th 5th IAt anyi int€:rview interviw interview intarview inte:t.~vit;lwI
! ,I ---+I I ;I In past 0 0 " 0 i 3I v
1 I
,
! Now 10 12 12 13 24
I
I Expected in future 10 4 2 4 17
--4
I Total with rrol}lems 20 15 17 17 32
f
Ne problems 32 32 30 31 20
I Total Respondents 52 1+0 47 48I
I
-i





Using. used up savings









































































2 1 2 3 ?
5 6 5 9 16
7 5 4 ? 15
3 3 2 2 8
2 0 0 0 2








Using, used up savings














Tab1" 3.22 Numb"r of R"s>,ondents Id",ntif';ing Current Problems
with their In\::ome (;it Different Combinations of L'lterviews
j
I IntervievlProblems with I,
Income ! No.




No interviews, Sub-total I 23! i
I ...;,
interview ! 1One only I 1< 0I ,\ 2I
I I. 5i,
! -t,






















Three interviews only ... ,\ ... 3
i, ir i. 1





Three interviews Sub-total I 7
"4 -i
1




Total 10 10 12 13 45
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Table 4.1 Number of R.sspondents, at ~t Intel'vie\~. who said
They EXpected t~ Undertake Specific Activities
When Tho"y First Left Hospital
Activity No.Respondents Saying
A little Some or a u~t
Jobs around hOuse 7 4
Exercise 12 4
Physical recl'Cation 1 4
other recroation 1 7
~" 4.2 Number <of Respcndents Reporting





Table 4.3 N~~er of Respondents Reporting Difficulties around
the House, :'>1' that they ware not Doing Anything around the H'.,)use,
at Diff'~ent Combinations of Interviews
Int~Jrvi~w No.Reported at Respondents
2nd 3rd 4th 5th
No interviews, Sub-total 4
One interview only 6
0
j 1
j ~- * 11 II -.; Oue interview Sub-total 8, I









Two interviews. Sub-toted I 6;
Three interviews only I ... ... i, ..
I
I ... ... ... 5





Tht'ee intervi~ws, Sub-t,)tal I 13I
Four interviews ~, ... ,~ 1'+
Total 36 27 25 27 45
I
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Table 4.4 Number of Respondents Identifying Difficulty in

















Everything 13 5 6 7
Most things 3 2 1 1
Stairs 3 1 2 2
Lifting 3 10 8 4
Other functional activities 3 3 5 10
Housework 4 4 1 2
House J?epairs, etc. 12 12 8 6
Other outside activities 5 11 7 13










Total Respondents 52 48 47
Table 4.5 Number of Re:spondents Reporting Difficulty
















Difficulty but no· problems 12 9 10 8
Problems . : fron>arJ. 54-,ng
difficulty 3 2 2 5
17
')
Total with difficulty 15 11 12 13 26
Total Respondents 52 48 47 48
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Table 4.6 Numb~r ef Respondents Reportin1 Different
Ways of COli inS l<1th Stairs
No. Respondents
Method of Coping ,
2nd 3rt! 4th 5th
interview interview interviel< i"terview
Go slowly 11 5 12 11
Reduce use
Don't use 4 6 5 11
Moved. bed dO~l!lstairs :2 1 :2 0
Bought bed for do~-
st>lirs 1 1 0 0
Other 1 1 1 0
other :2 0 0 0
Total F~spondents 52 48 47 48
Table 4.7 Number of Respondents wh~entifie:l..£!!t..et'~~.











0 0 ::I 1 0 ::I ~
1 6 15 6 10 7
:2 9 16 6 10 5
3 17 12 15 13 J.9
4 9 6 10 7 9
5 5 0 4 '+ 3
6 or mere 6 0 5 3 2
Total Respondents
;L.... ,
52 52 48 47 48
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Table 4.8 Number of Re3?On:1ents who Id~fied Different
Numbers of Spare-tL~ Activities Un:1ertaken in Different Places
IB6
Table 4.9 Number of Respondents Undertaking
Diffe~nt Spare-tim.~ Activities
Ne. Respondents
Activity Before 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
illness interview interview interview intervi<:M
None 0 3 1 0 3
In the home
Housework 1 3 8 3 3
Do-it-yourself
(e.g. decorating) 19 1 8 13 13
CI'afts (e .g. sewing. knitting) 3 5 5 1 3
Arts (e .g. music, painting) 5 it 2 '+ 3
Games (e.g. jigsaws. cards ) 1 5 6 3 1+
Other pastimes (e. g. crosswords,
pets) '+ 1+ 4 1+ '+
Reading 6 32 21 14 13
Listen tf) music, T.V. , radio 3 14 15 11 12
Eat, drink 2 0 0 0 ,0,-,
Letters, telephone 1 6 El 2 1
Visitors. family 0 2 0 1 1
Others in the home 2 1 1+ 1 1
Around the home
Do-it-yourself (o.g. cars,
outside repairs) 11 2 7 6 4
Gardening 27 5 16 12 24
Walks 13 16 22 21 12
Other aro1,lllc the home 0 1 1 0 1
Away from home
Voluntary work 6 0 2 3 2
Arts (e.g. dance" sing) 4 0 0 2 3
Sports: participate 18 1 6 B G
Sports: watch 4 1 3 1 3
Games 9 0 1 3 1+
Other hobbies (e,g. collect,
nature stUdy) 4 0 1 0 2
i Drive, trips 1'+ 1 9 10 8i Clubs, pubs, drink 12 2 1 3 '+,!
i Other away from home 3 1 a 7 1+~ _....-_.._-;
Total Respondents 52 52 48 '+7 46
--'
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Table ~.lO NUlnber of Respondents COllllIlenting upon the Nature













back to nOl'Dal 0 1 0 4
Relax 0 4 3 3
Sitting 0 7 '+ 3
Restricted activity, k· ,ta 3-ng;
it easy. not doing much 0 5 1+ 6
Doing nothing 2 15 9 9
Total Respondents 52 52 40 ~7
Table 4.11 Number of ReSpondents ~mking Comments that Show~j
their Attitude towards or View of their Spare-tima Activities
Total Respondents 52 52 40 47 48
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Table 4.12 NUlllber of Respondents who Identified Different
Domestic Alterations or HeOlrrarlgement5 du" to their Illn'15S
No. Re sponder.t6
Alteration Is1: 2nd 3rd ,+th 5th
interview interview interview interview intervie~1 ;
Others staying off work 8 l7 1 2 1
Interfered with others' work: 7 ,~, 0 0 0
"
Others going out t::l work l a 0 0 2
More work for others 3 1 ;> 0 0
'_
Others coma in to help 0 9 2 0 3
Other5 come to stay 2 6 1 0 2
Moved ;;,<;.,,1 dOh'llstairs 0 9 1 1 c'v
Installed w.e. or bathroom
on different floor ') 0 0 1 2
Other physical alteration 0 2 1. 1 0
Other 1 0 l 1. C
Total Respondents 52 52 48 47 48
Table 1; .13 NUlllber of Respondent5 who Identifiad Unmetl~~













\;LC. or bathroom on differ'ent floor 2 1 G
Lift. no stairs m' bungalDw ~ C 2
"
Help with specific activities 1 0 0







Total Respondents 52 4Q 47 48
<--------,-------'---------------,-,
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None r, 0 2 3 ~v
Little 9 12 20 27 25
1'k;derate 33 32 2~ 15 14
Severe lG 0 2 1 4


















Work 2nd intervie\~ 3rd interview 4th interview 5th interviClw f
Position No.res- Av. ! No.res- Av. No.res- Av. No.res- Av.
pondents score poadents .score pendents $cor?~ pondents score
Self-employed or
employee
At work 0 12 4 27 3 35 4
Holiday 0 :2 I) 3 4 0
Sick leave 43 7 26 7 r 7 , 13,) "-
Other leave 0 1 5 0 0
Housewife 3 8 2 5 , 5 1 5J.
Retired 0 0 2 9 2 7
Not employed 6 7 5 7 8 I) 8 10 I
"--p'
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'r.iib1e 5.3 Respondents' Scores on GNgono Index
~eighted for Imp~tance
Ne·. R(~spondent:s
lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
interview interview interview intervir,;'!w interview
0 0 2 3 4
12 15 16 23 24
32 29 26 20 15
a 6 4 1 I;
0 0 0 0 1
I 0 None
[ 1 - 10 Little
III - 20 Moderate
i
i 21 - 30 SevereI
I 31 - 40 Very severe
I







































Table 5. '+ Nmrioor of Respondents Identifying Diff-erent Levels
of Effect ol:' their Illness on As~cts of
Personal Life Incl~ in Grogono Index























iComplete interference 37 32 19 9 10
,
!Slight interference 9 16 19 27 25
!
: Ne interfer'ence 6 4 10 11 13
mm+-l---------i!-.-----------t---------------------------"'!"
iiiiiq Sleep ! Complete int"rfet"Jnce
i
[,,1,111 :~i~:e~:::~::enee
j-i--------'f-----.-----.-......--------------------------~i~~"l ;~;dand Enjoy j::~:t:n:::::::cc 1: 1: : 1~ l~
iNo itlterference 32 35 35 37 36
!/llll/;-.i--------'r-i------------1-------------------------.
"""i Pass Water Or' ! Comjilete interference 0 2 2
i Move Bowels 'SI' h' f "-0 3
""'" ! J.g t l.nter arenee _ 5

































; Discomfort i Sc;ver"





























Table 5.5 NlllIlbeX' of Res ondent5 • in their Illness as Havin a
Complete or Slight Effect on ac:h !tem 1.n The Gros;ouo Index!.
""".,.I r--_iih_o_s_a_i_d_:L_·t_wa_S.....,O_f_D_i_f_fe_re_o_t__Le_,_V'El_l_S_0_f_I_mp_O_I't_aI_l_C_e --r-
4 6 4 1
7 5 4 2
9 5 1.1 7
20 16 12 10
5 :2 0 0
8 2 3 1
7 3 2 :2
20 7 5 3
No. Hespondents
Ist 2nd 3rd I+th 5th
interview intervie\? interview ioteMiew interview
27 35 26 15 15
15 12 14 13 11
10 4 4 6 9
52 52 44 31+ 35
19 20 12 8 10
13 14 17 17 15
11+ 14 ;) 11 10
46 48 3S 36 35
6 8 5 6 10
9 10 9 6 7
7 7 9 1 5




















~~~I Work or Usuali Daily Tasks
11111111+------+-------+--------------------























Communicate Very important 0 2 1 1
with People Important 3 5 1 4
, N::>t important 5 2 :2 3
""!
Total identifying some effect 8 9 1.1 a
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Total identifying some effect i
!
ij



















































Total identifying some effect 22 26 29 26 27



















Total identifyinJ some effect 27 32 29 30 27
;
-----------i----------------------.;




Table 5.7 Number of Respondents Who Identified Work as





1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Iinterview interview interview :L~terview interview !
.J,
l
Positive attitude to work 16 20 15 11 7 li
When will I get back Ito work? 0 :2 1 2 0 I
i
Insecure job 6 1 0 1 2 iI
Change in jobs~ tasks, hours, I
etc~ 4 7 4 6 '+ iI
I need Cl:' like to be active 2 9 2 1 3 %
When will I resume activities?
What will I be able to do? 0 2 0 0 0
It affects my whole life.
Will I get back to normal? 1 5 3 2 3
Money 14 14 6 6 9
Accommodation 2 1 0 0 0
Family. home life 4 .. 3 2 3
Illness OX' recovery 1 0 2 3 3
Death 0 0 0 0 0
Worry. distress 3 5 6 5 6





identifying .mrk 24 32 23 21 20
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Table 5.8 Numiler of Respondents Who Identified WOrry .'\s the
most Important Item, an cl Wh,;; Made Different Commonts
f~o .. Respondents
Comment 1st 2nd 3rd lIth 5th
inteX'View interview interview interview interview
Positive attitude to work 0 0 1 1 0
When will I get back to work? 0 0 1 0 0
Insecure job 1 0 0 1 0
Change in job. tasks, hc;u.rs , 1 0 0 2 0
etc.
I need or like to be active 1 0 0 0 1
When will I resume activi-
ties? Wbat will I be
able to dC',? 1 1 0 0 0
It affects my whol" life.
Will I get back to
normal? 1 0 0 0 0
Money 2 :< 2 0 0
Accommodation 0 1 0 1 0
Family. home life 1 1 2 :< 3
I11nos8 or recovery 1 3 3 1I 1I
Death 1 3 1 1 2
WOI'ry, distress :< 3 1 3 1
Other 0 0 0 0 3
Total resDondents
identifyi;g w0rry 6 e 7 10
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Tab1" 5.9 Nu1lil:>er of Respondents Hho Identified Items other than














Positive attitude to llOrk 3 2 1 2 4
When will 1 get k"lck t::> work? 0 0 1 0 1
Insecure job 0 1 1 0 0
i Change in job" tasks. hoUl's, 0 1 1 0 2
etc.
1 need. or like to b", active a 6 1 '+ 5
I When will I resume activities?
i What will I be able to d~ '? 2 3 0 1 2I It affects my whole life.I
I Will 1 get back to nOl'Wa1? 2 0 2 2 1
I Money 2 0 2 1 0
I Accommodation 0 0 2 0 ()
i Family, home lifeI 8 '+ 2 2 1
,
Illness or recovery 2 '+ 7 7 2
IDeath 1 1 0 0 0
I
I
! Wcrry, distress '+ 6 7 9 4
I




I Total respondents identifying




T,;lb1e 5 .10 Number of Respondents. Who Identified Additional
AS,P:ects of their Illness as being Particularly Im;;ortant
to them or as Worrying them
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Table 6.1 Number of Raspondents. Reporting DiffeI'<lnt FNquencies
of Contact with their General Practitioner about Their Heart






















Less than once per week. but
oore than once per oonth








Three or more times 3 2 1 o
Twice only 15 5 6 4
Once only 18 12 8 2
Total with contact about heart 45 44 37 31






Table 6.2 Number of Respondents Regorting Different Actions Taken









































Referral to, communication with






Total with contact about heart









Total Respondents 52 48 1<8
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Table 6.3 Number of RGspondents, Identifyinf.ij Different Items in










G.?, asked about prcgress 7 5 1+
G.. P.. commented on illness, recovery
or progress le 5 7
G.P. provided encouragement or
reassurance 1 2 0
G..F. told res.pondent about treatment 2 0 2
Other questions or discussion about
treatment 1 0 1
G.? said to come back at specific
time, or if needed 2 2 0
Other 0 0 "",
"
Total discussing illness or recovery 19 12 14
Table 6.4 Number of Respondents, Identifying Different Subjects
about Which They were Advised by Their General Practitioner
\ No. MsponclentsIi Subject I 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
I
,
interview interview inter...,ic~w interviewi ,
f ..,
I i .
i Increase activity, take more exercise I 1 2 1 1
I I··
I Rest, take it easy ! 1+ 1 2 0I! Not to do specific activities I 0 0 1 1,i Diet. reduce intake, keep weight dc..'WI\ 1 1 2 0! Travel, driving ! () 2 " 0i ,.)i
I
I Retire. stay off work 0 1 .0 1I "Other, general, not s"ecified 3 0 1 e!
l,




'l'ahle 6.5 NUmber of Respondents. Rei?orting Contact with Physiotherapist
1 1st
No. Respondents
Physiotherapy 2nd Srd 4th 5th
J interview interview interview intervioH interviEiw ~II,i I[Breathing exercises ! 10 4 0 0 0 I!other' related to II! cardiovascular systa~ 1 1 0 0 1 1
!Other 0 1 0 2 1 !I II None 41 46 48 45 46
I I
--lII i
! Total Respondents 52 52 48 47 48 i
I J
Table 6.6 Nunber of Res~ondents, RepZ£tinP,kContact with
Different Kinds of Social w~~~
! t
i ,




IHospital 4 3 1 0 1
II Social Services Department 0 2 ~ 0 0<IRGhabiHtation Centre 0 0 0 1 0
IWork 1 0 1 2 0
I jITotal with contact j 5 5 'I 3 1
iI No cont,~ct with social i,
worker ! 47 47 lj.lj. 'lit 47i
i
-!
Total Respondents 52 52 48 47 48
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Table 6.7 Number of R<lspondents I Reportina Different Degrees
of UsefuL~ess of their Contact with Social Workers
Table 6.8 Numbero:f· Respondents Who Said They Neo;ced Social
-_.--
~loI'k or More Sochl Work
I I ";
I I No. P",sponclents
,
J I {J Needsi 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Il Iinterview interview interview intcr'fiew inter-vie'·,I I
J !I Sociel work or more isocial work needed 2 5 1 2 3 !i I,i ii Social work not needed 50 47 47 45 II 45 iI ,
I ---+
I I
I Total Respondents 52 52 48 47 48 I
I I
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Tabl.. 6.10 NUlIlb<>r of Respondents It1entgying Diff'erellt S:ouroes




















































1Waiting to sec someone
: No hel,_ needed; ...




T-able 7.1 Sources of Advice frc,m Health Ser'!ic;;;, Staff aJxut Exercise
No. Respc)ode.nts
Source of Advice 2nd 3r'd '+th 5th
g interview intervi<Jw interne"t.; interview
i
r
I Hospital doctor i 13 13 2 3,
Ii
! General practitioner I 17 25 8 61 Nurse , 6 0 0I ! 0!
1 Advice sheet I :n 1 0 0
1 II other , 2 e 1 1
-J
I 1Total receiving advice I lt8 28 11 9I
INot received advice 4 2e; 36 "0v.,
Tetal Respondents I 52 lt8 47 48
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Table 7.2(a) Nature of Advice about El,ercise Received from
Health Service Staff. Repo~ted at Second Interview
I
i No. Respondents Receiving Advice from
Nature of Advice IIfiospitsl General AdviceI doctor p~actitione!' Nurse sheet Other
-i
Take no/less exercise , 2 2 1 1 0I
Take some/more exercise I 6 7 1 28 1
I
Other I 5 7 3 2 1
Combinations of adviciiJ 0 1 1 0 0
Total receiving advice I 13 17 6 31 2I
Not received advice
I
39 35 46 21 50
"
Table 7.2(1) Natu!"4 of Advice abou~rcise Rccei"'3d f~E!
Health Service Staff. Reperted at Third Interview
No. Respondents Receiving Advice from
Nature of Advice
Hospital General Advice
doctor practitioner Nurse sheet Othe~
Take no/less exercise 4 1 0 0 0
Take soma/more exercise 5 14 0 1 0
Other 4 9 0 0 0













L... ..... . _
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Table 7.2(c) Nature of Advica about Exercise Received from




Respondents J',ece iving t;,.dvice From
I
Nature of Advice t No.
I Hospital General Advice
I doctor practitioner Nurse sheet OtherI
i -i
• I !I Take no/less exercise 0 1 0 0 0 !I !some/more !1 Take exorcise I 1 5 0 0 0! Other I 1 1 0 0 1I Combinations of advice
I
0 1 0 0 0
I
I Total receiving advice
I
2 8 0 0 ,~
!
! Net received advice itS 39 '+7 47 46i ,
I ,,
! I
Table 7. 2«l) Nature of Advic" about Exerci se Re cei 'led from





No. Respondents Reoa ivi.'1g Advice From
NetUI'e of Advice
i Hospital Gen<lral Advice
i doctol:' 1'ract.itioner Nurse sheet Otherr: no/less exercise 0 1 0 0 0
Take some/more exe:t"cise. 2 3 0 0 0
Other 1 2 0 0 1
Combinations of advice 0 0 0 0 0
I Total receiving advice 3 6 0 0 1I
I Not received advice 48 42 48 48 47i
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Spouse 7 4 3 1
Other' relative 8 6 1 0
Friend, neighbour 6 5 0 1
Other 1 3 0 0
Total receiving advice 12 11 3 2


















Yes - mer" detailed or
specific 16 9 10 5
Yes other 2 3 3 2
No 34 36 34 41
Total Respondents 52 '+8 47
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2n,~ 3:J:"'''~ 4th 5th
interview interview interview interview
18 7 5 :;:
18 10 9 6
8 Z 1 0
33 1 1 1














----------.--1iTotal Respondents 52 48 47 48 I
'-----------1---. -----------,-----....
1'ab1e 7.6(a) NatuN of Advice about Rest Receive2...ft.£!!!
Health Service Staff, Reported at Second Intervlcw
!




doctor practitioner Nurse s'heet Oth;w
ir --' --!-! !
i Take during the day 10 5 !, a rest 4 29 1 i
IRise later, retire "arlier 0 1 1 1 0 I,
IIRest generally, take it easy 1 1+ 0 0 0 Iii other 1 2 0 0 0 IjCombinati'::'Jf ajvic~ 6 7 2 3 1 Ii
--+,
I
'I receiving advice 18 18 8
'f Total 33 2
iNot received advice 34 34 44 19 50 II !
--
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Table 7.6(b) Nature '>f Advice; aJ:>,")ut Rest Received from
.
Health Servic'J Staff, RElpor1;S:L.at Third Interview
Total receiving advice 7 10 2 1 0




Table 7.6(c) Nature of Advi"" about Rest kc"iv0d from
- -.
Bea1th Service Staff1 Report~at fourth Interview
No. Respondents ReceivL~g Advice from
Nature of Advice Hospital General
doct\~r praotitionel' Nurse
Take a rest > • the day 0 1 0(;.ur~ng
Rise later, retm earlier 1 D 0
Rest s"nerally, take it easy 2 4 0
other 2 3 1
Combination of advice 0 1 0
Total receiving advice






Table 7.6(d) N",ature of M.vice about Rest Receiv.,tl from
H"alth Service Staff, Reported at fifth Interview
Total receiving advice :2 6 1
Not received advice 46 42 48 47 48



















Spouse U; 4 5
Other rehtive 12 4 2
friend, neighbour 1.1 6 :2
Othet' :) 1 0
It----------------f--------------------.------,!
















2ni 3rd 4th 5th
intel'vif.lH intervie~j inteJ:'view interview
~l
Yes - more detailed or
specific 7 4 2 I;
Yes - other 1 0 3 0
No 44 44 42 'lit
Total Respondents 52 48 1t7 48
Table 7.9 Sources of Advic<l from Health Service S~~~
Sexual Acti'!'n..l
I II Ho. Respondents I! Sourcc of Advice1 I1 2nd 3:ro 4th 5th
{ int~vi'M intElil:'vie~l interview interview Ii
Hospital doctor 5 .. 1 1, 0
General practitioner 4 3 0 1 i!
Nurse 2 0 0 0
Advice sheet 37 1 1 0
Other 1 0 0 0
.J
Total receiving advice 37 8 1 2 I
Not received advice 15 40 46 !~6
--....
I Total Respondents 52 J.i.8 47 48
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Table 7.10 Desire fvr Advice er More Advice about Sexual Activity
When is "back to normal"? 5 1 0 0
When to start sex?
"
3 0 0
WhetheI' to have sex :)r not? 6 2 2 0
Wh-:lt to do/not to do? 0 2 3 2
Is sex good for you? 0 2 2 1































Total Respondents 52 48 47
Table 7.11 S!!£..l<ing Habits
------ Itb. Respondents IBefore 2nd 3l:'d lI:h 5th Iillness inteI'view interview inter'view interview
i
,-~!
17 e 6 5 4 I
10 1 3 4 3 I
4 1 2 3 5 I
4 0 3 2 1 I
1 0 0 1 0 II
-- --1
36 10 14 15 13 I
,



















r Total R! spoooents
I ',
'
1- ...... . ,.....J
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Table 7.12 Advice· about SmckiW from H"a1tb Service Staff
I No. Rcs!l')ndents Ii ,
•I Source of Mvice 2rrl 3rJ 4th 5th II interview inter'lim·, interview interview II1 Hospital doctor 23 5 4 6 II i
i General practitioner 12 3 2 6 IiI Nurse a 0 0 0I Advice sheet 12 0 0 0 ii I
\
Other 3 1 0 0
i
~
•I Total r ecei'ling advice 31 7 5 9 I, jj 1










previous interview 36 10 15
_________,__ i
21'+
Table 7.14 Respondents' Desi::::.:> for !bre Infornetbn or






..~ ~_._,.--" _ ~~,-,.,.~ .. -.. , ..,.,.-~.-._~._ -~'''' ~- ._---~_. -.-.- -..~,... - _-,..--;-._ __.- ,~.- ,-~
31',1 4th 5th l At any
interview interview interview Iinterview
! Illness, recovery 15 20 17 5 11 3'71
I Prognosis '+ 10 10 7 3 22
I Treatment 2 6 10 'f 3 19i
I Work 1 6 6 2 4
12
Other daily activites 2 13 5 5 6 21




1 Total wanting more 1 18 3'+ 2G 18 20 '+1.1-II II Not wanting more 34 18 20 29 28 8 ij • JiI
--- il i, i
1
,
I Total Respondents I 52 52 48 1+7 48II 1I (,
......i
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